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ABSTRACT
Wireless power transfer (WPT) technology provides galvanic isolation for improved
safety and also provides reliability by eliminating the need for dedicated
connectors/adapters that can get damaged due to frequent usage. For these reasons, it has
become popular in medical implant charging and electric vehicle (EV) charging. Beyond
these niche applications, due to aesthetic features and convenience provided by the cordfree environment, it is rapidly becoming an attractive charging solution for various
portable electronics as well as household appliances.
However, currently available WPT technology demonstrates several shortcomings and
various challenges due to allowed receiver position variation with respect to transmitter
position. For consumers, major shortcomings and challenges include lower power
transmission efficiency compared to hard-connected charging method and limited
receiver positioning flexibility. For the industry, major shortcomings and challenges
include increased cost of implementation and increased complexity in design and
control.
In order to promote adoption of WPT technology, it is important to provide good
power transmission efficiency and to improve receiver positioning flexibility while
reducing complexity in design and control of resonant converters. Also, it is important to
minimize the component count to reduce the cost of implementation.
In this research, novel optimal design methods have been developed for resonant
converters employing two popular resonant tank topologies: series-series (SS) resonant
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tank and series-parallel (SP) resonant tank. Also, a novel control method for SS resonant
converter employing a symmetrical inductive coupler has been developed. These methods
reduce complexity in analysis, design, and control. Using these methods, receiver
positioning flexibility can be improved without a large component count while minimizing
design complexity. Various simulation results and experimental results are presented to
show that these methods allow achieving an optimal compromise between power
transmission efficiency and power delivery robustness against variations in resonant tank
parameters occurring due to magnetic coupling variation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BASIC OVERVIEW OF WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER
In magnetically-coupled wireless chargers, electric power is transmitted across a
magnetic coupler via magnetic field coupling. Unlike transformers, a magnetic coupler
can have a large air-gap distance and misalignment between its primary-side coil
(transmitter coil, Tx) and secondary-side coil (receiver coil, Rx). An example of a
magnetic coupler is shown in Figure 1.1. The figure shows a symmetrical implementation
of Tx and Rx in which they have the same physical geometry. It should be mentioned that
a magnetic coupler can also be implemented asymmetrically with different geometric
shapes and different turns ratio for Tx and Rx.
N = 22 turns
25 AWG
~35.33cm
~9.53mm

Misalignment

~10.54mm

Air-gap
Distance
~2.79mm

Figure 1.1: A magnetic coupler example consisting of two flat planar cores with 1:1 turns
ratio.

1

Due to non-ideal magnetic coupling (k) caused by a large air-gap and misalignment
between Tx and Rx, large leakage fluxes are generated. Effects of leakage fluxes are
modeled with so called leakage inductances. Ideal (perfect) coupling refers to
the condition of k = 1, whereas non-ideal (imperfect) coupling refers to the condition of 0
≤ k < 1. As can be seen inside the dashed red box in Figure 1.2, a magnetic coupler for 0
≤ k < 1 can be represented as a T-equivalent model consisting of primary-side leakage
inductance (Le1), magnetizing inductance (Lm), and secondary-side leakage inductance
referred to the primary side (Le2' =

Le2). For the T-equivalent model, magnetic coupling

coefficient, k, is determined by Equation 1, where LS1 represents primary-side selfinductance and LS2‟ represents secondary-side self-inductance referred to the primary
side.
The T-equivalent model may or may not contain winding resistance and core
equivalent resistance accounting for core loss, depending on significance of their effects
in desired analysis.
A magnetic coupler is driven by a switching converter, and the magnetic coupler
together with one or more resonant capacitors forms the so-called resonant tank. The
purpose of constructing a resonant tank is to compensate for leakage inductances, Le1 and
Le2', so that their impedances are effectively shorted out (zero) by resonant capacitors at
resonant frequency. This resonant compensation minimizes losses in a resonant tank to
deliver an appropriate power at maximized efficiency. More details on resonant tank
characteristics will be provided in Chapter 3. Also, theory of resonant converters is
explained in more detail later in the background section. For now, it should be mentioned
that a DC-DC resonant converter performs DC to AC conversion, and then AC voltage
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excites a resonant tank consisting of inductance(s) and capacitance(s). Due to this AC
excitation, magnetic field is induced in Tx. AC voltage and current waveforms are then
induced in Rx via magnetic coupling. In a receiver, these AC waveforms are converted
back to DC by the use of either passive rectification or active rectification. These
rectified waveforms are then fed into a low pass filter to filter out undesirable high
frequency signals. After the low pass filter stage, the transmitted power is used to charge
a battery or to power up an electronic load. This process is shown in Figure 1.2, which
provides a simplified overview of resonant converter operation. As Figure 1.2 shows, in
wireless charging, the DC to AC conversion generates AC signals to excite a resonant
tank whose inductances come from the T-equivalent model of a magnetic coupler,
although additional inductor(s) are sometimes implemented.
In Wireless Charging, Inductances are Introduced
by a Magnetic Coupler
2
n Le2
Le1
Indicates
Voltage and
Current
Measurement

DC

Switch
Network for
DC to AC
Conversion

Shows
Measured
Voltage and
Current
Waveforms

n:1
Magnetic
Field

Lm

Resonant Tank
Consisting of
Inductance(s)
and
Capacitance(s)

Switch
Network for
AC to DC
Conversion

Low Pass
Filter to Filter
Out High
Frequency
Contents

Load(s)
such as
Batteries

Figure 1.2: Simplified overview of resonant converter operation.
...................................................................................... Equation (1)
where

;

;

; and
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There are different possible resonant capacitor arrangements for creating various
resonant tank topologies. Two popular resonant tank topologies, series-series (SS)
resonant tank and series-parallel (SP) resonant tank, are shown in Figure 1.3- Note: Each
topology contains the T-equivalent model of the magnetic coupler, and the secondaryside parameters are referred to the primary side. Examples of these topologies in wide
range of applications can be found in [1], [6], [8]-[9], [24], [34]-[35] and [37].
In Figure 1.3, the resonant tank input is AC voltage Vi, which is created by the
primary-side switch network performing DC to AC conversion. The resonant tank output
is represented as an effective resistive load, Re‟, referred to the primary side, which
models the secondary-side rectification network and the battery load under nominal
charging condition. The subscripts,

SS

and

SP,

are added to distinguish between the

expressions for Re' in SS and SP resonant tank topologies: ReSS‟ for SS resonant tank and
ReSP‟ for SP resonant tank. Primary-side resonant capacitance is denoted as C1, and
secondary-side resonant capacitance referred to the primary side is denoted as C2‟.
Resonant Topology

iLe1
Series-series
(SS)
Resonant Tank

C1

Le1

n:1

Parameters Referred
to the Primary Side
Le2'

C2'

io’

iLm
Vi

Lm

ReSS’

Vo’

Figure 1.3: Series-series (SS) and series-parallel (SP) resonant tanks with secondary-side
parameters referred to primary side.
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In this research, detailed analysis is performed for voltage gain ||GV(jω)||, current gain
||Gi(jω)||, and circulating current gain ||GiLm(jω)|| of the two resonant tank topologies.
Angular frequency ω is in rad/s and defined as 2πf, where frequency f is in Hz. Voltage
gain ||GV(jω)|| is defined as the magnitude of the ratio VO‟ to Vi in the frequency domain.
Current gain ||Gi(jω)|| is defined as the magnitude of the ratio of iO‟ to iLe1 in the
frequency domain. Circulating current gain ||GiLm(jω)|| is defined as the magnitude of the
ratio of iLm to iLe1 in the frequency domain.
For the two resonant tank topologies, voltage gain evaluates power transmission
characteristics. In the SS resonant tank, current gain and circulating current gain evaluate
coil-to-coil power efficiency. On the other hand, in the SP resonant tank, current gain
evaluates the resonant tank's power efficiency while circulating current gain evaluates
coil-to-coil power efficiency. This is because current gain of the SP resonant tank is
affected also by one additional circulating current path through C2‟ unlike the SS
resonant tank – See Figure 1.3.
As mentioned previously, the coupler can be implemented either asymmetrically or
symmetrically. Due to this fact, there are two main types of resonant tank that the SS
resonant tank and SP resonant tank can belong to. One is asymmetrically-implemented
resonant tank (ART) type, and the other is symmetrically-implemented resonant tank
(SRT) type. In ART type, the primary leakage (Le1) and the secondary leakage referred to
the primary side (Le2' =

Le2) can be largely different, thus they are not related simply by

the coupler turns ratio, n. In SRT type, Le1 and Le2' are equal to each other. Thus, in SRT
type, relative inductance condition is always LS1 = LS2', whereas, in ART type, it can be
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LS1 > LS2', LS1 = LS2', or LS1 < LS2'. Consequently, analytical complexity is higher for
ART type.
These two main resonant tank types can be further divided based on the range of k.
ART type can be divided into tightly-coupled ART (TART) type or loosely-coupled ART
(LART) type. Also, SRT type can be either tightly-coupled SRT (TSRT) type or looselycoupled SRT (LSRT) type. In this research, the term, „tightly-coupled‟, refers to k ≥ 0.6
approximately, whereas the term, „loosely-coupled‟, corresponds to k ≤ 0.35
approximately.
1.2 MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Wireless charging provides increased safety and convenience by applying galvanic
isolation and by eliminating the need for frequently-used dedicated connectors/adapters.
For these reasons, it has been utilized in medical implant charging [1]-[5] and electric
vehicle (EV) charging [6]-[9]. Recently, wireless charging has become an attractive
charging solution also for electronic household appliances and various portable
electronics [10]–[13] such as cellular phones [14]-[16] and laptops [17]-[18]. This is
because wireless charging can also provide aesthetically-pleasing cord-free environment
that improves spatial utilization. However, current wireless charging technology
demonstrates several shortcomings.
From the consumer‟s perspective, the shortcomings include limited receiver
positioning flexibility and lower power transmission efficiency compared to wireconnected charging. From the industry‟s perspective, they include increased cost due to a
large component count and increased complexity in design and control.
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In order to promote adoption of wireless power transfer technology, it is crucial to
provide good efficiency in both tightly-coupled systems and loosely-coupled systems
while reducing the complexity in design optimization and control of resonant converters.
Furthermore, minimization of component count to reduce the cost of implementation is
highly desirable.
However, there exist various challenges due to the fact that significant variations can
occur in k and Re'. Variation in k is caused by the misalignment and air-gap changes
between Tx and Rx - See Figure 1.1. This variation changes the inductances (Le1, Le2',
and Lm) and thus causes resonant frequencies to shift. Variation in Re' can occur passively
and/or actively. Passive variation in Re‟ occurs due to battery state of charge variation or
due to different electronic loads. Active variation in Re‟ occurs due to various
rectification (AC to DC conversion) techniques. Both types of variation (k variation and
Re‟ variation) causes resonant peaks to change in voltage gain, current gain, and/or
circulating current gain. These resonant peak changes can be described in terms of quality
factor, Q. Expressions for Q depend on resonant tank topologies and author. In this
research, Q describes relationship between resonant elements and effective resistive load,
Re'. Therefore, Q in this research is a load-dependent quantity. Different mathematical
expressions for Q are used later in this dissertation. For now, it should be noted that Q
variation can be imposed by changing Re'. In summary, resonance characteristics of a
resonant tank can vary significantly in wireless power transfer applications.
Consequently, analysis, design, and control can become complex.
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The parameter variations affect power transmission characteristics, efficiency, and
control model complexity. More specifically, the following general remarks, a through d,
can be made regarding various affected quantities in wireless charging applications.
a.

Maximizing power transmission robustness against k variation is desirable
for minimizing losses in an additional converter and/or regulator
implemented in either the transmitter-side or receiver-side of a resonant
converter. In some cases, high robustness in power transmission
characteristics can even eliminate the need for an additional converter
and/or regulator, which maximizes the overall system efficiency. It can
also significantly decrease the complexity in deriving frequencydependent models for controlling power transmission. Note: Power
transmission robustness is maximized when voltage gain robustness is
maximized.

b.

Power efficiency in a resonant tank is maximized ideally when its leakage
inductances are fully compensated by resonant capacitor(s) to produce
effective short-circuited (zero) impedance. In a desired range of k
variation, maintaining compensation of leakage inductances provides
sufficient power delivery without significant losses in a magnetic coupler.
Therefore, there needs to be a control method that allows tracking and
achieving the compensation of leakage inductances under k variation.

c.

Satisfying a through b above leads to increased receiver positioning
flexibility.
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d.

There is a trade-off between coil-to-coil power efficiency and robustness
in power delivery: high coil-to-coil efficiency of a resonant tank may be
achieved at the cost of low power delivery robustness against k variation.
This means that, under the condition that expected losses in an additional
converter and/or linear voltage regulator are higher than expected losses in
a resonant tank, it is better to increase power delivery robustness, because
overall charging system efficiency can be increased by minimizing the
losses in or the need for an additional converter and/or linear voltage
regulator.

To achieve good overall efficiency and robustness in power transmission, to improve
receiver positioning flexibility, and to reduce implementation complexity, this
dissertation presents the following novel accomplishments in order.


NOVEL ACCOMPLISHMENT 1:
To obtain a novel optimal design method for SS resonant tank of SRT type by
performing detailed analysis on frequency-domain characteristics of SS resonant
tank of SRT type.



NOVEL ACCOMPLISHMENT 2:
To obtain a novel control method that enables unity gain frequency tracking
(UGFT) in a SS resonant converter of SRT type under k variation without the
need for digital communication between transmitter and receiver.
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NOVEL ACCOMPLISHMENT 3:
Based on detailed analysis of general frequency-domain characteristics of SS and
SP resonant tank topologies, derive general analytical equations in designoriented form for determining various notable quantities in SS and SP resonant
tank topologies. By using these equations, perform analytical comparative study
on SS and SP resonant tank topologies for deciding which of the two topologies is
desirable for a certain application. Also, obtain novel computer-aided optimal
design methods, so that the two topologies of LART type can be designed for
optimal performance for a desired nominal load under k variation.

1.3 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
In novel accomplishment 1, frequency-domain characteristics of SS resonant tank of
SRT type are analyzed in detailed to evaluate changes in the characteristics caused by k
and Q variations. Based on the analysis, a novel design method is developed. The design
method allows rapid calculation of the resonant tank parameters for achieving peak
voltage gain of choice. As will be shown, unlike conventional design methods, it is a
more self-contained method in which the cost of design process can be significantly
reduced. By allowing rapid calculation of the resonant tank parameters, it also provides
convenient evaluation of expected resonance characteristics for SS resonant tank of SRT
type. Consequently, design iterations can be performed without high complexity and
time-consuming efforts that conventional design methods require.
In novel accomplishment 2, a novel UGFT control method is developed for SS
resonant tank of SRT type. This method does not require communication between a
transmitter and a receiver in tracking and achieving the resonant frequency of highest
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power efficiency (unity voltage gain frequency, fO). Therefore, this control method can
improve both power efficiency and receiver positioning flexibility in SS resonant
converter of SRT type. By minimizing the need for various components in currently
available wireless charging systems for portable electronics, this control method also
reduces system complexity and cost of implementation.
In novel accomplishment 3, detailed analysis on general frequency-domain
characteristics of SS and SP resonant tank topologies is performed. By deriving various
general analytical equations, SS and SP resonant tank topologies of both SRT and ART
types can be analyzed. Assuming loosely-coupled condition, equations for approximating
desirable resonant frequencies under k variation are derived. Using these frequency
approximations, various design equations are derived. All of the analytical equations and
design equations are derived in design-oriented forms consisting only of physicallymeaningful quantities that allow convenient analysis and optimal designs of the two
popular resonant tank topologies. Also, these equations allow determining and evaluating
various important frequency-domain quantities such as peak voltage gain, loadindependent voltage gain, load-independent current gain, multiple resonant frequencies
exhibiting notable features, desirable boundary for operating frequency (ωs) range,
voltage gain at ωs, current gain at ωs, circulating current at ωs, and how these quantities
change depending on magnetic coupling coefficient (k) and load (Re‟). Therefore, easier
understanding of design and efficiency tradeoffs can be accomplished by using these
equations. By using the design equations, novel computer-aided optimal design methods
for loosely-coupled SS resonant tank and loosely-coupled SP resonant tank are developed
to avoid time-consuming development process and to minimize costs caused by extensive
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experimental evaluation and iterative practical redesigns. These design methods allow
rapid and convenient evaluation of effects of variations in k and load-dependent quality
factor. Optimal load-dependent quality factor values can then be determined without high
complexity for a desired nominal load. By achieving optimal load-dependent quality
factors, power transmission robustness against k variation can be maximized without
significantly reduced coil-to-coil power efficiency. Also, an analytical comparative study
is performed to show which of the two topologies is desirable for a certain application.
Overall, these novel accomplishments contribute to improving both overall power
efficiency and receiver positioning flexibility, while reducing system complexity and cost
of design process in inductive wireless charging systems.
1.4 BACKGROUND ON RESONANT CONVERTERS
Unlike pulse width modulated (PWM) converters, resonant converters contain a
resonant L-C network (resonant tank) that produces sinusoidal or quasi-sinusoidal voltage
and current waveforms during a switching period.
To increase the power density, switched-mode power converters can be operated at
high switching frequencies so as to reduce the sizes of magnetic components. However
for a PWM converter performing hard switching transitions, high switching frequency
operation can increase the switching loss significantly leading to poor power efficiency.
A major advantage of resonant converters is the reduced switching loss through the
use of soft switching techniques known as zero voltage switching (ZVS) and zero current
switching (ZCS). In ZVS and ZCS, the turn-on transitions and/or turn-off transitions of
semiconductor switches can occur approximately at zero crossings of the waveforms
produced by a resonant converter. Therefore, reduced switching loss can be achieved in a
12

resonant converter, so that it can operate at switching frequencies higher than in
comparable PWM converters. Another advantage of resonant converters is that ZVS can
reduce the electromagnetic interference (EMI) by significantly reducing high frequency
noise at switching transitions.
However, there exists a major disadvantage of resonant converters: it is difficult to
optimize the resonant elements in terms of efficiency for wide input and output ranges.
Also, optimization becomes even more difficult when there are variations in k such as in
wireless power transfer applications.
In this section, the fundamental theory on resonant converters is explained: the
fundamental theory includes sinusoidal analysis, ZVS mechanism, and ZCS mechanisms.
A simple DC-DC series LC resonant converter in Figure 1.4 is used as an example to
explain the theory. Furthermore, various types (switching frequency (fS) modulation,
phase-shift method, and PWM method) for controlling the voltage gain and load current
are described.
ig(t)

Vds1(t)

|ir(t)|
Q1

Io

Q3
is(t)

C

L

ir(t)

Vg

Vo
Q2

Q4
Vs(t)

Vr(t)

Figure 1.4: DC-DC series LC resonant converter.
1.4.1 SINUSOIDAL ANALYSIS OF RESONANT CONVERTERS
In Figure 1.4, actively controlled switches, Q1-Q4, convert a DC source voltage, Vg,
to a square wave voltage, vS(t), oscillating at the switching frequency, fS. In most cases,
the frequency of vS(t) is close to the resonant frequency, fO, generating the quasi13

sinusoidal waveforms in the resonant tank. If the resonant tank has response at other
harmonics of vS(t) that are negligible compared to response at the fundamental frequency
(fS ≈ fO), then the voltage and current waveforms of the resonant tank can be
approximated by their fundamental frequency components. Thus, the resonant tank acts
as a fundamental frequency pass filter. Applying the fundamental frequency
approximation in the analysis, vS(t) can be realized as shown in Figure 1.5. This figure
shows the square wave voltage, vS(t), which is what the input voltage of the resonant
tank actually is. Due to the filtering effect, the sinusoidal wave voltage, vS1(t), is what the
impedance of the resonant tank responds to. Using Fourier series, the square wave
voltage, vS(t), is represented by Equation 2. Since the resonant frequency, fo, is close to
the fundamental frequency,

, the fundamental component of vS(t) applied to the

input of the resonant tank can be expressed as Equation 3. The quasi-sinusoidal resonant
tank input current, is(t), is then expressed as Equation 4 - Note: The phase shift,  s , is
present in is(t) when fS and fO are not exactly equal to each other.
Figure 1.6 shows the source current, ig(t), and resonant tank input current, is(t),
waveforms: ig(t) and is(t) are equal for one half of the switching cycle, but they are
opposite in polarity for the other half. This can be easily understood by visualizing ig(t)
as a phase-shifted full-wave rectified version of is(t) hence ig(t) having some negative
polarity portion for

duration. The average value of ig(t) is then determined by

Equation 5.
As can be seen from Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6, is(t) is shown to lag vS(t) by the phase
shift of

. This lagging occurs because the analysis performed here is based on above-

resonant frequency operation: fS is above but near fO. With the series LC configuration,
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the resonant tank introduces an inductive impedance to

for fS > fO (above-resonance

operation). On the other hand, if fS is below fO, then is(t) is leads vS(t) by a certain phase:
with the series L-C configuration, the resonant tank introduces a capacitive impedance to
vS(t) for fS < fO (below-resonance operation). The magnitude of phase shift increases as fS
is moved farther away from fO. It should be noted that is(t) waveform is then quasisinusoidal: is(t) is sinusoidal only if fS is exactly equal to fO so that the resonant tank
introduces a resistive impedance to vS(t) causing no phase shift between is(t) and vS(t) .
The portion consisting of the diode bridge rectifier, output low pass filter, and load
resistor is shown Figure 1.7. The series LC resonant tank‟s output voltage (vr(t)), its
fundamental component (vr1(t)), and output current (ir(t)) waveforms are shown in Figure
1.8.
Because of the synchronous rectification performed by the diode bridge rectifier, the
effective resistive load, Re, is applied to the output of the resonant tank as indicated in
Figure 1.7. In order to determine Re,
fundamental component,

is first represented as Equation 6, and its

, is then represented as Equation 7. The output current of

the resonant tank, ir(t), is expressed as Equation 8. Then, the output current through the
load resistor, Io, which is filtered by the low pass capacitive filter, Cf, is equal to the
average value of the full-wave rectified current of ir(t), |ir(t)|, which is shown by Equation
9. Finally, effective resistive load Re is derived as Equation 10.
Based on Equations 2 through 10, the steady-state equivalent model of the series LC
resonant converter is shown as Figure 1.9. The ratio of load voltage (VO) to source
voltage (Vg), M, is determined by Equation 11. Substituting Equation 10 into Equation
11 yields the relationship, M  Gv( js ) . In reality, the voltage gain relationship is
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M  Gv( j s ) , because there are some losses. This relationship shows that the output

voltage of resonant converters depends on the voltage gain transfer function of the
resonant tank and can be controlled by modulating the switching frequency, fS.

4



Vg

Figure 1.5: Square wave resonant tank input voltage, vS(t), and its fundamental frequency
component, vS(t).
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Figure 1.6: Source current, ig(t), and resonant tank input current, is(t).
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Figure 1.7: Diode bridge rectifier with low pass filter and load resistor.
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Figure 1.8: Waveforms of the series LC resonant tank‟s output voltage vr(t), its
fundamental component vr1(t), and resonant tank output current ir(t).
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Figure 1.9: Steady-state equivalent model of series LC resonant converter.
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1.4.2 ZERO VOLTAGE SWITCHING (ZVS)
ZVS is a type of soft switching mechanism that reduces the switching loss by having
switching transitions of semiconductor devices at zero crossings of applied voltage
waveforms. For example, in converters containing MOSFETs with built-in anti-parallel
body diodes or external diodes, ZVS reduces the switching loss caused by diode reverse
recovery and inherent output capacitance of a MOSFET.
ZVS can occur where the voltage across a MOSFET becomes zero before the resonant
tank current becomes zero, and before the transistor turns on. Therefore in aboveresonance operation of the series LC resonant converter in Figure 1.4 , the MOSFETs in
Q1-Q4 can turn on softly with ZVS, leading to the reduced turn-on switching losses.
Figure 1.10 shows the series LC resonant tank‟s input voltage (vs(t)) and input current
18

(iS(t)) under ZVS. As can be seen from this figure, the soft turn-on transition occurs when
iS(t) crosses zero at t1, at which point, vS(t) is in its positive half while iS(t) is making the
polarity transition from negative to positive. In Figure 1.10, initially, iS(t) is negative
while vS(t) is positive, and the body-diodes of MOSFETs, Q1 and Q4, are conducting.
When iS(t) is at its zero crossing, t1, the MOSFETs, Q1 and Q4, turn on softly with ZVS,
because during the transition, the voltages across Q1 and Q4 are zero while the current
going through Q1 and Q4 are sinusoidally changing. This ZVS operation is more evident
in Figure 1.11 which shows the voltage, vds1(t), across Q1 and the current, ids(t), through
it.
The transistor turn-off in Figure 1.11 is a hard switching transition similar to what
transistors of PWM converters exhibit. ZVS can be achieved also for turn-off transitions
by introducing an appropriate dead time (DT), during which all of Q1-Q4 are turned off.
During this DT after the square wave resonant tank input voltage crosses zero, the
remaining charge indicated by the area under the sinusoidal current curve are exchanged
by the parallel capacitors of the transistors. After the capacitors are fully charged at the
supply voltage, the anti-parallel diodes clamp at this voltage as seen in Figure 1.11 and
these diodes allow conduction of free-wheeling diode current to circulate into the parallel
capacitors, thus introducing commutation intervals. During the commutation intervals,
the transistor voltages change softly due to charging and discharging of their parallel
capacitors. When this happens, both the rising and falling edges of the transistor voltage
are smooth as in Figure 1.12 rather than rapid vertical edges.
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Figure 1.10: ZVS during turn-on transitions of MOSFETs in series LC resonant converter
of Figure 1.4 in above-resonance operation.
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Figure 1.11: MOSFET Q1 voltage and current of series LC resonant converter in aboveresonance operation for ZVS.
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Figure 1.12: Introduction of commutation interval, X, where charging and discharging of
parallel capacitors of transistors occur for soft transistor voltage transitions.
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1.4.3 ZERO CURRENT SWITCHING (ZCS)
As mentioned previously, when the series LC resonant converter in Figure 1.4 is
operated at fS < fO (below-resonance operation), the series LC resonant tank has a
capacitive input impedance. In this case, is(t) leads vS(t) as shown in Figure 1.13. Then,
the transistor current crosses zero before the transistor voltage becomes zero, thus
achieving ZCS. Figure 1.14 shows this phenomenon using the vds1(t) and ids(t) of Q1.
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Figure 1.13: ZCS during turn-on transitions of MOSFETs in series LC resonant converter
of Figure 1.4 in above-resonance operation.
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Figure 1.14: MOSFET Q1 voltage and current of series LC resonant converter in belowresonance operation for ZCS.
1.4.4 CONTROL OF OUTPUT POWER DELIVERY VIA SWITCHING FREQUENCY MODULATION
As briefly described previously, the voltage gain of a resonant converter depends on
switching frequency. The series LC resonant tank in Figure 1.4 exhibit the voltage gain
transfer function of Equation 12. This equation shows that the highest voltage gain
possible for the series LC resonant tank is unity at the resonant frequency,

. As

the switching frequency, fS, moves away from fO, the voltage gain decreases. This is
expected because the impedances of L and C cancel each other when fS = fO, causing the
resonant tank input voltage to be applied directly across Re. So, the limitation of the
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series LC resonant tank is that it can operate only for a voltage step-down conversion
(buck mode).
However when the inductor is replaced with a magnetic coupler, the highest voltage
gain available, ||GV||max, can exceed unity for boost mode operation even when the turns
ratio of unity is applied for primary coil and secondary coil. This is possible due to the
parallel path introduced by a magnetizing inductance, Lm. Detailed analysis is performed
in later chapters clearly showing this property among other important frequency-domain
characteristics. For now, it should be noted that the output voltage of a resonant tank can
be controlled by varying the transistor switching frequency, fS.

Gv( j ) 

 j

 Qe  o
 j
1  
 Qe  o





  j 
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L
C
and Qe 
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LC
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1.4.5 CONTROL OF OUTPUT POWER DELIVERY VIA PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
In DC-DC resonant converters, using fully-controllable switches for active
rectification rather than using a diode-bridge rectifier allows flexible control of the load
current. It also reduces the diode conduction loss. In low power applications, the forward
diode voltage drop and diode current can cause a significant efficiency loss; therefore
fully-controllable switches should be used as synchronous rectifiers rather than diodes.
Implementation of fully-controllable switches on both sides of a magnetic coupler
produces a bidirectional DC-DC resonant converter in which power delivery can be
controlled by methods other than the switching frequency modulation technique. One of
the methods is pulse width modulation (PWM) technique that varies the duration in
which switches are turned on. An example of PWM technique is explained using the
quantities indicated in the fully-controllable full-bridge rectifier of Figure 1.15.
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In the PWM technique, the duty cycle of a resonant tank‟s output voltage, Vr(t), can
be controlled as shown in Figure 1.16. The load current, Io, is then represented as
Equation 13, which shows that Io can be changed by varying the duty cycle - Note: the
change in the parameter, n, represents the duty cycle variation (on-off time variations of
the secondary-side switches).
It should be noted that the PWM technique can be performed also on the primary side,
varying the on-off time of the primary-side switches. The maximum power delivery
occurs when the duty cycle is 50 % as can be seen from Equation 13: the parameter, n,
has to be a very high number (mathematically, infinity), causing both the negative portion
and positive portion of ir(t) to be half of switching period, Ts. Therefore, any deviation
from 50% in duty cycle condition (on-off time variation) results in decreasing the output
power (load current, Io) only, providing a limited control capability.
|ir(t)|

D5

D7
Q5

ir(t)

Io

Q7

Vr(t)

D6

Vo

Cf

D8
Q6

Q8

Figure 1.15: Fully-controllable full-bridge rectifier.
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Figure 1.16: PWM technique for controlling resonant tank output power via active ontime variation of the switches in the secondary-side full-bridge rectifier.

where

............................................................................. Equation (13)

1.4.6 CONTROL OF OUTPUT POWER DELIVERY VIA PHASE SHIFT METHOD
Another method of controlling the power delivery can be achieved with the
requirement of using fully-controllable switches both on the primary side and secondary
side. The method is called phase shift method and applies either an inductive phase shift
or a capacitive phase shift to decrease the load current.
When an inductive phase shift is applied actively, Vr(t) waveform leads ir(t)
waveform as in Figure 1.17. The load current is then expressed as Equation 14, which
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shows that the load current can be controlled by varying the phase shift,
maximum power delivery occurs when

-Note: the

.

When a capacitive phase shift is applied actively, Vr(t) waveform lags ir(t) waveform
as in Figure 1.18. The load current is then controlled again by controlling the phase shift,
.
In summary, besides the switching frequency (fS) modulation technique, the PWM
technique and/or the phase shift technique can be used to control the power delivery (load
current, Io). It is shown in Figure 1.16 through Figure 1.18 that these two methods
introduce actively controlled effective load condition to a resonant tank. It will be shown
later in Chapter 4 that both the PWM technique and the phase shift technique are
undesirable in terms of control complexity and efficiency. On the other hand, fS
modulation technique is desirable.
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Vo
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Figure 1.17: Phase-shift control to apply inductive effective load.
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t

where

........................... Equation (14)
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Figure 1.18: Phase-shift control to apply capacitive effective load.
1.5 THEORY OF OPERATION OF SS RESONANT CONVERTER OF SRT TYPE
The purpose of this section is to describe the ideal operation of a SS resonant
converter of SRT type in wireless charging applications. Figure 1.19 shows a DC-DC
full-bridge-to-full-bridge SS resonant converter of SRT type. For the sake of simple
discussion, 1:1 turns ratio is also applied for coupler winding condition. This means that
Le1 = Le2 = Le2', and consequently leakage inductance compensation is achieved by Cr: C1
= C2 = C2'. The winding resistances and core loss resistance model are not included in the
T-equivalent model.
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Figure 1.19: DC-DC bidirectional full-bridge SS resonant converter of SRT type.
1.5.1 THEORETICAL WAVEFORMS
SIDE

UNDER IDEAL

SWITCHING TRANSITIONS

ON

PRIMARY

In Figure 1.20, various waveforms of the SS resonant converter in Figure 1.19 are
shown to describe the nominal, ideal converter operation for each switching interval.
Constant input and resistive load conditions are assumed with a DC input voltage source
and load resistor. The nominal, ideal operation is when the switching frequency (fS) is
equal to the unity gain resonant frequency, fO (Equation 15).
At fS = fO, the impedances of Cr-Le1 and Cr-Le2 branches are effectively shorted as
mentioned before. The SS resonant tank can then be represented by the simplified
equivalent model in Figure 1.21. Therefore, the resonant tank driving-square wave
voltage, VH1(t), is directly applied across Lm, causing the circulating current, iLm(t) to be
triangular rather than sinusoidal. Consequently, the voltage gain of the SS resonant tank
is unity regardless of the effective resistive load (Re') while the circulating current is
reduced leading to higher coupler efficiency.
It should be noted that in Figure 1.20, iLe1(t) is shown to lag VH1 by t , meaning that
the SS resonant tank is behaving as an inductive impedance applied to the primary-side
full-bridge, and therefore the converter is assumed to be operating under the above-
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resonance (ZVS) condition. Figure 1.22 shows the equivalent circuit in each of the six
different stages, ta through tg indicated Figure 1.20, of the SS resonant converter.
For each of the six different stages depicted in Figure 1.22, the following can be
observed:
1. Short amount of time before the beginning of

, at the point near

when iLm(t) is at the lowest value, the capacitors across the MOSFETs,
Q1 and Q4, start being discharged, whereas at this point, the capacitors
across the MOSFETs, Q2 and Q3, start being charged. Eventually at
, CQ1 and CQ4 become fully discharged (Vds1(t) ≈ Vds4(t) ≈ 0),
whereas CQ2 and CQ3 become fully charged (Vds2(t) ≈ Vds3(t) ≈ Vg).
Then, the MOSFETs, Q1 and Q4, are turned on at this point with ZVS.
Until t = tb, CQ1 and CQ4 remain fully discharged while CQ2 and CQ3
remain fully charged.
2. During tb ≤ t < tc, which is the commutation interval, all of the MOSFETs
are turned off, and the discharging of CQ2 and CQ3 occur while CQ1 and
CQ4 are being charged.
3. At t = tc, CQ2 and CQ3 are fully discharged, whereas CQ1 and CQ4 are
fully charged. All MOSFETs remain turned off during tc ≤ t < td, and
conduction of the body-diodes, D2 and D3, of the MOSFETs, Q2 and Q3,
occurs while the circulating current, iLm(t), is flowing through them.
4. At t = te, which is when iLm(t) is at its lowest value, the capacitors across
the MOSFETs, Q1 and Q4, start being discharged, whereas at this point,
the capacitors across the MOSFETs, Q2 and Q3, start being charged.
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Eventually at

, CQ1 and CQ4 become fully discharged (vds1(t)

≈ vds4(t) ≈ 0), whereas CQ2 and CQ3 become fully charged (vds2(t) ≈
vds3(t) ≈ Vg). Then at t = tg, the MOSFETs, Q1 and Q4, are turned on at
this point with ZVS transitions.
5. And, the cycle repeats.
For the secondary-side full-bridge being either passively uncontrolled or actively
controlled for synchronous rectification, the bridge operations in the switching stage
intervals are the mirror image of the primary-side operations.
Vgs1(t),
Vgs4(t)
Vgs2(t),
Vgs3(t)
Vds1(t),
ds4(t)

Vg

Vds2(t),
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Figure 1.20: The full-bridge SS resonant converter's waveforms at unity voltage gain
frequency.
............................................................ Equation (15)
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Figure 1.21: Simplified equivalent model of the SS resonant converter in Figure 1.19 at fS
= fO.
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Figure 1.22: Equivalent circuits of the SS resonant converter for six different intervals (ta
through tg indicated in Figure 1.20) in one switching cycle.
1.6 OUTLINE
Chapter 1 provides the basic overview of wireless charging operation, motivation and
research objective, research significance, and background theory on resonant converters.
Chapter 2 describes an experimental setup for implementing different types of
resonant tank. Also, this chapter briefly summarizes the works in [19]: It shows a
resonant converter test-bed implemented for performance evaluation, and provides a
summary of experimental results of the test-bed employing SS resonant tank of SRT type.
The experimental results were collected under varied switching frequency (fS) or varied
load, Re‟ (equivalently, varied load-dependent quality factor).
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In Chapter 3, a literature review on resonant tank design methods is provided to
describe conventional design methods and their shortcomings. A novel optimal design
method for SS resonant tank of SRT type is presented to overcome these shortcomings.
The magnitude of voltage gain transfer function, ||GV(jω)||, of SS resonant tank of SRT
type is analyzed to extract various resonant frequencies. Through detailed study of
voltage gain characteristics, various notable features of the resonant tank are described. A
novel optimal design method is developed. The performance of the design method in
terms of accuracy and precision is evaluated in simulation by comparing it with
mathematically accurate solutions from a conventional parametric simulation-based
method. The simulation results confirm the validity of the proposed design method. The
design method is further validated using experimental results.
In Chapter 4, literature reviews on resonant converter control methods and on state of
the art regarding wireless charging of portable electronics are provided to describe
various shortcomings and undesirable features that the currently available wireless
chargers exhibit. In order to avoid these shortcomings and undesirable features, this
chapter presents a novel unity gain frequency tracking (UGFT) control method for SS
resonant converter of SRT type. Without communication between transmitter and
receiver, this control method allows tracking and achieving the resonant frequency of
unity voltage gain, so that compensation of leakage inductances can be obtained under k
variation. Therefore, the UGFT control method improves receiver positioning flexibility
and reduces component count by maintaining good power transmission efficiency under k
variation without communication ICs. The control method requires various desirable
characteristics of SS resonant tank of SRT type to be achieved through an appropriate
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design process following a set of design criteria. Therefore, various desirable
characteristics are explained, and design criteria for achieving these characteristics are
provided. A SS resonant converter of SRT type employing the control method is
constructed following the criteria and validated in both simulation and experiment.
In Chapter 5, detailed general analysis on frequency-domain characteristics of SS and
SP resonant tank topologies is performed to derive general analytical equations that allow
determining and evaluating various notable characteristics. These general equations are
in design-oriented form consisting only of physically-meaningful quantities. Using these
equations, optimal design methods for SS and SP resonant tanks of LART type are
developed to enable maximization of power delivery robustness against k variation
without the cost of significantly reduced coil-to-coil efficiency. An analytical
comparative study on the two resonant tank topologies is performed in this chapter as
well.
Chapter 6 provides conclusion, list of publications, and future work.
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CHAPTER 2
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION BOARD
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION BOARD
The purpose of Section 2.1 is to provide a brief description of the evaluation board
shown in Figure 2.1, which has been used in various experiments in this research. In this
section, each of the power stages on the evaluation board is described. The board was
designed for the target switching frequency (fS) range of approximately 100 kHz ≤ fS ≤
600 kHz. The power stage components consider the power level ≤ 20 W with the current
level ≤ 3A and voltage level ≤ 15V.
Functional diagrams for the power stage components of SS and SP resonant converters
are shown in Figure 2.2. The components in this figure can be implemented flexibly on
the evaluation board. Furthermore, each of the primary-side and secondary-side switch
networks can be changed between the half-bridge configuration and the full-bridge
configuration. As an example, Figure 2.1 shows the implementation of a SS resonant tank
of SRT type with the full-bridge configuration for both primary-side and secondary-side
switch networks.
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Figure 2.1: Evaluation board implementing a SS resonant tank of SRT type containing
the symmetrical pot core coupler as an example.
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Figure 2.2: Power stage component diagrams DC-DC SS and SP resonant converters.
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2.1.1 HALF-BRIDGE CONFIGURATION VS. FULL-BRIDGE (HBRG) CONFIGURATION
This section briefly demonstrates the difference between operation with the halfbridge configuration and operation with the full-bridge configuration. Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.4 show the half-bridge configuration and full-bridge configuration respectively.
Various theoretical waveforms in the primary side (transmitter side) are shown in the
figures to show the difference in operation.
With the half-bridge configuration, the input voltage of the resonant tank, VH1(t), is a
square wave oscillating between 0 and supply voltage, Vg. The DC component of Vh1(t),
Vh1_DC(t) =

, is filtered out by the series resonant capacitor, Cr, on the primary side.

The AC component, Vh1_AC(t), applied to the resonant tank is the square wave
oscillating between

and

.

With the full-bridge configuration, the input voltage of the resonant tank, VH1(t), is
the square wave oscillating between -Vg and Vg without the presence of any DC
component.
Therefore if the same bridge output power is desired, the half-bridge input voltage
needs to be twice as high as the full-bridge input voltage, provided that fS, duty cycle, and
resonant tank parameters are identical for both half-bridge and full-bridge configurations.
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Figure 2.3: Half-bridge LCLC resonant converter's primary-side waveforms.
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Figure 2.4: Full-bridge LCLC resonant converter's primary-side waveforms.
2.1.2 MOSFETS IN THE SWITCH NETWORKS
Each of half-bridge MOSFET drivers on the evaluation board generates gate-source
voltage (Vgs) of 10V. Based on this condition and room temperature (

) condition,

Table 2.1 lists some of the maximum or typical ratings of the MOSFETs.
These MOSFETs were chosen to make a good compromise between on-resistance
(Rds_on) and expected switching speed (thus to make a good compromise between
conduction losses and switching losses). Under ZVS and ZCS conditions, expected
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switching losses are very small compared to the conduction losses, therefore the trench
gate MOSFETs were selected for low Rds_on of 4 mΩ typical. The MOSFETs can tolerate
the desired fS range of 100 kHz-600 kHz for portable electronics charging applications.
TABLE 2.1 MAXIMUM OR TYPICAL RATINGS OF TRENCH GATE SILICONE MOSFET FROM
VISHAY
Manufacturer/Part Name
Vishay/Si4160DY
Drain-Source Voltage, Vds
30Vmax
Gate-Source Voltage, Vgs
Vmax
Drain-Source On-Resistance, Rds_on
4mΩ typical at Vgs = 10V and Id = 15A
Total Gate Charge, Qg
36nC typical at Vds = 15V and Id = 10A
Continuous Drain Current, Id
25.4Amax at Vgs = 10V
Turn-on Delay Time
10ns typical
Rise Time
9ns typical
Turn-off Delay Time
25ns typical
Fall Time
9ns typical
Body Diode Specifications
Continuous Drain-Source Current, Is
5.1Amax
Pulse Diode Forward Current, Ism
70Amax for Pulse Width ≤ 300 and Duty Cycle ≤ 2%
Diode Forward Voltage Drop, Vsd
0.73V typical for Is = 3A
Reverse Recovery Time, trr
19ns typical
Reverse Recovery Fall Time, ta
10ns typical
Reverse Recovery Rise Time, tb
9ns typical

2.1.3 HIGH SPEED, HALF-BRIDGE MOSFET DRIVER
There are four high speed, half-bridge drivers implemented on the evaluation board,
supplied by a 10 V supply voltage, Vdd. The drivers are MAX15019 from Maxim. They
are independently controlled and appropriate for high switching frequency operations.
There are two types for MAX15019, CMOS and TTL. Although the CMOS type
desirably offers less turn-on and turn-off propagation delays (typically about 3 - 6 ns less)
compared to the TTL type, the input logic-high and logic-low voltage levels are not
appropriate for the condition of 3.3 V as the peak of PWM signals from TI F28335
control card in Figure 2.1: for the CMOS type, the input logic-low is 3.3 V while the
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input logic-high is 6.7 V for Vdd = 10 V. This means that the control card generating 3.3
V peak for PWM signals cannot turn on and off the MOSFETs using the CMOS type
drivers. Therefore, the TTL type is used on the evaluation board. Table 2.2 shows a brief
list of ratings for MAX15019 (TTL) driver. As can be seen from this table, the
propagation delay matching is very good. The TTL type still offers the very low and
well-matched propagation delays, and low rise and fall times.
TABLE 2.2 RATINGS OF HALF-BRIDGE DRIVER, MAX15019A (TTL), FROM MAXIM
Manufacturer/Part Name
Maxim/MAX15019A (TTL)
Operating Supply Voltage, Vdd
12.6Vmax
Input Logic-High, Vih
2Vmin
Input Logic-Low, Vil
0.8Vmax
Rise Time, tr
5ns typical
Fall Time, tf
5ns typical
Turn-On Propagation Delay, td_on
36ns typical
Turn-Off Propagation Delay, td_off
36ns typical
Delay Matching between
1ns typical
High-side on/off and Low-side off/on
Built-in Internal Bootstrap Diode Specifications
Forward Voltage Drop, Vf
0.9V typical
Turn-On and Turn-Off Time
40ns typical

2.1.4 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS‟ TMS320F28335 CONTROL CARD
The converter control is performed with a F28335 control card from Texas
Instruments. Table 2.3 lists some of the specifications of interest for the control card. The
control card has more than enough PWM modules for driving the eight MOSFETs on the
evaluation board. Also, it should be noted that it provides the floating point unit for easier
math operation and also has the capture modules called, "Ecap". Later in Chapter 4, it is
shown that an Ecap module is used in experimental validation of the novel UGFT control
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method. Both CPU bandwidth of 150MHz and ADC conversion time of 80ns are
appropriate for the desired fS range.
TABLE 2.3 BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS OF F28335 CONTROL CARD FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TMS320F28332
Floating Point Unit?
Yes
CPU Bandwidth Frequency (MHz)
150
RAM (kB)
68
Flash (kB)
512
EMIF
32/16-Bit
DMA (Channels)
6-Ch DMA
PWM (Channels)
18
Number of Capture Module (Ecap)
6
ADC (Channels and Bit Size)
16-Ch 12-Bit
ADC Conversion Time (ns)
80
Timers
3 32-Bit CPU,1 WD
Number of GPIOs
88

In summary, Section 2.1 serves as a brief reference for providing information on the
main stage of the experimental set-up. The next section provides a brief summary of
experimental performance evaluation.
2.2 EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The SS resonant converter of SRT type in Figure 1.19 was implemented in Pspice
simulation and also in experiment. In experiment, the converter contains the symmetrical
pot core coupler in Figure 2.1. The SS resonant tank exhibits fO ≈ 500 kHz. Experimental
testing under various operating conditions was already performed in [19], which contains
detailed data from both simulations and experiments. In this section, a summary of
simulation data and experimental data is provided to demonstrate good performance of
the experimental set-up and to show various experimental waveforms matching the
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theoretical waveforms discussed in Section 1.5. In particular, the waveforms of the
voltages and currents indicated in Figure 2.5 were measured.

iLe1(t)
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1:1
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iLe2(t)

iLm(t)

VH1(t)

Lm

Re’

VH2(t)

Inductive Coupler with
Turns Ratio of 1:1

Figure 2.5: Equivalent mode of Figure 1.19 with the measured voltages and currents
indicated.
2.2.1 SIMULATION WAVEFORMS AND EXPERIMENTAL WAVEFORMS
While the secondary-side switch network was performing passive diode rectification,
the quantities indicated in Figure 2.5 are measured both in Pspice simulation and
experiment.
In Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7, the quantities were measured while the converter was
operating at fS = 250 kHz < fO ≈ 500 kHz. The resonant converter was designed to
perform ZVS around 500 kHz, and therefore hard switching transitions are observed in
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. High distortion and switching noises are exhibited.
In Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, the quantities were measured while the converter was
operating at fS = 500 kHz ≈ fO. ZVS transitions are observed, and therefore very clean
waveforms were obtained. The circulating current, iLm(t), through the magnetizing
inductance (Lm) is triangular as expected from the previous theoretical discussion on
Figure 1.20.
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As can be seen from Figure 2.6 through Figure 2.9, the simulation waveforms and the
experimental waveforms match very well, indicating that the experimental set-up
performs as desired.
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Figure 2.6: Simulation (left) and experimental (right) results for resonant tank input
voltage [VH1(t)], primary (tank input) current [iLe1(t)], output voltage [VH2(t)], and
secondary current [iLe2(t)] for fS ≈ 250kHz.
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Figure 2.7: Simulation (left) and experimental (right) waveforms of primary current (top),
magnetizing inductance current (middle), and secondary current (bottom) for fS ≈
250kHz.
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Figure 2.8: Simulation (left) and experimental (right) results for resonant tank input
voltage [VH1(t)], primary (tank input) current [iLe1(t)], output voltage [VH2(t)], and
secondary current [iLe2(t)] for Re' ≈ 8.1 Ω.
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Figure 2.9: Simulation (left) and experimental (right) waveforms of primary (tank input)
current [iLe1(t)], circulating current through Lm [iLm(t)], and secondary current [iLe2(t)]
for Re' ≈ 8.1 Ω.
2.2.2 EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE
This section discusses how power transmission efficiency of the SS resonant converter
depends on switching frequency and load (Q). Later in this dissertation, mathematical
expressions for load-dependent quality factor (Q) will be defined separately for SS and
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SP resonant tank topologies. For now, it should be mentioned that the mathematical
expressions for load-dependent quality factor are directly proportional to effective
resistive load, Re‟, and therefore changes in this quality factor can be imposed by varying
Re‟. Figure 2.10 shows the power efficiency (η) data obtained experimentally at varied fS
while the secondary-side full-bridge is performing the passive diode rectification. As
expected from the theoretical discussion, operating at the unity gain frequency, fO =
500kHz, maximizes η due to ZVS and compensation of leakage inductances. In Figure
2.11, the experimental η of the converter is shown for varied Re'. The secondary-side fullbridge was performing active synchronous rectification with ZCS. The maximum η of
87.2% was obtained at Pout ≈12.5W. This indicates that efficiency characteristics depend
on load-dependent quality factor.
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Figure 2.10: Experimental efficiency data for varied switching frequency.
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H-Bridge vs Pout (W)
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Figure 2.11: Experimental efficiency data plot for the SS resonant converter with active
synchronous rectification (ZCS) under varied load condition.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTIMAL DESIGN METHOD FOR SS RESONANT TANK OF SRT TYPE TO ALLOW
RAPID AND CONVENIENT CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, it is shown that the power transmission efficiency is a Qdependent quantity. Designing a resonant tank to exhibit an optimal Q is important for a
resonant tank to exhibit several desirable features, which are explained later in this
chapter.
An optimal Q condition depends on the intended applications. For example, an
optimal value for Q can be the value that maximizes a resonant tank's robustness in
voltage and current gains against frequency tracking error and against variations in k and
Re‟. As explained more in detail later in this chapter, such robustness maximization may
be available at the cost of reduced coil-to-coil efficiency. Under the condition of very
small or no variations in resonant tank parameters, an optimal Q should be selected to
maximize the coil-to-coil efficiency. However in wireless charging applications,
significant variations in resonant tank parameters can occur, and therefore maximization
of robustness can provide several advantages.
One of these advantages is that the overall efficiency of an entire wireless charging
system can be optimized. This is because, although coil-to-coil efficiency of a coupler is
decreased, high robustness can significantly reduce losses in or eliminate the need for an
additional converter and/or linear voltage regulator. Therefore, higher power density,
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improved overall power efficiency, and lower cost of implementation can be achieved.
Other advantages include increase in receiver positioning flexibility and significantly
reduced control complexity, which can further increase power density and further reduce
cost of implementation.
There are conventional design methods used for LLC resonant tank of SRT type that
applies only a single series capacitance to the primary side of a transformer or a magnetic
coupler. These methods allow determining LLC resonant tank parameters needed for
achieving a desirable Q for a specified nominal Re‟. Similar methods can be developed
for designing the SS resonant tank topology of SRT type to obtain a desirable Q.
However, as discussed in the next section, these conventional methods have several
shortcomings and undesirable requirements. To overcome various shortcomings of
conventional resonant tank design methods, detailed frequency-domain analysis is
performed, and then a novel optimal design method for the SS resonant tank of SRT type
is developed in this chapter.
3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW ON CONVENTIONAL DESIGN METHODS
Conventional design methods have been based on either 1) parametric simulations in
the frequency domain with various combinations of resonant tank parameters or 2)
mathematical analysis of waveforms of a resonant tank in the time domain when the
switching frequency is at the frequency of peak voltage gain, ||GV||max. Various
shortcomings of these conventional design methods are discussed in Section 3.2.1 and
Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.1 PARAMETRIC SIMULATION-BASED RESONANT TANK DESIGN METHODS
Deriving physically-meaningful design equations is difficult and becomes more
complex when multiple resonant frequencies are involved, because mathematical
expressions for design equations can become very heavy in number of terms. Therefore,
parametric simulations are commonly used to derive combinations of resonant tank
parameters that are necessary for achieving a desired peak voltage gain, ||GV||max,
condition. Conventional parametric simulation-based methods are described in [20] and
[21].
These design methods commonly begin by plotting ||GV(j)|| of a resonant tank with
various combinations of k and Q. As previously mentioned, mathematical expressions for
Q depend on authors and resonant tank topologies. These design methods involve
performing three-dimensional analysis on two dimensional graphical representation
containing Q, k (or

), and ||GV||max as the axes. Figure 3.1 shows the examples

from [20] and [21] used in LLC resonant tank design procedures. The numbers indicated
for each curve (1.3, 1.6, 2, 2.5, and 3) in Figure 3.1 (b) represent ||GV||max values, and Ln
is used to represent

. For example, choosing

and Q ≈ 0.15 achieves

||GV||max ≈ 3 in the LLC resonant tank.
Although these conventional parametric simulation-based design methods can
determine exact resonant parameters required for achieving a desired ||GV||max (Q)
condition, such parametric simulations can become a trial-and-error process that requires
many sets of simulations to be performed, and can consequently become very tedious.
Also, there exist inevitable sources of error in experimental implementation of a resonant
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tank. The sources of error include component tolerances, coupler winding resistances,
capacitor ESRs, and error in constructing a coupler to exhibit desired inductances. Since
they may noticeably affect the resonance characteristics, it may be of questionable value
to perform such time-consuming efforts to determine exact solutions.
Furthermore, although parametric simulation-based design methods can greatly
enhance design processes for resonant tanks that exhibit complex analytical equations
with a large number of variables, it is highly desirable if convenient analytical equations
in physically-meaningful form can be derived and used for approximation of design
parameters.
In summary, a major shortcoming of conventional parametric simulation-based design
methods is that they lack in terms of providing analytical closed-form equations in
design-oriented form that provide good approximation for intuitive understanding of
various tradeoffs and effects of variation in each design parameter value.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Portions of peak voltage gain curves, used (a) in reference [20] and (b) in
reference [21], showing relationship among
(or coupling coefficient, k), Q, and
peak voltage gain values in ZVS range (above peak resonance range).
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3.2.2 DESIGN APPROACH BASED ON ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS DERIVED USING TIMEDOMAIN ANALYSIS
In [22], analytical solutions for determining the peak voltage gain of LLC resonant
tank are derived to propose a design method based on a peak voltage gain equation.
Based on waveforms for input current, magnetizing inductance current, and resonant
capacitor voltage in LLC resonant tank when fS is at the resonant frequency of ||GV||max,
reference [22] derives analytical equations for calculating ||GV||max and resonant
frequency at which ||GV||max occurs.
The waveforms are analyzed in two different time intervals denoted as t 1 and t2.
During t1, the magnetizing inductance current increases from zero to its highest value,
and intersects the resonant tank input current waveform at the highest value. During t2,
the magnetizing inductance current starts to decrease from its highest value to zero.
Expressions for t1 and t2 are derived as Equation 16 and Equation 17 respectively. Also,
expressions for ||GV||max and resonant frequency of ||GV||max are derived as Equation 18
and Equation 19 respectively. As can be seen, the design equations are very
computationally heavy, and no closed-form solutions are determined. Since these
equations are not in physically-meaningful forms, this method still requires a number of
parametric simulations to plot multiple sets of ||GV(jω)|| for various values for resonant
capacitance (Cr), resonant inductance (Lr), magnetizing inductance (Lm), and load (RL).
In summary, this method also has the major disadvantage of failing to provide
analytical equations in physically-meaningful forms that can be used directly in a design
process and can give quick and clear insights into effects of design parameter changes on
resonance characteristics.
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In the next section, a novel optimal design method for SS resonant tank topology of
SRT type is presented. This method provides design equations having simple, physicallymeaningful expressions, and therefore allows rapid calculation of resonant tank
parameters needed for achieving a desired peak voltage gain condition.

............................. Equation (16)

........................ Equation (17)

.................................................. Equation (18)

where,

.................................................................................... Equation (19)
3.3 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SS RESONANT TANK OF SRT TYPE
In order to clearly understand the purpose of the conventional design methods and
proposed novel design method, it is important to understand the frequency-domain
characteristics of the SS resonant tank of SRT type whose simplified equivalent model is
shown in Figure 3.2.
This section explains various notable features that the design methods are used to
achieve. Let us consider the parametric simulation plot in Figure 3.3 for voltage gain
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magnitude, ||GV(jω)||, versus frequency of the SS resonant tank of SRT type. As
mentioned previously, Re' variation corresponds to Q variation, which changes the peak
voltage gain available, ||GV||max, in a resonant tank. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that
there are three distinguishable resonant frequencies: f1, f2, and f3. As Re' increases (as
||GV||max and Q get higher), the resonant peaks at f1 and f3 become no longer visible, and
a single peak at f2 appears.
In this section, both a general expression and a simplified expression of voltage gain
transfer function, ||GV(j)||, are used to determine the resonant frequencies along with
another resonant frequency that is not visible in Figure 3.3. Also, this section explains
meanings of the resonant frequencies and provides self-explanatory circuit-based names
for them.
For the general expression, no assumptions regarding the symmetry and turns ratio of
coupler are made. Whereas in the simplified expression, symmetrical core geometry and
1:1 turns ratio are assumed so that

and

. ESRs of resonant

capacitors and winding resistances of coupler are assumed to be negligible.
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C1

SS
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n:1
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V1

C2'
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Figure 3.2: Equivalent model for SS resonant tank of SRT type.
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Figure 3.3: ||GV(jω)|| of SS resonant tank of SRT type for varied Re'(Q).
3.3.1 DERIVATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES FROM GENERAL EXPRESSION OF VOLTAGE
GAIN TRANSFER FUNCTION
A general expression of the voltage gain magnitude, ||GV(j)||, of the SS resonant tank
is shown as Equation 20. The denominator can be represented in two different forms as
Equation 21 and Equation 22. From these equations, it is clear that four resonant
frequencies can be derived as Equation 23 through Equation 26.
3

|| Gv( j ) ||
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...........................................................................................Equation (25)

...........................................................................................Equation (26)

3.3.2 DERIVATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES
VOLTAGE GAIN TRANSFER FUNCTION

FROM

SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSION

A similar derivation process is performed for the special case of

OF

and

. A simplified expression for the magnitude of the voltage gain transfer
function,

ω

, is given as Equation 27. From the denominator, three resonant

frequencies can be derived as Equation 28 through Equation 30. For

and

, all of the resonant frequencies including the ones from the previous section
can be categorized in four different resonant frequency sets as in Table 3.1. Normalizing
the resonant frequency sets with respect to frequency fn results in the relationship shown
in Figure 3.4. In this figure, k is the coupling coefficient defined as Equation 31- Note:
Equation 1 is a general expression for k and is identical to Equation 31 for a symmetrical
coupler with 1:1 turns ratio, because

and

. From

this point on, LS refers to LS1 = LS2.
The resonant frequency sets have important roles in describing voltage gain patterns
under load (Re‟) and coupling coefficient (k) variations. In the next section, the resonant
frequency sets are evaluated to explain their roles.

.................. Equation (27)
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...................................................................... Equation (28)

1
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................................................................... Equation (29)

..................................................................................... Equation (30)

Lm
................................................................................................... Equation (31)
Le  Lm

TABLE 3.1 EQUATIONS FOR FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST
Frequency
Set
fn

Corresponding Frequency in
Figure 3.3
f1

Resonant Frequency for
Le: Le1 ≈ Le2' and C: C1 ≈ C2'

1
2 C ( Le  2 Lm)

fL

1

f2

2 C ( Le  Lm)
fO

1

f3

2 CLe

fr

1

Not Visible

LeLm 

2 C  Le 

Le  Lm 


f1

f2

fn

f L  fn 1  k

f3
fr 

fn
1 k

fO  fn

1 k
1 k

Figure 3.4: Normalization of resonant frequency sets.
Note: The figure is just to show the location of frequency sets with the respect to each
other and also is not in scale, because the scale varies depending on resonant parameters.
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3.3.3 EVALUATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES
A. Evaluation of fO
As mentioned previously, resonant frequency fO is the load-independent unity gain
frequency at which the leakage inductances are compensated to maximize the resonant
tank efficiency. It can be easily verified that substituting the fO equation (Equation 29) into
Equation 27 results in load-independent unity voltage gain, that is ||GV'(j2fO)|| = 1
regardless of load (Re') variation. A self-explanatory name for fO can be then unity gain
frequency (or short-circuited leakage resonant frequency to be general). In Figure 3.3,
there exist two load-independent unity gain frequencies, f1 and f3. In order to determine
which of these corresponds to fO, the circulating current gain,

ω

ω
ω

, of

the SS resonant tank of SRT type is plotted for varied Re' along with the voltage gain
magnitude,

ω

(Equation 27), in Figure 3.5. As can be seen from this figure, the

circulating current through the magnetizing inductance (iLm) at f1 decreases as Re'
increases, whereas iLm at f3 increases as Re' increases. It should noted that based on the
equivalent model of the SS resonant tank in Figure 1.21, the circulating current through
the magnetizing inductance (iLm) at fS = fO increases as Re' increases. Therefore, f3
corresponds to fO.
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Figure 3.5: Circulating current gain magnitude ||GiLm(jω)|| (top) and voltage gain
magnitude ||GV'(jω)|| (bottom) of the SS resonant tank of SRT type.
B. Evaluation of fn
By substituting Equation 30 into Equation 27, it can be easily shown that voltage gain
is unity also at fn regardless of Re' variation, that is ||GV'(j2fn)|| = 1. Thus, f1 corresponds
to fn. Derivation of Equation 30 is shown graphically through the Norton-Thevenin
equivalent circuit transformations shown in Figure 3.6. Thus, a self-explanatory name for
fn is short-circuited load resonant frequency.
When fn is designed to be much lower than fO, as in the bottom plot of Figure 3.7, the
voltage gain as a function of frequency varies in an approximately linear fashion around
frequency fO. The accuracy of linear approximation and frequency range in which the
linear approximation model is applicable increase as fn is farther away from fO. It is clear
from the fn and fO equations that, as coupling coefficient, k, decreases, frequencies fn and
fO get closer to each other. Therefore, in order for a linear model to work appropriately
for a wide range of k variations, a value for the unity gain frequency, fO, needs to be
selected as large as possible in the design process for the SS resonant tank. By using a
linear approximation around fO, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that a control model can be
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derived for tracking and achieving the unity gain frequency without communication
between the transmitter and receiver under an allowed range of k variation. Furthermore,
it will be explained later in Chapter 5 that selecting as high as possible a value for fO is
desirable for optimal design of SS resonant tank topology in general for achieving other
desirable features as well.

Figure 3.6: Equivalent circuit transformation for graphical derivation of equation for fn.
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Figure 3.7: Effects of selecting a larger value for fO in a design process.
Note: x-axis (frequency-axis) is in linear scale.
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C. Evaluation of fL
In Figure 3.8, let us consider ||GV'(jω)|| curves having ||GV||max ≥ 1.5. Under this
condition, a well-defined single resonant peak appears. As this well-defined single peak
increases (as ||GV||max increases above 1.5), the frequency of ||GV||max very rapidly
(exponentially) approaches frequency f2. Also, the voltage gain is monotonically
decreasing for frequencies above f2. The single peak behavior becomes more clear as Re'
increases further (as Q increases further). When Re' is increased to a very high value, the
secondary side of the resonant tank is effectively open-circuited, and the equivalent
circuit model can be approximated by Figure 3.9. It is clear that the resonant frequency of
the equivalent model in Figure 3.9 is determined by fL. Therefore, frequency f2
corresponds to fL, which is the open-circuited load resonant frequency. It is explained
later in Section 3.4 that this frequency along with fO are very important for developing the
novel optimal design method.
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Figure 3.8:Parametric simulation results for ||GV'(jω)|| for varied Re'.
Note: x-axis (frequency-axis) is in linear scale.
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Figure 3.9: Approximated equivalent model of SS topology when Re' (thus, Q) is high
enough for ||GV||max to be well above unity.
D. Evaluation of fr
Frequency fr is of limited importance for the SS resonant tank, but it is important for
SP resonant tank topology. As will be explained more in detail in Chapter 5, the fr
equation in Table 3.1 determines the short-circuited load resonant frequency of SP
resonant tank. At this frequency, load-independent voltage gain occurs for the SP
resonant tank, as shown by Figure 3.10.
It should be mentioned that as the ratio of C2' to C1 gets higher (as the ratio,

, gets

higher), the equivalent model of the SS resonant tank becomes more like the LLC
resonant tank topology (containing only a single series capacitor on the primary side).
This is because a very large value of C2‟ has a very low impedance compared to C1. In
this case, the frequency of load-independent voltage gain does not necessarily correspond
to the voltage gain of one. This frequency, which is again the highest efficiency point, is
shown as fx in Figure 3.11. Therefore, fr is where the load-independent voltage gain
occurs also for the LLC resonant tank topology.
As a summary, Table 3.2 lists the resonant frequency sets with their self-explanatory
names.
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Figure 3.10: ||GV(jω)|| of the SP topology for varied ratio of C2' to C1.
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Figure 3.11: ||GV'(jω)|| of the SS topology when C2' = 10*C1.
TABLE 3.2 SUMMARY OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Frequency Set

fn
fL
fO
fr

Corresponding
Frequency in
Figure 3.3
f1
f2
f3
Not Visible

Self-explanatory Name
based on Equivalent Circuit Model
Short-circuited load resonant frequency
Open-circuited load resonant frequency
Short-circuited leakage resonant frequency
Short-circuited load resonant frequency of LLC and
SP resonant tank topologies
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3.3.4 NOTABLE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS
Various notable frequency-domain characteristics of the SS resonant tank of SRT type
are described in this section. Figure 3.12 shows again the voltage gain characteristics of
SS resonant tank of SRT type for varied effective load, Re' (thus varied Q). This figure
also shows the frequency-dependent trends of power delivery and resonant tank
efficiency.
In Figure 3.13, voltage gain curves are plotted for varied k. Figure 3.13 (a) shows the
voltage gain characteristics when the single peak behavior is maintained for all of the k
variation, whereas Figure 3.13 (b) shows the voltage gain characteristics when multiple
resonant peaks are exhibited as k varies. Resonant frequency

in Figure 3.13

represents the unity gain frequency of SS resonant tank under a certain k condition. It
should be noted that achieving ||GV||max > 1.5 for the highest k in a desired range of k
guarantees the single resonant peak behavior for the entire k range, because ||GV||max
decreases as k increases.
From Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, it can be concluded that a well-defined single
voltage gain peak (achieved by obtaining ||GV||max > 1.5) places the frequency of highest
efficiency (unity voltage gain frequency, fO) above resonance. The frequency range above
a resonant peak in voltage gain provides inductive impedance to the input terminal of SS
resonant tank. As explained in Chapter 2, inductive input impedance is required for ZVS
operation. Therefore, this frequency range is called ZVS range.
As can be seen from Figure 3.12, the peak output current level is located near fL while
the peak efficiency is at fO when ||GV||max > 1.5. On the other hand, when it is ||GV||max ≤
1.0, both the output current level and efficiency are maximum at fO. Due to this fact, a
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longer range of frequency in ZVS range is obtained and can be used for controlling the
voltage gain (power delivery) via switching frequency (fS) modulation. The condition of a
well-defined single voltage gain peak can reduce voltage gain sensitivity to switching
frequency error (thus, unity gain frequency tracking error). Furthermore under this
condition, as can be seen from Figure 3.13, the danger of

falling into the below-

resonance region under k variation can be avoided.
Also, under the single voltage gain peak condition, Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show
that voltage gain characteristics can become robust against k and load (Q) variations,
indicating that power delivery can become robust as well. Complexity in deriving a linear
model for load voltage control around fO is significantly reduced. This is shown by Figure
3.7 as well as the control range indicated in Figure 3.12: the voltage gain as a function of
frequency varies in an approximately linear fashion around frequency fO.
However, it must be noted that achieving high Q is not desirable for maximizing the
power efficiency in a SS resonant tank. The effects of high Q on power efficiency can be
understood by considering that a high value of Q is obtained due to a high value of R e‟ –
Note: Q and Re‟ are directly proportional to each other. With a high value of Re‟, the
circulating current iLm is high even if unity voltage gain operation is performed – See
Figure 1.21. Therefore, achieving high Q comes at the cost of reduced coil-to-coil power
efficiency of a magnetic coupler. Achieving an appropriate value of Q is required for an
optimal tradeoff between robust voltage gain and high coil-to-coil efficiency.
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Figure 3.12: Voltage gain ||GV(jω)|| curves for varied Re' showing also the frequencydependent trends of output current level (power delivery) and efficiency.
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Figure 3.13: Voltage gain of SS resonant tank at various k, when the single resonant peak
behavior is achieved (a) and is not achieved (b).
3.4 NOVEL OPTIMAL DESIGN METHOD FOR THE SS RESONANT TANK OF SRT TYPE
3.4.1 DERIVATION
APPROXIMATION

OF

DESIGN-ORIENTED EQUATION FOR PEAK VOLTAGE GAIN

Previously, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.12 show that voltage gain at fL is a Q-dependent
quantity. Therefore, it is a designable quantity, meaning that by achieving a value of Q
for a specified nominal Re‟, it is possible to obtain desired voltage gain characteristics.
By substituting Equation 28 into Equation 27, voltage gain at fL, ||GV'(j2πfL)||, is derived
in design-oriented form as shown by Equation 32.
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This equation can then be used as a starting point in a design process to determine the
parameters of SS resonant tank of SRT type required for achieving either double voltage
gain peak condition or single voltage gain peak condition. It can also be used for a
parametric simulation-based design method similar to the conventional methods
described previously.
For example, if a designer intends to achieve dual voltage gain peaks, the condition is
||GV'(j2πfL)|| < 1.5. Otherwise, achieving a single voltage gain peak requires that
||GV'(j2πfL)|| ≥ 1.5 – See Figure 3.8. It should be noted that when ||GV'(j2πfL)|| = 1.5,
||GV||max > 1.5. Also, it should be noted that ||GV||max increases as k decreases, as can be
seen from Equation 32. Therefore, if Equation 32 is used to achieve ||GV'(j2πfL)|| ≥ 1.5 at
the highest expected value of k in a k variation range, the condition of single voltage gain
peak is obtained for the entire range of k.
As can be seen from Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.8, when the single peak behavior is
achieved, the frequency of ||GV||max is very close to fL, and approaches closer to fL
exponentially as ||GV||max increases. Thus, the fL equation in Table 3.1 is a good
approximation for the resonant frequency of ||GV||max when a well-defined single peak is
obtained in voltage gain. Thus, Equation 32 also provides good approximation for
||GV||max.
, .................................................................. Equation (32)

where

and
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3.4.2 PROPOSED DESIGN EQUATION FOR RESONANT CAPACITANCE
The resonance capacitance can be determined by substituting

Equation 32. It can be concluded from Table 3.1 that 2f O Lm 

equations,

,

, and

fo
 k L  1 into
fL

1
. Using the
2f O C

, Equation 33 is derived as

the design equation for the resonant capacitors. This equation is in terms of the design
parameters from Equation 32 and frequency fO, thus it accounts for both the unity voltage
gain at fO and ||GV||max near fL, under a desired nominal value for Re‟ and expected value
for k.

C 

Q kL
2f O Re'

................................................................................................ Equation (33)

3.4.3 SUMMARY OF CRITERIA ON Q (||GV||MAX) SELECTION
In wireless charging applications, design specifications call for desired ranges of Re'
and kL rather than fixed values. Then, if ensuring the single peak behavior is desired for
the entire ranges of Re' and kL, ||GV(j2πfL)|| ≥ 1.5 can be achieved using the lowest value
Re' and highest value of kL. This is because ||GV||max and Q increase as Re' increases but
decreases as kL increases (see Equation 32). It should be noted that increasing Q causes
the circulating current gain ||GiLm(j2πfO)|| to increase. This results in increased core loss
and conduction losses on the primary side. Also, as Q increases, the phase shift between
voltage V1 and current iLe1 gets closer to 90 degrees at fO, thus lowering the conduction
loss in the primary-side switches but undesirably increasing the reactive energy.
Therefore, selecting a large value for ||GV||max should be avoided. However, as explained
previously, increasing Q has several benefits such as ZVS range extension, lower
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efficiency sensitivity to frequency variation, and increased power delivery robustness
against k and Re' variations.
Due to these tradeoffs, selecting a desirable Q (thus, appropriate ||GV||max) for
optimization needs to take into account the following parameters:


Rds_on of all switches being used



Resonant capacitors' ESRs



Winding resistances of coupler



Expected ranges of k and Re' variations



Desired fO



Effects on efficiency due to ||GV(jω)||'s sensitivity to fS variation around fo

Later in Chapter 5, design procedures for determining optimal boundaries of loaddependent quality factor will be discussed.
3.4.4 EXAMPLE DESIGN PROCEDURE
This section describes an example design procedure to demonstrate how to use the
proposed design equations. This example design will show that by using the design
equations, a designer can decide which of the two coupler geometries is desirable for
optimization of a wireless charging system by achieving the single voltage gain resonant
peak condition for a desired nominal load, Re'.
Typically, a design process for resonant tank begins with performing finite element
simulations (FES) to optimize coupler geometry. Performing FES provides a coupler's Tequivalent model parameters (thus, k) with good accuracy. For example, Figure 3.14
shows FES inductance value extraction of an inductor made of flat spiral coil on a ferrite
disk core. For a faster simulation time, mesh analysis and tolerance are set up so that
maximum error of 5 % is tolerated for the inductance extraction. The experimental
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construction of the same inductor and network analyzer's impedance measurement are
shown in this figure as well. As can be seen, FES shows that the inductance value is
20.14 µH, while the experimental parameter extraction shows the inductance value of
approximately 20.77 µH. Therefore, the percent error in inductance calculation is only
about 3 %.

N = 22 turns
25 AWG
~35.33cm
~9.53mm

~10.54mm

Figure 3.14: FES simulation and experimental characterization of a flat spiral inductor on
a ferrite disk core.
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Considering a case in which a designer has several coupler geometries under
evaluation, their T-equivalent model parameters can be extracted along with k in FES.
For example, let us consider two possible geometries in Figure 3.15. Both of the
geometries shown have 6 winding turns. A symmetrical coupler with both sides
containing either of these two geometries can be constructed. Two possible symmetrical
coupler geometries, Geo A and Geo B, are shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.15: Two selected geometries for a coupler: ferrite pot core (left) and disk core
(right).

Geo A

Geo B

Figure 3.16: Two possible symmetrical coupler geometries, Geo A and Geo B.
Under the same condition of zero misalignment and 5 mm air gap between each
coupler side, performing FES determines expected values of k for these two magnetic
couplers. With maximum error tolerance set to 1 %, Geo A is simulated to extract the T-
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equivalent model parameters (LS1, LS2', and Lm of Equation 1) in Figure 3.17 (a). In
Figure 3.17 (b), coupling coefficient, k = Lm/LS1 = Lm/LS2' for the symmetrical coupler, is
extracted. According to Figure 3.17 (a), LS1 ≈ 2.7345 µH and LS2' ≈ 2.7248 µH,
generating LS1 ≈ LS2' with less than 0.4 % error. The magnetizing inductance, Lm, is
approximately 1.3628 µH. Thus, coupling coefficient

is approximately

0.499. This agrees with the k extraction in Figure 3.17 (b) as shown.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17: FES simulation of Geo A to extract its T-equivalent model parameters and k.
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In Figure 3.18, FES simulations are performed for Geo B to extract the T-equivalent
model parameters and k. Figure 3.18 (a) shows that LS1 ≈ 2.3604 µH and LS2' ≈ 2.3614
µH, generating LS1 ≈ LS2' with less than 0.05 % error. The magnetizing inductance Lm is
approximately 1.2861 µH. Figure 3.18 (a) and Figure 3.18 (b) agree that the coupling
coefficient, k, is approximately 0.545.
So in summary, Geo A has LS: LS1 ≈ LS2'≈ 2.73 µH and Lm ≈ 1.36 µH with k ≈ 0.50.
Geo B has LS: LS1 ≈ LS2'≈ 2.36 µH and Lm ≈ 1.29 µH with k ≈ 0.55.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18: FES simulation of Geo B to extract its T-equivalent model parameters and k.
Based on evaluation of magnetic coupling (k) alone, Geo B would be selected since it
demonstrates the better coupling. However, an optimal design calls for good robustness
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in various quantities (e.g. ||GV(jω)||) and minimization of control complexity as well. It
was shown that achieving the single voltage gain peak condition is desirable for
maximization of robustness and minimization of control complexity, which can be better
for maximizing efficiency and power density of an overall system.
Assuming that the wireless charging system's nominal output of 5V and 2A are
desired, Rload = 2.5 Ω: the effective resistive load, Re', is approximately
Ω. In order to achieve the single voltage gain peak condition, ||GV(j2πfL)||
(Equation 32) has to be greater than or equal to 1.5. As mentioned previously, too high
values of ||GV||max (Q) should be avoided so that coil-to-coil efficiency is not significantly
decreased. Therefore, by choosing ||GV(j2πfL)|| = 1.5 as the design target and substituting
it into Equation 32 along with each of the corresponding coupling coefficients, one finds
that Geo A requires Q ≈ 1.061 while Geo B requires Q ≈ 1.112. Assuming that the
desired operating frequency is 200 kHz, and substituting it into Equation 33, one finds
that C ≈ 462.2 nF is needed for desirable leakage compensation in Geo A while C ≈
591.8 nF is needed in Geo B.
For Geo A, substituting the resonant capacitance value, LS, k and Re' into the Q
expression in Equation 32, one finds that the achievable Q, that can satisfy the desired R e'
condition and desired operating frequency condition, is Q ≈ 1.179. This is 11.12 % higher
than Q ≈ 1.061.
For Geo B, performing the same procedures, one finds that Q ≈ 1.368, which is 23.02
% higher than the desired, Q ≈ 1.112.
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At this point, a resonant tank designer has three choices to decrease the Q values as
close as possible to be the desired values. One is to change the coupler geometries
slightly (thus slightly increasing LS values). Another is to decrease the resonant
capacitance values slightly (thus slightly increasing the operating frequency above 200
kHz). The remaining choice is to do both these.
Without design modification and also without operating frequency adjustment, a SS
resonant tank of SRT type employing Geo A is simulated in Pspice for its voltage gain,
||GV(jω)||, and circulating current gain, ||GiLm(jω)||. Also, a SS resonant tank of SRT type
employing Geo B is simulated in Pspice for its ||GV(jω)|| and ||GiLm(jω)||. In Figure 3.19,
the top two plots are obtained for the SS resonant tank of SRT type employing Geo A
while the bottom two plots are obtained for that employing Geo B.

With Geo A
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Figure 3.19: Voltage gain, ||GV(jω)||, and circulating current gain, ||GiLm(jω)||, for SS
resonant tank of SRT type employing Geo A (top two plots) and Geo B (bottom two
plots).
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As can be seen from Figure 3.19, the desirable single voltage gain peak condition is
achieved. The unity voltage gain is also obtained at fO = 200 kHz as desired. The figures
of merit (achieved values of ||GV||max and ||GiLm(j2πfO)||) are highlighted in red.
For Geo A, ||GV||max ≈ 1.717, and ||GiLm(j2πfO)|| ≈ 0.7641. For Geo B, ||GV||max ≈ 1.894,
and ||GiLm(j2πfO)|| ≈ 0.7806.
In conclusion, although Geo B provides the better magnetic coupling, Geo A is more
desirable to obtain the single voltage gain peak condition with the smaller circulating
current loss (smaller reactive energy). This is because depending on a desired value for
Re' and unity gain frequency, a coupler exhibiting higher LS with lower k may be more
desirable. It should be noted that design optimization may require evaluation on how
much change in Q is needed to achieve the single voltage gain peak for a given Re'. Based
on this evaluation, a more desirable coupler can be constructed for specified values for
Re' and operating frequency. With the proposed design equations, this evaluation process
is significantly shorter compared to the conventional design methods.
In order to show further usefulness of the presented design equations, Section 3.4.5
describes a step-by-step design process, and Section 3.5 provides simulation and
experimental results for evaluating the performance of proposed design equations in
calculating desired parameters of SS resonant tank of SRT type.
3.4.5 STEP-BY-STEP DESIGN USING THE DESIGN EQUATIONS
The step-by-step design procedure demonstrated in this section assumes that the
following quantities are known or selected prior to design process.
 Output power and output voltage or current (thus, Re' value is specified)
 Desired peak voltage gain, ||GV||max, above 1.5 for a single voltage gain peak
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 Desired unity gain frequency, fO
 Expected coupling coefficient, k (or kL) - Note: With a desired coupler
geometry for desired ranges of distance and misalignment, a finite element
simulation (FES) tool can be used to determine expected range of k.
1.

Using Equation 32, determine Q that provides ||GV||max for a desired load,
Re', at an expected k.

2.

With the Q value so calculated, determine the value of resonant
capacitances using Equation 33.

3.

Using fO equation in Table 3.2, calculate the leakage inductances for
achieving the desired unity gain frequency.

4.

Using the expected value of coupling coefficient (either k or kL), expected
magnetizing inductance, Lm, is then determined.

The next section shows simulation validation of this step-by-step design process and
simulation accuracy evaluation of the design equations. It also shows experimental results
for validating the design equations.
3.5 EVALUATION AND VALIDATION OF THE PRESENTED DESIGN EQUATIONS
3.5.1 SIMULATION EVALUATION
In this example for validation of design equation applicability, desired SS resonant
tank specifications are listed in Table 3.3. The coupling coefficient, k, of 0.85 is chosen
as a desired parameter.
TABLE 3.3 DESIRED LCLC RESONANT TANK CHARACTERISTICS
fO (kHz)
≈ 500

Re' (Ω)

≈ 15

Desired ||GV||max at Re'
≈ 2.3

kL = Lm/Le
≈ 5.5

k = Lm/(Lm+Le)
≈ 0.85

Following the proposed step-by-step design procedure,
1.

Using Equation 32, determine Q necessary to meet the desired specifications:
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Highest Resonant Voltage Gain Peak Desired at Re' = 15Ω:

Therefore, Q ≈ 2.116
2.

Using Equation 33, determine capacitance for each of two capacitors in the SS

resonant tank of SRT type:

3.

Determine leakage inductance for each side of coupler required for achieving

unity voltage gain at fS = 500 kHz:

4.

Determine magnetizing inductance based on desired k ≈ 0.85 which corresponds

to kL ≈ 5.5:

The calculated SS resonant tank parameters are simulated in PSpice to obtain the
voltage gain plot in Figure 3.20. In order to represent the parameters calculated from the
design equations as reasonably accurately as possible, the maximum of four decimal
digits are used for the calculated resonant tank parameters. Figure 3.20 shows that
||GV||max achieved is approximately 2.35 which is slightly higher (only by about 2%) than
the desired ||GV||max of 2.3. Also, the unity voltage gain is obtained at 500 kHz as
expected.
This slight overachievement of ||GV||max is expected for the following reasons. Peak
voltage gain ||GV||max is approximated by ||GV(j2πfL)||, which is greater than or equal to1.5
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under the condition of single voltage gain peak. This peak voltage gain estimation by
||GV(j2πfL)|| is always less than actual ||GV||max. The estimation error becomes however
very small with increasing ||GV(j2πfL)|| above 1.5. This is because ||GV(j2πfL)|| approaches
||GV||max very rapidly (in an exponential-like manner) with increasing Q. In summary, if
||GV(j2πfL)|| is used as ||GV||max approximation to determine required Q for a given Re', the
calculated value of Q is a slight overestimation of an actually-required value of Q
required for achieving a desired value of ||GV||max. As will be explained in detail later in
this section, this slight overachievement of ||GV||max is very desirable in experimental
implementation due to the fact that parasitic resistances reduce ||GV||max.
Designed LCLC Res. Tank
Vs 10 0 ac 1
2.4

Cseries1 10 2 {C}
Ll1 2 3 {Le}
LM 3 0 {Lm}
Ll2 3 5 {Le}

2.0

1.6

Cseries2 5 6 {C}
Rload 6 0 {R}

1.2

.PARAM C=105.291e-9
.PARAM R=15
.PARAM Le = 0.962297e-6
.PARAM Lm = 5.292632e-6

0.8

0.4

.AC DEC 10e3 10e3 1E6
0
10KHz
V(6)/ V(10)

20KHz

40KHz

60KHz

80KHz

100KHz

120KHz

200KHz

400KHz

600KHz

800KHz

1.0MHz

.PROBE
.END

Frequency

Figure 3.20: Simulated voltage gain plot of the SS resonant tank of SRT type whose
parameters are calculated by the proposed step-by-step design procedure.
In Table 3.4, the proposed peak voltage gain equation, Equation 32, is compared with
the peak voltage gain results from the parametric simulations. For obtaining the data
listed in Table 3.4, the resonant tank parameters, C = 100nF, Lm = 40µH, and Le = 10µH
(therefore k = 0.8 and kL = 4), are used under Q variation (imposed by changing Re'). The
reason for using k = 0.8 is that an experimentally constructed pot-core coupler in Figure
3.21 demonstrates k ≈ 0.8 when the coil-to-coil is approximately 1.5 mm, 2x - 3x the
thickness of a typical smart phone battery cover.
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The results from the parametric simulations represent the accurate values that the
proposed peak voltage equation aims to obtain. Plotting the data in Table 3.4 results in
Figure 3.22. It can be seen from both Table 3.4 and Figure 3.22 that Equation 32
provides good approximation of ||GV||max for values above 1.5 as expected: Less than 5%
error is exhibited for ||GV||max ≈ 1.68, and as expected, the percent error rapidly decreases
as ||GV||max increases.
For a more thorough evaluation, the proposed step-by-step design method in section
3.4.3 is used to determine the SS resonant tank parameters for various sets of k from 0.1
to 0.95 and desired ||GV||max from 1.5 to 6. It is arbitrarily assumed for the resonant tank
that the desired fo and output power are 300kHz and 1kW respectively while the desired
output voltage is 100V, resulting in Re' of 10Ω. Simulations are used to validate the
design procedure. The simulation data are listed in Table 3.5, and the percentage errors
from this table are plotted in Figure 3.23.
Table 3.5 shows that the desired fO = 300 kHz is obtained for all values of k and
||GV||max. It can be seen from both Table 3.5 and Figure 3.23 that the % error between
desired ||GV||max and achieved ||GV||max is still less than 9% for all k even in the case of
||GV||max = 1.5, which is the lower limit value for the desired design space of single-peak
condition: ||GV||max ≥ 1.5. The % error rapidly decreases with decreasing k or increasing
||GV||max (Q). Therefore, the proposed peak voltage gain equation performs well for the
entire range of k when the desirable well-defined single voltage gain peak is obtained.
The small underestimation of ||GV||max by Equation 32 is desirable for experimental
implementation. This is clear from the data in Table 3.5. For example, at k = 0.95, the
peak gain, ||GV||max, of 1.63 is obtained when a desired ||GV||max is 1.5. Therefore, when
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Equation 33 is used in a design procedure, its small underestimation property results in
achieving ||GV||max slightly higher than a desired value. Because of this, a safety margin is
provided to compensate for the voltage gain decreasing effect caused by parasitic
resistances.
TABLE 3.4 EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED PEAK VOLTAGE GAIN EQUATION
Q
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
5

||GV||max calculated using
Equation 32
1.677
2.236
2.795
3.354
3.913
4.472
5.590

||GV||max determined using
parametric simulations
1.758
2.285
2.829
3.381
3.93
4.489
5.605

% error
4.6
2.1
1.2
0.80
0.43
0.38
0.27

Coil-to-coil
distance

Figure 3.21: Coil-to-coil distance of pot core coupler.

Figure 3.22: Comparison between ||GV||max calculated using Equation 32 and ||GV||max
determined using parametric simulations.
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TABLE 3.5 THE SS TOPOLOGY PARAMETERS CALCULATED FOR VARIOUS K'S TO ACHIEVE
DESIRED ||GV||MAX USING THE PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD
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%Error between
|Gv|max_desired and |Gv|max
Achieved using the Proposed Method

De
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Figure 3.23: % error between desired ||GV||max and |||GV||max achieved using the proposed
design method for various combinations of k and desired ||GV||max (Q).
3.5.2 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Using the evaluation board in Figure 2.1 and the symmetrical pot core coupler in
Figure 3.21, experimental validation is performed in this section. The SS resonant tank
parameters are extracted using Agilent 4395A Network Analyzer. From the parameter
extraction, primary and secondary leakage inductances (Le), magnetizing inductances
(Lm), resonant capacitance (C), effective load resistance (Re'), unity gain resonant
frequency (fO), and ||GV||max of the experimental setup are determined.
The proposed design method is then used to determine the SS resonant tank
parameters that would provide the same ||GV||max and unity gain resonant frequency as the
experimental setup under the same load condition - Note: The goal is to see if the
proposed design method can produce the SS resonant tank parameters that match well the
experimental parameters given that ||GV||max and unity gain resonant frequency (fO) of the
experimental setup are the design target condition.
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The experimental SS topology set-up with Re' ≈ 15Ω exhibits the ||GV(jω)||
characteristics shown in Figure 3.24. The experimental SS topology setup exhibits
||GV||max ≈ 2.25 (7.03dB) at frequency fL ≈ 200 kHz, and unity gain frequency fO ≈ 480
kHz. The experimentally extracted parameters are listed in Table 3.6. Using the proposed
design method, the resonant tank parameters are determined to achieve the same
characteristics as the experimental setup: ||GV||max ≈ 2.2 and fO ≈ 480 kHz at Re' ≈ 15Ω
and are also listed in Table 3.6. The results show that the proposed design method
determines with good accuracy what the resonant tank parameters have to be in order to
achieve the same characteristics as the experimental setup.
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Figure 3.24: ||GV(jω)|| in dB of SS resonant tank of SRT type using Agilent 4395A
Network Analyzer.
TABLE 3.6 EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS VS. PARAMETERS CALCULATED USING THE
PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD
k
Experimentally Extracted SS
Topology Parameters
SS Topology Parameters
Calculated Using Proposed Method

0.844

Lm
(µH)
5.745

Le1
(µH)
0.993

Le2'
(µH)
1.137

C1
(nF)
101.6

C2'
(nF)
100.7

0.844

5.724

1.058

1.058

103.9

103.9
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3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this chapter, various resonant frequencies of interest are derived from the general
voltage gain equation, ||GV(jω)||, and from the simplified voltage gain expression,
||GV'(jω)||, of the SS resonant tank topology. The important roles of these frequencies of
interest are explained in detail.
Based on the evaluation results of the frequencies of interest, a peak voltage gain
equation is proposed. The accuracy of this peak voltage gain equation is validated
analytically by comparing with the results obtained from conventional parametric
simulations. The comparison results show that the proposed peak voltage gain equation
provides the advantage of more convenient design while exhibiting good approximation.
An example of design optimization process is explained. After using FES to determine
expected values for k and T-equivalent model parameters, it is shown that the presented
design equations allow comparative evaluations of various coupler geometries so that
desirable resonant tank characteristics can be achieved with an appropriate coupler
geometry for a desired value of Re'. This process demonstrates that magnetic coupling (k)
alone is not the figure of merit. In fact, it is important to evaluate different coupler
geometries for their inductance values with specified values of operating frequency and
load. It is shown that depending on operating frequency and load conditions, a coupler
geometry with higher inductance values and slightly lower k can be more desirable in
achieving the single voltage gain peak condition at the cost of lower k.
In conclusion, a convenient step-by-step design method for the SS resonant tank of
SRT type is developed to allow rapid calculation of the resonant tank parameters with
good accuracy and precision while avoiding the complexity and time-consuming tasks
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that the conventional design methods require. The proposed design method is validated
through simulation results and experimental results. Both simulation results and
experimental results show that the proposed design method eliminates the disadvantages
of existing design methods, which include the need for complex mathematical analysis in
deriving analytical design solutions and/or the need for time-consuming simulations for
understanding exact effects of k and Q on peak voltage gain. Evaluation of trade-offs in
robustness and coil-to-coil efficiency further increases the usefulness of the presented
novel design method. This is because the novel design method allows rapid and
convenient calculation of the resonant tank parameters to be used in various time-domain
simulations for quickly evaluating efficiency characteristics, feasible/achievable
performance, and waveform characteristics.
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CHAPTER 4
NOVEL UNITY GAIN FREQUENCY TRACKING (UGFT) CONTROL OF SERIESSERIES (SS) RESONANT CONVERTER OF SRT TYPE TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
AND RECEIVER POSITIONING FLEXIBILITY IN WIRELESS CHARGING OF
PORTABLE ELECTRONICS
4.1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Conventional wireless charging systems contain various components, whose
elimination would significantly reduce both complexity and cost of implementation.
These components include additional converters and/or linear voltage regulators, and
ASICs for digital communication between transmitter and receiver through the magnetic
coupler using various components for high frequency modulation as in [23]. For example,
according to the Qi standard [12], unidirectional back scatter digital communication from
a receiver to a transmitter is performed via high frequency modulation of either resonant
tank resistive load or resonant capacitance. Then, digital signal processing techniques are
applied in the transmitter to demodulate the communication signal from the receiver.
Furthermore, following [11]-[12] and [18], current commercial wireless chargers either
employ arrays of transmitter coils to improve receiver positioning flexibility, and/or they
employ visual/auditory feedback to guide the receiver positioning. In some cases, even
physical limitations such as device holders are used to constrain the receiver positioning.
Minimizing the component count (including the number of coils) while improving the
receiver positioning flexibility is highly desirable for reducing both analytical complexity
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and cost of implementation. Also, it is important to maintain good power conversion
efficiency as magnetic coupling varies due to receiver positioning variation.
In order to accomplish these goals, this chapter presents a novel unity gain frequency
tracking (UGFT) control method that allows compensation of leakage inductances
without communication between the transmitter and receiver as coupling variation
occurs. The UGFT control method uses a resonant converter employing a series-series
(SS) resonant tank with a symmetrical implementation of coupler. An example of such
resonant converters is shown in Figure 4.1, which is the topology selected for the
discussion and validation of the UGFT control method. For the sake of simpler
discussion, magnetic coupler turns ratio of unity is used. This results in approximately
identical values of primary and secondary leakage inductances (Le: Le1≈ Le2‟), and
consequently results in approximately identical compensating series capacitors (C: C 1≈
C2‟).
It will be shown that the SS resonant converter needs to be designed properly to meet
various criteria that guarantee several desirable features, so that the novel UGFT control
method can be successfully implemented. As mentioned in Chapter 3, although the SS
resonant tank topology is analyzed in the literature, e.g. [11] and [24], detailed discussion
of frequency-domain characteristics of the topology is lacking. Therefore this chapter
explains frequency-domain characteristics that are pertinent to the UGFT control method.
This provides a good foundation for design optimization and for realizing the UGFT
control method. Various design criteria for the control method are described. Throughout
the analysis and discussion, illustrative simulation results are provided.
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Finally, SS resonant converters of SRT type are designed following the criteria in both
simulation and experiment. In this chapter, simulation and experimental results are
reported to validate UGFT control method.
Q10

Iin
Q1
Vg
DC

Q5
C

1:1

Q7

Iout

Q9

C
Vo

Q2
Cf

Ci
Q6

TRANSMITTER

Rx

Q8

RECEIVER

Figure 4.1: Series-series (SS) resonant converter topology for UGFT control method.
4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIES-SERIES (SS) RESONANT CONVERTER
As previously demonstrated, the main challenge in the design and control of the
resonant converter is to ensure robust and efficient operation under effective load (Re‟)
variation and coupling coefficient (k) variation. The variation in Re‟ is caused by changes
in the battery state of charge (SoC) and the desired charging current. The k variation is
caused by receiver coil (Rx) position changes with respect to transmitter coil (Tx)
position.
The effects of these changes can be studied using the simplified model of Figure 4.2,
so that the resonant tank can be appropriately designed to ensure robust and efficient
operation. Figure 4.2 (a) shows a simplified model of the resonant converter in Figure
4.1, which is the SS resonant tank equivalent model shown previously but with the
indication of several quantities to be discussed in this chapter. Resistance Rs in Figure 4.2
(b) represents the total parasitic resistance terms, and Zs represents a very small
impedance introduced by a slight error in unity gain frequency tracking.
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In this section, detailed frequency-domain analysis of this model is performed to
provide various design criteria for achieving several notable characteristics, which play a
crucial role in making the proposed control method simple and effective.
Vd(t)=V1(t)-V2(t)
C

iLe1(t)

C
Le

iLe2(t)

Le

Vc1(t)
Lm
Vcoil1(t)

V1(t)

Re

V2(t)

iLm(t)

(a)

Vd(t)
iload
V1(t)

Rs

Zs
V2(t)

V 1(t )  Vg sgn(sin( 2fO ))
V 2(t )  Vo sgn(sin( 2f O ))

(b)

Figure 4.2: Simplified model of the symmetrical SS resonant converter (a) and its
equivalent model when fS ≈ fO (b).
4.2.1 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS
RESISTIVE LOAD

OF

SS RESONANT TANK

WITH

EFFECTIVE

From Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, it was concluded that a well-defined single peak
behavior can be obtained for ||GV(j2πfL)|| ≥ 1.5 (implying ||GV||max > 1.5). It was shown
that this condition provides the following desirable features:
1.

The frequency of highest efficiency (fO) is placed above resonance in the
zero voltage switching (ZVS) region.

2.

As can be seen from Figure 3.12, the peak output current level is located
near fL while the peak efficiency is at fO, when ||GV||max > 1.5, whereas both
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the output current level and efficiency are maximum at fO when |GV|max =
1.0.
3.

Because of 2, a large range of frequencies in ZVS region is obtained when
||GV||max > 1.5 and can be used for controlling the charging current via
switching frequency (fS) modulation.

4.

Voltage gain sensitivity to small switching frequency tracking error is
minimized.

5.

Under k variation, the danger of falling into the below-resonance region is
avoided so that operation in ZVS region can be maintained for all k.

6.

Voltage gain characteristics become very robust against both k and load
(Q) variations.

7.

Deriving an accurate linear model around fO for load voltage control
becomes simplified. As shown previously, the voltage gain as a function of
frequency varies in an approximately linear fashion around fO as a
function of Re‟ (Figure 3.12) and as a function of k (Figure 3.13(a)).

To describe several general criteria for deriving a linear output voltage control model,
Figure 4.3 shows the voltage gain curve of the SS resonant tank for two different cases:
Figure 4.3 (a) is plotted for k = 0.2, whereas Figure 4.3 (b) is plotted for k = 0.5. To
increase both the accuracy of linear control model and range of controllable frequency
range near fO, selecting too high a value for ||Gv(jω)||max should be avoided while
selecting fO to be as high as practical, so that both ∆fx and ∆fy, which are proportional to
frequency fO, consequently increase. Selecting high fO is desirable also for minimizing the
reactive loss caused by circulating current through Lm, because the impedance of Lm
increases with increasing fO, thus decreasing the current through it. As k decreases,
||GV(jω)||max increases whereas ∆fx decreases. Therefore, it is unlikely that a single linear
load voltage control model be applicable to a very wide range of k. To tolerate a wide
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range of k variation, multiple linear load voltage control models are needed with each
model applicable to a bounded range of k.
There are a few Li-ion battery charging characteristics that need to be taken into
account in developing the UGFT control method. Thus, a brief summary of Li-ion battery
characteristics is provided in the next section.
||Gv(jw)|| of SS Topology with k = 0.2, Re’ = 8Ω and fo ≈ 500kHz
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Figure 4.3: Effects of Q selection on voltage gain control model derivation.
4.2.2 BRIEF SUMMARY OF LI-ION BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the simulation results of the discharge characteristic of a 7.2 V 2
Ah Li-ion battery for the nominal discharge current (top) and for various discharge
currents (bottom). Figure 4.4 (b) shows experimental data for 0.3A constant current
discharge of a 7.4 V 1.6 Ah Li-ion battery. The voltage versus SoC characteristic of Liion batteries exhibits very small variations,

, approximately for 15 % ≤

SoC ≤ 90 %. Therefore, if the voltage gain characteristic of a SS resonant tank are robust
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against fS error and against variations in k and Q, a device-specific coupler can be
implemented to match the coupler output voltage to the battery voltage by using the
coupler turns ratio rather than continuously using an additional converter and/or voltage
regulator.
Although high current charging can quickly charge a battery to about 70% SoC,
increasing the charge current does not significantly speed up the charging process beyond
that point [25]. Therefore, fast charging at higher charging currents should be avoided
when SoC > 70 %. In the consumer market, maximum battery run-time is generally
preferred although this comes at the cost of short battery life.
Accounting for these Li-ion battery characteristics, the proposed control method
provides the nominal charging current level between 0.5 C to 1 C with optional higher
current charging via switching frequency modulation in the range of 15 % ≤ SoC ≤ 90 %
- Note: Li-ion battery voltage is almost constant in this SoC range. Furthermore, the
proposed control method considers a charging level above 90 % SoC for a Li-ion battery
load that has a standard built-in over-charge and over-discharge protection circuitry.

Converter Operation Range
Converter Operation Range

Experimental Data Points(2sec/data point)

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.4: Simulation results (a) and experimental results (b) of Li-ion battery
characteristics.
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4.2.3 SS RESONANT CONVERTER WITH LI-ION BATTERY LOAD
Chapter 3 and Section 4.2.1 described the desirable features provided by a voltage
gain curve exhibiting a single resonant peak with a load resistor. This section explains
how to achieve these desirable features when using a Li-ion battery load. Various
important characteristics of a SS resonant converter having a battery load are also
explained in this section.
As supported by Figure 4.4, Li-ion batteries are less complex to model compared to
other batteries [27] due to their small voltage variations in the nominal operating range. A
nominal value of Re‟ can be determined for nominal voltage rating and nominal charging
current rating of a Li-ion battery. This is because, during most of SoC curve, battery load
voltage and load current are fairly constant (under conventional CC-CV charging) as can
be seen in [25]–[26]. However still, when a Li-ion battery load is used rather than a load
resistor, the frequency-domain modeling of the SS resonant tank becomes more complex:
the resonant characteristics depend strongly on how the input voltage V1 is matched with
the load battery voltage V2 and also depend on parasitic elements such as coupler
winding resistance and ESRs - See Figure 4.2.
The SS resonant converter with a Li-ion battery load is simulated in Simulink under
three different input-to-output voltage matching conditions: Case A for supply voltage
(V1) > load battery's fully-charged voltage rating (V2FULL); Case B for V1 = V2FULL;
Case C for V1 < V2FULL. The battery load is a 7V 2Ah Li-ion battery with a 50% SoC
having the parameters listed in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 lists the SS resonant tank parameters
used in the Simulink simulations. It will be shown that Case C is preferable.
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Efficiency, load current, and voltage gain data are collected from Simulink simulations
at various switching frequencies fS. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of these quantities
against parasitic resistance terms, the total parasitic resistance of 80 mΩ (40 mΩ on each
side of coupler) is first added and then omitted in the SS resonant tank.
For Case A, Figure 4.5 (a) shows the efficiency and voltage gain while Figure 4.5 (b)
shows the battery charging current. For Case B, Figure 4.5 (c) shows the efficiency and
voltage gain while Figure 4.5 (d) shows the battery charging current.
In Case A and Case B, the highest voltage gain of the resonant tank cannot be above
unity, and consequently the maximum load current occurs at fS ≈ fO. Ideally, the
maximum efficiency should also occur at fO. However in reality, due to a high current
caused by a voltage difference (Vd(t) indicated in Figure 4.2) across the small parasitic
resistance, the loading effects cause the frequency of maximum efficiency to become
very sensitive to parasitic resistances and to be different from fO. Therefore, cases A and
B are not desirable and will not be considered further. This also indicates that phase shift
control in [28]–[30] and duty cycle modulation technique in [30] are not desirable,
because they cause a large voltage drop across small parasitic resistance terms when fS =
fO. Instead, charging current control via switching frequency (fS) modulation is desirable.
In order to achieve the advantageous characteristics demonstrated in Figure 3.12 and
Figure 3.13 for the voltage gain curves with only a single resonant peak, V1 < V2 FULL
(Case C) needs to be obtained. However choosing V1 to be too small requires fS to be
decreased significantly in order to provide a large enough voltage gain for reasonably fast
charging. A significant decrease in fS is undesirable, because the converter operation is
forced to move far away from the peak efficiency operating point at frequency fO.
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Therefore, for a reasonable choice of V1 under the coupler turns ratio of unity and
symmetrical implementation of coupler, V1 is selected by using Equation 34. This results
in voltage matching that takes into account the overall voltage drop across the total
parasitic resistance (Rlumped) when the charging current of 0.5C is flowing.
The total parasitic resistance (Rlumped) from the SS resonant converter's input terminal
to the output terminal in the simulation is approximately 120 mΩ, thus V1 ≈ 7.7V is
calculated using Equation 34 and applied in simulation. By matching the voltages using
Equation 34, the desirable features of the voltage gain curve having a single resonant
peak can be achieved also with a battery load. This is demonstrated by the frequencydependent efficiency and voltage gain curves in Figure 4.6 (a), and load current curves in
Figure 4.6 (b).
The characteristics shown in Figure 4.6 exhibit a number of desirable features: the
voltage gain characteristic is monotonically decreasing around frequency fO, maximum
efficiency is obtained at the unity gain frequency and is less sensitive to the parasitic
resistance terms, and charging current can be varied over a wide range with a small
variation of switching frequency, fS, without a significant loss of efficiency. Furthermore,
a large decrease in fS is not required to increase the charging current to a desirable level
for a faster charging option.
Since, in the SS resonant converter, both the input of the resonant tank and the load
are voltage driven around the resonant frequency, both the input current and output
current decrease naturally as a battery load is being charged (as the battery load's voltage
increases). To demonstrate this, various waveforms of the SS resonant converter are
shown in Figure 4.7 at the SoC of 20% (a), 50% (b), 80% (c), and 97% (d). The SS
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resonant converter is operating at fS ≈ fO = 200 kHz. Both the supply current (Iin(t)) and
charging current (Iout(t)) levels stay in the appropriate range of 0.5C to 1C level
throughout the charging process and decrease naturally to become appropriately small
when SoC ≈ 97% as in Figure 4.7 (d). For the case of the load battery with SoC ≈ 97%,
the equivalent model for the SS resonant tank is also shown in Figure 4.7 (d). Therefore,
at fS ≈ fO, the primary-side current, iLe1(t), is approximately equal to the triangular
waveform of magnetizing current, iLm(t). This is because the square wave input voltage,
V1(t), is applied across the magnetizing inductance, Lm. It should be noted that iLe1(t) lags
V1(t) by π/2 at fS ≈ fO when the load battery is fully charged, as shown by Figure 4.7 (d).
This information along with the low input current can be used as a threshold point to
terminate the charging process.
TABLE 4.1 LI-ION BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION
Nominal Voltage (V)
Rated Capacity (Ah)
Maximum Capacity (Ah)
Fully-charged Voltage (V)
Nominal Discharge Current (A)
Internal Resistance (Ω)
Capacity at Nominal Voltage (Ah)

7
2
2
8.15
0.87
0.035
1.8

TABLE 4.2 SS RESONANT TANK PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION
Unity Gain Frequency, fnom, when k is the Highest in an Allowed
Variation Range (kHz)
Highest Coupling Coefficient, k
Resonant Capacitors [µF]
Leakage Inductances, (Le1 = Le2) [nH]
Magnetizing Inductance, Lm [µH]
Winding Resistance Each Side of Coupler *mΩ+
Effective Load (Re') in Simulation *Ω+
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200
0.85
2.146
295.1
1.623
40
5

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Efficiency, load current, and voltage gain (V2/V1) data collected at various
Switching frequencies (fS) with SoC = 50% for Case A (a and b) and Case B (c and d).
V 1  I (0.5C ) * Rlumped 

(V 2( full )  V 2(nom))
.................................................... Equation (34)
2

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Simulink simulation data for efficiency and voltage gain (a), and load current
(b) collected at various switching frequency (fS) with SoC = 50% for Case C.
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Figure 4.7: Various resonant tank waveforms and input and output currents at different
SoC. (Note: Red line in the model represents the impedance compensation occurring at fs
≈ fo).
In summary, the voltage matching by using Equation 35 provides the desirable
features obtained when the single resonant voltage gain peak behavior is obtained. With
the proper voltage matching ratio, most of the charging process can occur at the
frequency of highest efficiency (fO) without actively moving away from this frequency.
This is further supported by the fact that the need for a control method to decrease the
charging current is minimized due to the natural decrease in the charging current level as
the load battery is being charged. Therefore, continuous use of an additional voltage
regulator and/or converter throughout the entire charging process can be avoided. In
conclusion, a control scheme is required that can track and ensure unity gain frequency
(fO) operation with good accuracy and precision. This is discussed in the next section.
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4.3 NOVEL UNITY GAIN FREQUENCY TRACKING (UGFT) CONTROL METHOD
By using the desirable features explained in the previous sections, it is possible to
track and achieve the unity gain frequency (fO) operation under allowed k variation
without any communication between the transmitter and receiver. In this section, the
development of UGFT control method is described, the control process is explained, and
simulation and experimental results are reported to validate the UGFT control.
4.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED OPERATION PROCESS
Prior to explaining the derivation of linear UGFT control equation, this section
explains the operation of the proposed receiver topology in Figure 4.8. The proposed
operation of the receiver and its interaction with the transmitter are described as follows:
1.

The receiver is placed in proximity of the transmitter with Q5-Q8 and with
Q10 turned-off while Q9 is turned-on thus introducing a known fixed
resistive load, RX, into the SS resonant tank.

2.

The transmitter, which periodically sends a very short pulse ("ping"),
recognizes the receiver placement by the supply current change and
performs the tracking procedure described below to track the unity gain
frequency (fO). This tracking procedure is based on a linearized UGFT
model for the resonant tank under the well-defined loading condition due
to the dummy load, RX - Note: The unity gain frequency fO is load
independent.

3.

When fO is tracked, the receiver understands this by measuring
for a half-bridge switch network in the transmitter or

for a full-

bridge switch network in the transmitter.
4.

The receiver then turns off Q9 and turns on Q10 to charge the load Li-ion
battery at fS ≈ fO. This unity gain frequency operation continues until a
significant change in the charging occurs, for example if the charging
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current either changes suddenly or becomes very low. A sudden large
change in the charging current may indicate a sudden movement of the
receiver with respect to the transmitter. A very low current indicates the
fully-charged load state or complete decoupling.
5.

If a significant change is detected, the charging stops, Q9 is turned on,
Q10 is turned off and the tracking procedure is performed again. If the
transmitter cannot track the unity gain frequency fO within a known
frequency range, it means that the receiver has moved too far away from
the transmitter.

In summary, Q9 and Q10 are never turned on simultaneously and do not perform
switching transitions frequently throughout the charging process. In fact, they are
intended to make switching transitions only under the following conditions: the charging
current changes rapidly by a large amount; the charging current is very low due to the
fully-charged battery state or complete decoupling. Therefore, the losses due to Q9 and
Q10 would be significantly lower than the losses caused by using a linear voltage
regulator continuously or using a converter frequently to adjust the voltage matching
under a non-unity gain operation. Since switching occurs infrequently, switching losses
are small. The overall operation process including the UGFT control process can be
summarized by the block diagram in Figure 4.9.
Therefore, the main purpose of Q9 and Q10 is to introduce a known fixed load (RX)
into the SS resonant tank during UGFT process. Introducing RX achieves various
advantages. One of two main advantages is that UGFT can be performed with a good
precision and accuracy, consequently simplifying the control model. The other is that it
improves the robustness of overall control process against the resonant tank parameter
variations.
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As explained in Chapter 3, the desirable single voltage gain peak condition can be
achieved with a fairly large value of RX. This means that losses in the Q9-RX branch
during unity gain tracking operation can be fairly low. The criteria on selecting RX for the
proposed UGFT control method are explained in the next section - Note: Since the unity
gain frequency is load independent, it is not affected by the battery load being different
from the fixed load Rx used to track the unity gain condition.
Iout(t)
Q9
iLe2(t)

Q5
V2(t)

Q7

Q6

Q8

Q10
Vo(t)

Cf

C

Rx

Vx(t)

Figure 4.8: Proposed receiver topology.
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Figure 4.9: Proposed operation process employing UGFT.
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Based on the
estimated
||Gv(j2πfnom)||, the
unity gain
frequency, fo*, is
determined.

The converter
operates at fs = fo*.

4.3.2 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF RX
In Chapter 3, the approximation for a peak voltage gain of a SS resonant tank having a
symmetrical coupler implementation is expressed as Equation 32. When using this
equation to obtain ||GV||max that is appropriate for deriving a UGFT control model, the
following points need to be considered:
1.

Obtaining too high a value of ||GV||max leads to the requirement of deriving
a linear output voltage control model at frequencies very far above fO due
to non-linear behavior around fo. Therefore, it should be avoided.

2.

Deriving a linear voltage gain control model in the vicinity of fO is required
for obtaining the UGFT control model. It can be found that a good linearity
can be obtained for a peak voltage gain in the range of 1.5 < ||GV||max < 2.5.

3.

Equation 32 can be used to determine the required RX value that guarantees
a single resonant peak in the voltage gain curve. Since ||GV ||max decreases
as k (and consequently

) increases, Equation 32 should be evaluated for a

value of ||GV||max above 1.5 and using the upper limit of

in an allowed k

variation range. This determines RX that guarantees the single peak
behavior for the entire expected range of k variation.
It should be noted that following criteria 1-3 above and using design Equation 32
gives an accurate result under the condition that the total parasitic resistance in the SS
resonant tank is small. If a large value of total parasitic resistance is expected, the
obtained RX value needs to be checked using parametric simulations.
4.3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL UGFT CONTROL WITHOUT COMMUNICATION
When SS resonant tank of SRT type is designed to have the voltage gain curve with a
single resonant peak, voltage gain can be estimated from transmitter-side measurements
only, and the unity gain frequency reference can be determined under k variation.
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Figure 4.10 shows plots of ||Gv(jω)|| and Фvid(jω) for 0.35 ≤ k ≤ 0.85 when the
desirable case of ||GV||max > 1.5 is achieved. The plots are obtained using the equivalent
model of Figure 4.2, but including the parasitic resistances of 40 mΩ on each side of the
coupler. As a result, loading effects cause ||GV||max to not always increase with decreasing
k. Phase difference Фvid is the phase of the input impedance of the equivalent circuit of
Figure 4.2 and therefore represents the phase shift between the input voltage, V1(t), and
input current (primary-side current), iLe1(t), as a function of frequency – Note: Фvid is
measurable from the transmitter side.
In Figure 4.10, frequency fα is approximately the unity gain frequency for the highest
value of k expected (kmax) in a range of interest. It should be noted that for any given
frequency in frequency range xx (between frequencies

and

), ||GV(jω)|| and Фvid(jω)

vary monotonically and are approximately equally spaced as a function of k, so that
linearization is possible.
Choosing a single frequency in the range of fα ≤ f ≤ 2fα in Figure 4.10 (in this case, fα is
chosen), one can construct point by point a plot of ||GV(j2πfα)|| as a function of Фvid(j2πfα)
for different values of k. For example, in the case of Figure 4.10, since five parametric
plots are given, five points can be found. A linear approximation of this plot is given by
Equation 35. Parametric simulations can be used to check for its accuracy when current
sensing resistance, winding resistance and capacitor ESR terms are included. In
particular, parameter n can be adjusted to improve accuracy and compensate for the gain
decrease caused by the parasitic resistance terms.
Furthermore, the linear curve-fitting Equation 36 can be determined and used to find
estimated unity gain frequency reference fO* as a function of ||GV(j2πfα)||. Within an
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allowed k variation range, the equation is valid and provides the unity-gain frequency
reference.
The derivative (slope) terms in Equation (35) and Equation (36) are obtained from the
parametric simulations. During UGFT tracking, Фvid(j2πfα) is measured. Equation (35) is
then used to estimate ||GV(j2πfα)|| and this value is sued in Equation (36) to find the
estimated unity gain frequency fO*.
The accuracy of this approximation may not be high enough for a large k variation,
therefore there needs to be a boundary for k that limits unity gain tracking operation. In
simulations and experiments, 0.65 ≤ k ≤ 0.9 is used as the unity gain operation range for
validating the UGFT control. If a wide range of k variation is desired, more sets of
equations 35 and 36 can be used with each set being applicable to a bounded k range.
2fα

Voltage Gain Magnitude
||Gv(jω)||

fα

Phase, Фvid
(deg)

As k decreases

As k decreases
xx

k = 0.35
k = 0.5
k = 0.65
k = 0.75
k = 0.85
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k = 0.65
k = 0.75
k = 0.85
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Figure 4.10: Voltage gain magnitude,||GV(jω)||, and phase shift, Фvid(jω), between input
voltage and input current of the SS resonant tank of SRT type for 0.35 ≤ k ≤ 0.85.
.............................................. Equation (35)
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................................................. Equation (36)

4.4 VALIDATION
4.4.1 SIMULATION
Figure 4.11 shows the Matlab Simulink model of a full-bridge to full-bridge SS
resonant converter of SRT type implementing the proposed UGFT control model. In
order to demonstrate the unity voltage gain frequency tracking control, the Simulink
model has dummy resistor load, RX = 6.2 Ω, to mimic the case in which Q9 is on and
Q10 is off. The Simulink model also contains switches in the resonant tank to introduce
different k conditions via coupler inductance variations.
The blue block in Figure 4.11 contains the proposed UGFT control. Figure 4.12 shows
what is inside this blue block. The two inputs to this block are input voltage, V1(t), of the
resonant tank and primary-side resonant capacitor voltage, Vc(t). These two inputs are
fed into the green blocks (Fourier transformation blocks) to determine the phase
difference, Фvid(j2πfα). Frequency fα is 200 kHz in this simulation. The inside of one of
the Fourier transformation blocks is shown in Figure 4.13.
Inside the red-dotted line in Figure 4.12, Фvid(j2πfα) is fed into a set of algebraic blocks
representing Equation 35 to determine ||GV(j2 )||, which is then fed into another set of
algebraic blocks representing Equation 36 to calculate fO*. By using the phase locked
loop (PLL) shown inside the blue-dotted line in Figure 4.12, PWM signals are generated
at fO* and fed into the gates of the MOSFETs, Q1-Q4, to produce square wave input
V1(t) for the resonant tank.
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In order to demonstrate the unity voltage gain tracking, the simulation is performed
with a fixed resistor load (RX) of 6.2 Ω to mimic the case in which Q9 is always on and
Q10 is always off. In this simulation, to just demonstrate the performance of unity-gain
tracking operation, the controller is set to periodically go back to fS = fα = 200 kHz to
extract Фvid(j2πfα), and then apply fS = fO* after a short time. At the end of this process a
new fO* is determined and applied if there have been any coupler parameter variations.
Figure 4.14 shows the simulation results of waveforms of various resonant tank
quantities in order to demonstrate the UGFT control performance. In this figure, V1(t) is
the input voltage of the resonant tank, and V2(t) is the output voltage of the resonant
tank. Quantities, iLe1(t), iLe2(t), and iLm(t), are primary-side current, secondary-side
current, and magnetizing current respectively. The control process corresponding to the
operation in Figure 4.14 is as follows,
1.

At t = 0, the converter operation starts with k = 0.75 at fα = 200 kHz, and
then the steady-state currents start flowing at t ≈ 0.06ms. The unity-gain
tracking controller is set to start at t = 0.78.

2.

During 0.78ms ≤ t < 0.98ms, Фvid(j2πfα) is measured, and fO* is tracked.
The controller calculates this value and applies it at t = 0.98ms.

3.

During 0.98ms ≤ t < 1.38ms, the converter operates at fS ≈ fO. The
converter is then set to go back to the operation at fα at t = 1.38ms.

4.

During 1.38ms ≤ t < 1.78ms, again, Фvid(j2πfα) is measured, and fO* is
tracked. The controller calculates this value and applies it at t = 1.78ms.

5.

During 1.78ms ≤ t < 2ms, since no changes are applied to the coupler
parameters, the converter operation is the same as during interval 0.98ms
≤ t < 1.38ms.

6.

At t = 2ms, k is changed from 0.75 to 0.85. So during 2ms ≤ t < 2.18ms,
the converter does not operate under unity gain, and at t = 2.18ms, the
converter starts operating at fS = fα to perform unity gain tracking.

7.

During 2.18ms ≤ t < 2.58ms, Фvid(j2πfα) is measured. The controller
calculates fO* and applies it at t = 2.58ms.
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8.

During 2.58ms ≤ t < 2.98ms, the converter operates fS ≈ fO, and at t =
2.98ms, the operation at fS = fα begins again to measure Фvid(j2πfα) and to
determine fO*.

Figure 4.15 shows the results for V1(t) and V2(t) in a close-up scale. When the peak
value of V1(t) (denoted as V1pk) is equal to peak value of V2(t), the unity gain operation
is achieved. As can be seen from this figure, the proposed UGFT method performs well.
The maximum difference between the peaks of V1(t) and V2(t) is approximately 0.48 V
(approximately 6.5 % error) during the unity gain operation.
As mentioned previously, a phase locked loop (PLL) is used in the simulation for
adjusting fS to be equal to the calculated fO*. When a new fO* is determined by the
controller, this fO* is applied as the reference input to the PLL. The gate signal oscillating
at fα is then locked on to the reference, fO*. Figure 4.16 shows the PLL operation in the
simulation. As can be seen clearly in this figure, the reference input to the PLL is
changed between fα and fO* whenever the controller calculates and applies fO*. For
example, the output of the PLL is set to be applied to the gates at t = 0.98 ms as shown by
the commutative gate signals in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.11: Simulink model of SS resonant converter of SRT type implementing
proposed UGFT control method.
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Figure 4.12: Inside of the UGFT Control block.
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Figure 4.13: Inside of Fourier transformation block.
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Figure 4.16: PLL operation and commutative gate signals.
4.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Figure 4.17 shows the experimental set-up of Figure 4.1 without the switches, Q9 and
Q10. The reason for excluding Q9 and Q10 is that they are not necessary for
experimentally validating the proposed UGFT control model, since the process of unity
gain frequency tracking control requires only that a known fixed resistive load,
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π

, be present in the SS resonant tank. Also, it should be mentioned that the

transmitter-side switch network can be either a half-bridge or full-bridge configuration.
The UGFT control method is not affected by either choice of switch network
configuration.
The UGFT tracking procedure programmed into the digital controller is as follows.
The phase shift Фvid at frequency

is measured by the controller. Equation 35 is used to

estimate the voltage gain ||GV(j2 )|| and this value is substituted into Equation 36 to
determine the unity gain frequency reference fO*. The control and data measurements are
performed using the Texas Instruments F28335 digital control card whose specifications
are summarized in Chapter 2.
Regarding the experimental parameters listed in Table 4.3, it should be noted that the
procedure for choosing the parameters focused on accurate measurements of Фvid. The
data for Фvid is obtained by measuring the pulse width of the output of ultrafast
comparators using the ECAP module built in the F28335. Using large values for fnom and
Re', and a very low value for the primary-side current sensing resistor (Rsense) is
desirable for maximizing efficiency, but it causes a high value of fα and significant noise
and leakage EMI that affect the Фvid measurements in the experimental set-up. The
choice of actual values was a trade-off between these conflicting requirements.
In Figure 4.18 (a), the voltage gain (top), ||GV(jω)||, and phase shift (bottom), Фvid(jω),
are plotted in simulation using the parameters in Table 4.3 along with experimentally
extracted coupler parameters at varied k caused by varied misalignment. Voltage gain
curves are quite linear in the range of fα ≤ fS ≤ 2fα. Also, as can be seen from Figure 4.18
(b), the relationship between ||GV(j2πfS)|| and Фvid(j2πfS) for fα ≤ fS ≤ 2fα and 0.5 ≤ k ≤
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0.83 is quite linear as well. The curve in Figure 4.18 (b) is used to determine the curve
fitting parameters to be substituted in Equation 35.
Figure 4.19 shows the SS resonant tank input voltage (V1(t)), input current (i Le1(t)),
and the output of ultra-fast comparator whose pulse width represents the phase shift
(Фvid) between V1(t) and iLe1(t). In this figure, the linear curve-fitting equations
programmed in the control card are shown, and the interrupt service routine execution of
the equations is visually described.
The accuracy evaluation of the curve-fitting equations (programmed in the F28335
control card) was performed by first collecting actual fO* data that were being inputted
into the PWM module by the controller at different misalignments. After that, frequencydomain simulations were performed using the experimentally-extracted resonant tank
parameters without Rsense = 1 Ω. The goal was to see what voltage gains were to be
expected at operating frequency fO*. Also from these simulations, analytical values of
unity gain frequencies fO for different misalignments were collected as predicted by the
model of Figure 4.2. The data are listed in Table 4.4 and prove that the single set of
curve-fitting equations (UGFT control model) can be used to achieve the unity gain
operation for fairly large k variation.
Figure 4.20 shows the output voltage of the SS resonant converter reaching the voltage
level of unity gain operation after the controller applies fO* as the converter switching
frequency at time t ≈ tz. The voltage level of unity gain operation in Figure 4.20,
represented by the straight solid green line in both Figure 4.20 (a) and Figure 4.20 (b), is
approximately 3.6-3.7 V. This is because the supply voltage (Vg) of the SS resonant
converter is 10 V, the primary stage is a half bridge configuration causing a 50 % voltage
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reduction and the rectifier in the receiver performs passive diode rectification, causing
two additional diode drops.
Figure 4.21 shows various waveforms captured while the SS resonant converter is
operating at fO* determined by the UGFT control model. In this figure, the rectifier in the
receiver performs active synchronous rectification. Therefore, the output voltage, Vout, is
slightly less than 5V (due to conduction of Rds_on) when Vg = 10V is applied. As can be
seen from this figure, the operating frequencies for each of Figure 4.21 (a)-(c) match
those listed in Table 4.4.
While the output power is approximately 1.82W with constant load voltage (CV) and
constant load current (CC), various quantities including the efficiency are experimentally
measured and listed in Table 14. The experimental data show that the converter
efficiency is about 15-19% higher with the UGFT control compared to the efficiency
under fixed frequency operation without the UGFT control.
Furthermore, with the UGFT control, the need for an additional converter or regulator
is minimized as indicated by the almost constant supply voltage and supply current (Vg
and Ig) in Table 4.5 for the UGFT case. This also shows that losses in linear voltage
regulators used widely in current wireless charging systems can be significantly reduced.
On the other hand, without the UGFT control, Vg needs to be varied for delivering
constant voltage and constant current output, indicating the requirement of an additional
converter or linear voltage regulator, which decreases the overall system efficiency
drastically.
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Figure 4.17: Experimental setup for the SS resonant converter.
TABLE 4.3 EXPERIMENTAL SS RESONANT TANK PARAMETERS
Unity Gain Frequency when k is the Highest in an Allowed Variation Range,
fnom (kHz)

≈ 190

Highest Coupling Coefficient, kmax

≈ 0.83

Resonant Capacitors (C: C1 and C2) [nF]

≈ 718

Leakage Inductances, (Le: Le1 and Le2) [nH]

≈ 0.974

Magnetizing Inductance, Lm [µH]

≈ 1.623

Current Sensing Resistor, Rsense [Ω]

≈1

Effective Load (Re') in Simulation [Ω]

≈ 8.1

Linear Control Model Extraction Reference Point, fα [kHz]

≈ 177
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Figure 4.18: Voltage gain [||GV(jω)||] and phase shift [Фvid(jω)] (a) plotted in simulation
using experimentally-extracted parameters for various k, and the linear relationship
between them at fS ≈ fα (b)-Note:Rsense of 1Ω added.
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Figure 4.19: SS resonant tank's input voltage, V1(t), input current, iLe1(t), and output of
ultra-fast comparator whose pulse width is the phase shift, Фvid, between V1(t) and iLe1(t).
TABLE 4.4 ACCURACY EVALUATION OF UGFT CONTROL MODEL EQUATION
k
Misalignment, M
(mm)
0
1.5
3
4.5

Ratio of M to Pot
Core Diameter
0
0.06
0.12
0.18

0.83
0.74
0.68
0.5
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Actual
fO*
(kHz)
164
159.8
149.2
143.8

Analytical
fO
(kHz)
168.05
162.62
152.9
131.2

Voltage Gain
at fs = fo*
1.05
1.01
1.02
0.87

Vg
2

 2Vdiode

k ≈ 0.74

tz

Figure 4.20: Various waveforms captured to show the UGFT control operation at k ≈ 0.83
(a) and k ≈ 0.74 (b) while performing passive diode rectification.
Note: At t ≈ tz, fO* is applied as fS of the converter.
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Figure 4.21: Various waveforms captured while operating at fO* calculated by the UGFT
control model for k ≈ 0.83(a), k ≈ 0.74(b), and k ≈ 0.68(c) - Note: The output voltage
(Vo) is approximately 5V while the supply voltage (Vg) of 10V is applied, indicating the
operation of the SS resonant converter at fS ≈ fO*.
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TABLE 4.5 EXPERIMENTAL EFFICIENCY DATA
k

Vg (V)

Ig(A)

Vout (V)

Iout (A)

Efficiency(%)

Under fixed frequency operation (fS = 200kHz) without UGFT
0.83

≈ 12.3

≈ 0.30

≈ 4.270

≈ 0.427

≈ 49.4

0.74

≈ 12.68

≈ 0.30

≈ 4.273

≈ 0.427

≈ 48.0

0.68

≈ 14.03

≈ 0.31

≈ 4.271

≈ 0.427

≈ 41.9

Under Unity Gain Frequency Tracking, UGFT (fS ≈ fO*)
0.83

≈ 10.00

≈ 0.28

≈ 4.268

≈ 0.427

≈ 65.1

0.74

≈ 10.03

≈ 0.28

≈ 4.270

≈ 0.427

≈ 64.8

0.68

≈ 9.91

≈ 0.30

≈ 4.270

≈ 0.427

≈ 61.4

4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this work, SS resonant converter characteristics under resistive load condition are
compared with those under Li-ion battery load condition to demonstrate how to obtain
the desirable characteristics with both types of load. It is shown that obtaining the single
voltage gain peak condition is required for achieving various desirable features. One of
these features is high robustness against fS tracking error, and variations in Q and k. High
robustness can significantly improve overall charging system efficiency by minimizing
the need for using an additional voltage regulator stage commonly used in current
commercial wireless chargers for portable electronics. Other features include appropriate
charging current control via fS modulation and good accuracy of a linear curve-fitting
model for voltage gain control in the extended ZVS region. These features significantly
reduce control complexity and further increase the overall efficiency while decreasing the
cost of implementation by reducing the component count.
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Furthermore, under these conditions the proposed Unity Gain Tracking Control
(UGFT) method is applicable, which adjusts the switching frequency for leakage
inductance compensation under allowed magnetic coupling variation without
communication between a transmitter and a receiver. Compensating the leakage
inductances is highly desirable for maximizing the efficiency in a resonant tank, and
doing so under allowed k variations is important for increasing the receiver positioning
flexibility. It is shown that using only a single UGFT control model, the unity gain
frequency operation can be tracked and achieved for a fairly wide range of k variation.
This indicates that with only a few different sets of UGFT control models (each set
applicable to a bounded k range), the unity gain frequency operation can be obtained for a
wide range of k variation. The proposed UGFT control method is validated in both
simulation and experiment. The results show that the method performs well. Furthermore,
it is demonstrated experimentally, for the constant output power delivery of 1.8 W, that
the converter efficiency is significantly improved (approximately 15-19 % higher) when
compared with the fixed frequency operation of conventional wireless charging systems.
Also, the voltage gain variation is very small (less than 1 %) when the proposed UGFT
control is applied. This small variation can reduce the losses in linear voltage regulators
that are used widely in current wireless charging systems for portable electronics.
Therefore, overall efficiency with the proposed UGFT control method can be even higher
than conventional wireless charging systems without the need for communication while
reducing both component count and complexity in control.
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CHAPTER 5
NOVEL OPTIMAL DESIGN METHODS FOR ASYMMETRICAL SERIES-SERIES (SS)
RESONANT TANK AND ASYMMETRICAL SERIES-PARALLEL (SP) RESONANT
TANK IN LOOSELY-COUPLED WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER APPLICATIONS
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, optimal design methods for the SS and SP resonant tank topologies in
Figure 1.3 are proposed and validated.
As previously mentioned, there are two main types of resonant tank. One is
asymmetrically-implemented resonant tank (ART) type, and the other is symmetricallyimplemented resonant tank (SRT) type. In a resonant tank of ART type, primary-side
inductance and secondary-side inductance can be largely different, because primary-side
coil (Tx) and secondary-side coil (Rx) of a coupler have different physical geometries,
whereas in a resonant tank of SRT type, primary-side inductance and secondary-side
inductance are equal. Thus, in SRT type, relative self-inductance condition is LS1 = LS2',
whereas in ART type, it can be LS1 > LS2', LS1 = LS2', or LS1 < LS2'.
To minimize leakage flux (in order to maximize coil-to-coil efficiency), one would
employ a resonant tank of SRT type. Thus, conventionally, the majority of studies on
magnetically loosely-coupled wireless charging systems has considered only resonant
tanks utilizing symmetrical core geometry for the primary and secondary as in [8]-[9],
[24], [31], and [33]-[34]. However, in many wireless charging applications, it is
becoming more desirable to minimize the weight and size of Rx. To increase the receiver
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positioning flexibility, a larger Tx is employed, as in [37]-[40], to provide a stronger
and/or more uniform magnetic field in the region where a Rx is located. Furthermore, in
many applications, Rx geometry is limited by the dimensions of the movable batterypowered system, whereas the transmitter coil geometry is less limited. Consequently, the
need for asymmetrical coupler implementation is increasing. It should be noted that ART
type, which generates more leakage flux, is used for systems with typically lower (loose)
magnetic coupling compared to SRT type.
To derive analytical solutions that are applicable to both ART and SRT types, it is
important to analyze general resonance characteristics of SS and SP resonant tanks. The
existing scientific literature lacks in terms of performing detailed analysis on general
resonance characteristics and of providing general analytical equations for determining
various notable quantities. For example, although [8]-[9] and [37] provide brief
comparisons on these topologies under certain conditions, they do not provide general
analytical equations for determining various important frequency-domain quantities such
as peak voltage gain, load-independent voltage gain, load-independent current gain,
multiple resonant frequencies of notable features, desirable boundaries for operating
frequency (ωs) range, voltage gain at ωs, current gain at ωs, circulating current gain at ωs,
and how these quantities change depending on magnetic coupling coefficient (k) and load
(Re‟).
Conventionally, as in [6], [8], and [35], analytical equations for design optimization
involve quality factors that describe the relationship between resonant elements and
parasitic resistance terms such as winding resistance and capacitor ESRs. Although such
equations can allow convenient calculation of expected resonant tank power efficiency,
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they do not provide insight into various important frequency-domain quantities. Instead,
design implication from these expressions is straightforward: a general goal in optimal
design process is to minimize all parasitic resistances.
However, optimal design of resonant tank parameters for a desired nominal load is not
straightforward and not easy to intuitively understand. Therefore, quality factors in this
chapter are defined by QL in Equation 37 to describe the relationship between resonant
elements and effective load (unlike the conventional expressions for quality factor). As in
Figure 1.3, the subscripts

SS

and

SP

are added in Equation 37 to distinguish between the

expressions for SS and SP resonant tanks. Also, for ||GV(jω)||, ||Gi(jω)||, and ||GiLm(jω)|| in
this chapter, the subscripts

SS

and

SP

are added for the same reason. For example,

||GV(jω)||SS represents a general expression of voltage gain magnitude transfer function
for SS resonant tank, while ||GV(jω)||SP represents that for SP resonant tank.

....................................... Equation (37)

To maximize robustness in voltage gain and current gain without significantly
increased circulating current in a magnetic coupler, it is very important to analyze these
two quantities for each of the resonant tanks along with circulating current gain. A
resonant tank should then be designed to exhibit an optimal QL for a desired nominal
load, Re' – Note: In typical battery charging applications, a nominal R e' is approximately
constant on most of the state of charge (SoC) curve (in the constant current charging
stage) as can be found in [25]-[26]. Therefore, for a battery load, a desired nominal load
Re' can be determined from the nominal voltage rating and typical constant current charge
rating of the battery.
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It should be noted that minimized circulating current contributes to increased coil-tocoil power transfer efficiency, and robust voltage gain contributes to maintaining
desirable power transmission level under k variation. By avoiding accumulation of
significant losses in an additional downstream converter or linear voltage regulator, small
fluctuations in voltage gain provided by maximized robustness can contribute to
increasing the overall efficiency of a wireless charging system.
Furthermore, robust voltage gain can decrease control complexity, analytical
complexity, and cost of implementation. For example, development and implementation
of robust control systems to avoid bifurcation phenomena [32] can significantly increase
the system complexity. In order to minimize the system complexity, it is highly desirable
for robust voltage gain to be achieved at a fixed desirable operating frequency.
Also, in currently available wireless charging systems, multi-layer coils in array are
implemented, as in [12] and [36], to create uniform magnetic field on a charging
platform. Although such implementation improves the receiver positioning flexibility by
exhibiting almost constant k on the charging platform area, cost of implementation can
increase significantly. By obtaining robust voltage gain without significantly-increased
circulating current, the number of coils may be reduced while desirable charging speed
can still be maintained under k variation.
However, there are tradeoffs between voltage gain robustness and coil-to-coil
efficiency. For example, depending on QL selection, coil-to-coil efficiency can be
maximized at the cost of minimized robustness of ||GV(jω)||, and vice versa. More details
regarding tradeoffs are discussed later in this chapter.
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To achieve good compromise between these tradeoffs via optimal QL selection, this
chapter presents novel, general optimal design methods for loosely-coupled SS and SP
resonant tank topologies. It begins with performing general frequency-domain analysis
for SS resonant tank topology and SP resonant tank topology. This is because in order to
derive analytical equations applicable to both ART and SRT types, it is important to
understand general resonance characteristics.
After

the

detailed

analysis

and

evaluation

on

general

frequency-domain

characteristics, various general analytical equations in design-oriented forms are derived.
As will be shown later in this chapter, these equations allow determining various
important frequency-domain quantities. Using these equations, design methods for
optimally designing loosely-coupled SS resonant tank and loosely-coupled SP resonant
tank are presented. For all possible relative inductance conditions: LS1 > LS2', LS1 = LS2',
and LS1 < LS2', the design methods allow convenient calculation of SS and SP resonant
tank parameters needed for achieving desirable frequency-domain characteristics in
loosely-coupled systems. Detailed simulation and experimental results are reported to
evaluate and to validate the novel optimal design methods.
For convenient analysis and to provide expressions directly meaningful for practical
design, it is highly desirable that all analytical equations be derived only in terms of k,
QL, or quantities that do not change significantly under k variation. In general under k
variation, the ratio between LS1 and LS2' does not change significantly, although there can
be significant changes in each of LS1 and LS2'.
In magnetically loosely-coupled systems, it can be assumed that changes in both LS1
and LS2' due to k variation are small. This means that with fixed values of resonant
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capacitances (C1 and C2'), self-resonant frequencies, ωLS1 (Equation 38) and ωLS2
(Equation 39), do not change much when k is low (e.g. k < 0.35).
................................................................................................ Equation (38)
.............................................................................................. Equation (39)
In this chapter, general analytical equations for determining various quantities of
interest are derived and expressed only in terms of the physically-meaningful quantities
that include k (Equation 1), QL (Equation 37), ωLs1 (Equation 38), ωLs2 (Equation 39),
ratio between LS1 and LS2‟, and ratio between C1 and C2‟.
Throughout analysis and discussion, it should be noted that the resonant capacitances,
C1 and C2', are considered fixed. Also, the resonant tank models in Figure 1.3 and their
quantities are used in the analysis It should be noted that this means that with all of the
secondary parameters referred to the primary side, voltage gain

ω

ω

ω

of the SS resonant tank topology can be unity while the actual voltage gain (ratio of nonreferred output voltage magnitude

ω

to input voltage magnitude

ω

)

depends on magnetic coupler turns ratio. Therefore, throughout general analysis and
discussion, unity voltage gain of the SS resonant tank topology refers to
ω
ω

.
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5.2 DERIVATION OF GENERAL ANALYTICAL EQUATIONS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN FOR SS
RESONANT TANK TOPOLOGY
5.2.1 GENERAL ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR SS RESONANT TANK
For SS resonant tank topology, general equations for voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SS and
current gain ||Gi(jω)||SS are derived in Equation 40 and Equation 41 respectively.
Circulating current gain ||GiLm(jω)||SS is equal to ||1 - Gi(jω)SS||.
|| G V ( j ) || SS 

 j 3C1C2 ' Lm Re SS '
 4C1C2 ' ( Le1 ( Le2 ' Lm)  Le2 ' Lm)   2 (C1 ( Le1  Lm)  C2 ' ( Le2 ' Lm))  1  jC2 ' Re SS ' ( 2C1 ( Le1  Lm)  1)

............................................................................................................................................................... Equation

(40)

.............................................................................. Equation

(41)

Ideally, coil-to-coil efficiency of a SS resonant tank is maximized when both of the
leakage inductances, Le1 and Le2', are fully compensated by their series capacitors, C1 and
C2‟. This condition corresponds to when short-circuited primary leakage resonant
frequency, fOVp (Equation 42) and short-circuited secondary leakage resonant frequency,
fOVs, (Equation 43) are equal to each other. Only under this condition, load-independent
voltage gain of unity can be obtained.
........................................................................... Equation

(42)

....................................................................... Equation

(43)

In Figure 5.1 (a), voltage gain (||GV(jω)||SS), current gain (||Gi(jω)||SS), and circulating
current gain (||GiLm(jω)||SS) are plotted for LS1 > LS2', whereas in Figure 5.1 (b), these
quantities are plotted for LS1 < LS2'. In both figures, QLss variation is imposed by changing
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ReSS' – See Equation (37). Since both LS1 > LS2' and LS1 = LS2' exhibit fOV1 < fip < fVP <
fOV2, whereas LS1 < LS2' does not, the plots for LS1 = LS2' need not be shown.
General analysis will be performed for two separate cases of LS1 ≥ LS2' and LS1 < LS2'.
In this section, general equations for all of the frequencies indicated in Figure 5.1 are
derived.
Figure 5.1 shows that there exist two resonant frequencies (fOV1 and fOV2) where loadindependent voltage gains occur. General expressions for the two resonant frequencies of
load-independent voltage gains are derived as fOV1 (Equation 44) and fOV2 (Equation 45).
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Figure 5.1: Voltage gain (||GV(jω)||SS), current gain (||Gi(jω)||SS), and circulating current
(||GiLm(jω)||SS) for varied effective resistive load under LS1 > LS2 (a) and LS1 < LS2 (b).
.............. Equation (44)

.............. Equation (45)
In both Figure 5.1 (a) and Figure 5.1 (b), it should be noted that ||GV(j2πfOV2)||SS is
unity and independent of QLss. Therefore, this unity gain condition indicates that fOV2 =
fOVp = fOVs.
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As QLss increases, ||GV(jω)||SS exhibits a single resonant peak rather than two loadindependent peaks at fOV1 and fOV2. The frequency, at which this single voltage gain peak
occurs, rapidly approaches open-circuited load resonant frequency, fVp, which is equal to
ω
π

.
In general, a well-defined single peak is obtained when peak voltage gain, ||GV||max, is

approximately equal or greater than 1.5||GV(j2πfov2)||SS for LS1 ≥ LS2', or when ||GV||max is
approximately equal or greater than 1.5||GV(j2πfov1)||SS for LS1 < LS2'. This can be
observed from Figure 5.1 as well. The plots for ||Gi(jω)||SS show that resonant frequency
of peak current gain, ||Gi||max, and resonant frequency of peak circulating current gain,
||GiLm||max, rapidly approach open-circuited input resonant frequency, fip, which is equal to
ω
π

.
As can be seen from ||GiLm(jω)|| plots in Figure 5.1, there exists load-independent

circulating current gain of unity at fiLm. A general expression for the resonant frequency
(fiLm) is derived as Equation 46.
...................................................................... Equation (46)

For applications with LS1 > LS2' or LS1 = LS2', the operation frequency (fS) must not be
below open-circuited load resonant frequency fVp to avoid the danger of moving out of
ZVS range by falling below the resonant peak. Also, as can be seen from ||GiLm(jω)||SS
curves in Figure 5.1 (a), the circulating current gain increases rapidly as fS decreases
below fVp. This further emphasizes that operation under fS < fVp must be avoided.
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As can be seen from ||GiLm(jω)||SS curves in Figure 5.1 (b), the circulating current gain
increases very rapidly as fS decreases below fiLm. Therefore, for applications with LS1 <
LS2', the operation frequency (fS) should not be lower than fiLm in order to avoid
significant circulating current. In fact, regardless of the inductance inequality conditions,
it can be concluded that operating under fS < fOV2 is not desirable for maximizing coil-tocoil efficiency.
Unless LS1 = LS2' and

, resonant frequencies, fOVp, fOVs, and fOV2, change

differently under k variation. Also, peak voltage gain increases as k decreases, and to
explain this phenomenon, a general expression for voltage gain at fVp, ||GV(j2πfVp)||SS, is
derived as Equation 47. As can be seen from this equation, decrease in k causes
||GV(j2πfVp)||SS to increase. When this occurs, Figure 5.1 shows that increase in
||GV(j2πfVp)||SS corresponds to increase in maximum available voltage gain ||GV||max
regardless of whether voltage gain exhibits a single peak or two peaks.
............................................................................... Equation (47)
Since the frequency of minimum circulating current changes depending on ||GV||max
condition, and since non-linear changes in all of the resonant frequencies are different in
both magnitude and direction, tracking and achieving the frequency of maximum
efficiency under a wider range of k variation can be impractical. Also, it should be noted
that even if load-independent voltage gain, ||GV(j2πfOV2)||SS, is tracked to achieve
operation at fOV2, ||GV(j2πfOV2)||SS can generate voltage gain well above the desired value
and can consequently cause more losses in an additional downstream converter or linear
voltage regulator. In order to understand how this load-independent voltage gain changes,
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a general expression for ||GV(j2πfOV2)||SS is derived and defined as |GV|indSS in Equation
48.

......................................................................................................................... Equation (48)
In summary, by using Equation 1 and equations 37 through 48, general frequencydomain characteristics and various important features of SS resonant tank topology can
be understood. Furthermore, using these equations in design-oriented form allows rapid
calculation of SS resonant tank parameters required for achieving all possible resonance
characteristics (thus, for achieving any QLss condition for a specified nominal load, ReSS').
Various design equations for determining optimal QLss are derived in the next two
sections separately for loosely-coupled SS resonant tank with LS1 ≥ LS2‟ and with LS1 <
LS2‟.
5.2.2 DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR LOOSELY-COUPLED SS RESONANT TANK WITH LS1 ≥ LS2‟
Proposed optimization process begins with determining how resonant frequencies
should be selected. For SS resonant tank, it is desirable to achieve the unity gain
condition of 2πfS = ωOVp = ωOVs = ωOV2 when k is at its highest value, kmax, in an allowed
k variation range. Under this condition, coil-to-coil efficiency can be maximized. Also,
since fOV2 decreases as k decreases – See Equation 45, this frequency condition
guarantees that converter operation is performed always above resonance and therefore is
within ZVS-capable region under k variation.
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General design equations applicable to loosely-coupled SS resonant tank topology are
derived under the condition that switching frequency is fixed always at a value that
satisfies 2πfS = ωOVp = ωOVs = ωOV2 for k = kmax. For example, if leakage inductances are
fully compensated at fS = 500 kHz when k = kmax, switching frequency fS remains always
at 500 kHz as k decreases. It will be shown that such fixed switching frequency operation
can achieve good compromise between various tradeoffs. For now, it should be
mentioned that since available peak voltage gain increases as k decreases, voltage gain
curve becomes sharp and highly non-linear. Consequently, even a small error in
frequency tracking occurring in attempt to track a load-independent voltage gain
frequency can cause operation to fall out of ZVS region. Furthermore, frequency tracking
error can cause voltage gain to be very high, causing significantly large circulating
current (reactive power) and high losses in an additional downstream converter or linear
voltage regulator.
From this point on, quantities with the subscript, „_kmax‟, correspond to their values
when k = kmax (specific condition), and quantities with the subscript, „_k‟, correspond to
their values at k ≤ kmax (general condition).
In order to derive analytical expressions that can approximate voltage gain, current
gain, and circulating current gain under k variation when the switching frequency is fixed
at ωS_SS_kmax = ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax, it is important to determine which of
ωOVp (Equation 42), ωOVs (Equation 43), and ωOV2 (Equation 45) has the lowest sensitivity
against k variation.
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For loosely-coupled systems with LS1 ≥ LS2‟,
ω

ω

is lower than

ω

and

. Consequently, it is important to derive an expression for ωOVp_kmax in terms of

ωOVp_k for all k in an allowed loosely-coupled k range. Assuming the small variations in
LS1 and LS2‟ in a loosely-coupled k range, an expression for approximating ωOVp_kmax in
terms of ωOVp_k is derived as Equation 49.

............................................................ Equation (49)

The following expressions are then derived to approximate ||GV(jω
(Equation 50), ||Gi(jω

)||SS (Equation 51), and ||GiLm(jω

)||SS

)||SS (Equation

52) for 0 < k ≤ kmax in loosely-coupled systems. The resonant capacitances, C1 and C2‟,
are selected so that Equation 53 is satisfied - Note: Satisfying Equation 53 is equivalent
to achieving the desirable frequency condition of ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax.

............... Equation (50)
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......... Equation (51)

................................... Equation (52)

.................................................................................. Equation (53)

5.2.3 DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR LOOSELY-COUPLED SS RESONANT TANK WITH LS1 < LS2‟
For loosely-coupled systems with LS1 < LS2‟,
ω

ω

is lower than

ω

and

. Consequently, it is important to derive an expression for ωOVs_kmax in terms of

ωOVs_k. Assuming the small variations in LS1 and LS2‟ in loosely-coupled k range, an
expression for approximating ωOVs_kmax in terms of ωOVs_k is derived as Equation 54.

........................................................... Equation (54)
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The following expressions are then derived to approximate ||GV(jω
(Equation 55), ||Gi(jω

)||SS (Equation 56), and ||GiLm(jω

)||SS

)||SS (Equation

57) for 0 < k ≤ kmax. Again in these equations, the resonant capacitances, C1 and C2‟, are
selected so that Equation 53 is satisfied.

......................................................................................................................... Equation (55)
.... Equation (56)

....................................................................................................................... Equation (57)
In summary, when SS resonant converter operation is performed always at ωS_SS_kmax
(equal to ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax), equations 50 through 53 allow
approximation of voltage gain, current gain, and circulating current under k variation for
loosely-coupled SS resonant tank with LS1 ≥ LS2‟ while equations 53 through 57 allow
approximation of these quantities with LS1 < LS2‟.
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5.3 DERIVATION OF GENERAL ANALYTICAL EQUATIONS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN FOR SP
RESONANT TANK TOPOLOGY
This section provides various general analytical equations for analyzing various
notable quantities of the SP resonant tank topology.
5.3.1 GENERAL ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR SP RESONANT TANK
For SP resonant tank, general equations for voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SP and current gain
||Gi(jω)||SP are given in Equation 58 and Equation 59 respectively.

|| G V ( j ) || SP 

 2C1Lm ReSP '

 ReSP ' C1C2 ' LS1LS 2 ' (1  k )   ReSP ' (C1LS1  C2 ' LS 2 ' )  ReSP ' j ( 3C1LS1LS 2 ' (1  k 2 )  LS 2 ' )
4

2

2

....................................................................................................................... Equation (58)

..................................................... Equation (59)

The resonant frequency, at which the imaginary part in the denominator of Equation
58 becomes zero, is determined by the short-circuited load resonant frequency (ωov) in
Equation 60. Also, the resonant frequency at which the real part in the denominator of
Equation 59 becomes zero is defined as the open-circuited input resonant frequency (ωoi)
in Equation 61.
................................................................... Equation (60)

.................................................................................. Equation (61)

Substituting Equation 60 into Equation 58, it can be shown that the voltage gain at
frequency ov is load-independent, and this load-independent voltage gain, |GV|indSP, is
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defined as Equation 62. Similarly, substituting Equation 61 into Equation 59 results in
load-independent current gain, |Gi|indSP, defined by Equation 63.

................................................. Equation (62)

.................................................... Equation (63)

This means that ωov is the frequency at which leakage inductances, Le1 and Le2‟, are
shorted out, and ωoi is the frequency in which circulating currents through Lm and C2‟ are
minimized.
Three different modes having distinct resonant characteristics can be identified based
on the relative values of ωov and ωoi: Mode A for ωov > ωoi, Mode B for ωov = ωoi, and
Mode C for ωov < ωoi. Voltage gain, ||GV(jω)||SP, and current gain, ||Gi(jω)||SP, of the SP
resonant tank topology are plotted in Figure 5.2 for these three different modes.
From equation 60 and 61, it follows that modes A, B, and C also correspond to the
conditions:

 Ls1
 1 k 2
 Ls 2

,  Ls1  1  k 2 , and  Ls1
 Ls 2

 Ls 2

 1 k 2

respectively. Therefore,

depending on the choice for a nominal k value in the design process, all three modes may
be observed throughout the charging process. For example, if k = 0.2 is selected as the
nominal condition for achieving Mode B in a desired k variation range of 0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.3,
then Mode A is observed as k increases above 0.2, and Mode C is observed as k decreases
below 0.2.
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Figure 5.2: Voltage gain, ||GV(jω)||SP, and current gain, ||Gi(jω)||SP, of SP resonant tank
with fixed k under Re' (QLsp) variation.
Note: Mode A: ωov > ωoi; Mode B: ωov = ωoi; Mode C: ωov < ωoi.
Referring to the plots of Figure 5.2, the following general observations can be made.
The current gain function ||Gi(jω)||SP has a maximum at resonant frequency ωoi and
becomes sharper as QLsp (or ReSP‟) increases. The voltage gain function ||GV(jω)||SP
exhibits a single maximum at resonant frequency ωov for low QLsp. As QLsp increases, two
maxima with a value larger than |GV|indSP appear at resonant frequencies ωP1 and ωP2.
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Unlike the voltage gain at ωov, voltage gains at these two resonant frequencies (ωP1 and
ωP2) are QLsp-dependent.
In Mode A, voltage gain peak at ωP1 is smaller than voltage gain peak at ωP2, and the
opposite occurs in Mode C. In Mode B, the two peaks are equal in magnitude.
General equations for determining resonant frequencies, ωP1 and ωP2, are derived as
Equation 64 and Equation 65 respectively. The geometric mean of these two resonant
frequencies results in the boundary frequency, ωbound (Equation 66). In Mode B, ωbound is
equal to ωov = ωoi.

P1  LS1LS 2

2

................. Equation (64)

1

LS12  LS 2 2  LS14  LS 2 4  4LS12LS 2 2  k 2  
2


2

P 2  LS1LS 2

................ Equation (65)



1
2

LS12  LS 2 2  LS14  LS 2 4  4LS12LS 2 2  k 2  

bound   P1 P 2   ov oi

................................................................... Equation (66)

In terms of efficiency in SP resonant tank, operating in Mode B is optimal. In order to
prove this analytically, a simplified transformer model of SP resonant tank can be shown
using dependent current source and dependent voltage source as in Figure 5.3. In this
figure, the input voltage of SP resonant tank is denoted as Vi, and the input current is
denoted as Ii. The output voltage and output current of SP resonant tank are denoted as
VO and IO respectively.
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i

ReSP’

Gv SPVi
Figure 5.3: Simplified transformer model of SP resonant tank
The input power is a complex power, Sin = ViIi*, while the output power, Pout,
delivered to ReSP‟ can be represented as Pout = VOIO = VOIO*. The complex input power
can also be represented as Equation 67 in terms of voltage gain GV(jω)SP, current gain
Gi(jω)SP, and Pout.

............................ Equation (67)

If operating frequency achieves ω = ωov = ωoi in Mode B, then Equation 62 and
Equation 63 can be substituted into the denominator of Equation 67. It can be concluded
that Sin = Pout in Mode B at ω = ωov = ωoi. Since the condition, Sin = Pout, is indicative of
ideal efficiency of unity with zero input reactive power, it is proven that operating at
switching frequency ωs equal to ωov = ωoi in Mode B is optimal in terms of efficiency.
In order to decide whether it is desirable to obtain Mode B at k = kmax or at k < kmax, it
is of interest to examine the input impedance of the SP resonant tank, because it
determines soft switching operation of the primary-side switch network. Figure 5.4 shows
the graphical representation (not in scale) of input impedance, ||Zi(jω)||SP, characteristics.
Figure 5.4 (a) corresponds to the condition of ||GV||max = |GV|indSP (low QLsp), and Figure
5.4 (b) corresponds to the condition of ||GV||max >> |GV|indSP (high QLsp). Thus, Figure 5.4
shows how Q affects the frequency ranges in which SP resonant tank input impedance is
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resistive, capacitive, or inductive - Note: Input impedance Zi(j)SP satisfies the equation
Z i ( j ) SP  ReSP '

Gi ( j ) SP
.
GV ( j ) SP

||Zi(jω)||

||Zi(jω)||

ωov
Frequency in Log Scale

ωP1 ωbound ωP2
Frequency in Log Scale
(b)

(a)

Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of input impedance, ||Zi(jω)||SP, characteristics for
||GV||max = |GV|indSP (a) and for ||GV||max >> |GV|indSP (b).
To reduce switching losses, the primary-side switch network should operate either in
zero voltage switching (ZVS) or in zero voltage zero current switching (ZVS-ZCS).
ZVS-ZCS is achieved only at the resonant frequencies, where the input impedance is
resistive. ZVS requires that Zi(jω)SP be inductive. Therefore, switching frequency (ωS)
must satisfy that ωov ≤ ωS for low QLsp, as can be seen in Figure 5.4 (a). For high QLsp, ωS
must satisfy either of two conditions: ωP1 ≤ ωS ≤ ωbound or ωP2 ≤ ωS, as can be seen in
Figure 5.4 (b).
Based on this consideration, it turns out that Mode A is not desirable, because in Mode
A, ||GV(jωs)||SP characteristic for ωP1 ≤ ωS ≤ ωbound is highly load (QLsp) dependent and
non-linearly changing, and also can become very sensitive to switching frequency
tracking error depending on the QLsp value. Furthermore, Zi(jωs)SP for ωP1 ≤ ωS ≤ ωbound
may become capacitive for a large load (low QLsp). This forces the resonant tank to be
designed to exhibit a very large QLsp to avoid capacitive input impedance. But a very
large QLsp is undesirable, because it causes very large circulating currents in a coupler
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and parallel resonant capacitor. The other alternative is to operate in the other inductive
region at ωP2 ≤ ωS: this eliminates the danger of capacitive ||Zi(jωS)||SP, but it increases the
reactive power. Thus, achieving a sufficient voltage gain (comparable to |GV|indSP) causes
large reactive power, and consequently the current gain becomes undesirably small.
Mode A needs to be avoided, and, to do so, the resonant tank needs to be designed to
exhibit Mode B for the highest k (kmax) in an expected k range. When Mode B is achieved
at k = kmax, Mode C is inevitably entered as k decreases. Mode A will not be considered
further.
Again, in order to distinguish between quantities achieved at k = kmax (specific
condition), and the same quantities exhibited at k ≤ kmax (general condition), the
subscripts, “_kmax” and “_k”, will be used in this section. For example, ωov_kmax is the
resonant frequency of load-independent voltage gain of SP resonant tank when k = kmax,
whereas ωov_k is that when k ≤ kmax.
In order to show various effects of k variation, Figure 5.5 shows ||GV(jω)||SP and
||Gi(jω)||SP as k decreases from kmax. The red curves are obtained in Mode B at k = kmax.
The black curves are obtained at k < kmax. As k decreases, Figure 5.5 shows that ωov
decreases (thus, ωov_kmax > ωov_k), whereas ωoi increases (thus, ωoi_kmax < ωoi_k). From
Figure 5.5, the following observation can also be made: if switching frequency
ωS_SP_kmax is fixed at ωov_kmax = ωoi_kmax, input impedance Zi(jωS_SP_kmax)SP changes
from being resistive to being inductive as Mode B becomes Mode C. This is indicated in
Figure 5.5 by ωS_SP_kmax = ωov_kmax = ωoi_kmax being at the mid-point of two voltage
gain peaks and at the peak of current gain in Mode B and being in the frequency range of
the monotonically-decreasing voltage gain curve in Mode C.
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ωov_k
ωov_kmax
As k
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Current Gain, ||Gi(jω)||
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As k
decreases

ωoi_k

Frequency in Linear Scale
Figure 5.5: Voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SP (top) and current gain ||Gi(jω)||SP (bottom) under
varied k: as Mode B becomes Mode C.
For an optimal performance, it is proposed to perform fixed switching frequency
operation of SP resonant tank at switching frequency ωS_SP_kmax: as a result, for k =
kmax, the operation is in Mode B under ZVS-ZCS, and for all other k < kmax operation
occurs in Mode C under ZVS. This fixed switching frequency operation avoids control
complexity in tracking and achieving under k variation either ωS_SP_k = ωov_k or
ωS_SP_k = ωoi_k. It should be noted that tracking and achieving either ωS_SP_k = ωov_k
or ωS_SP_k = ωoi_k may not be desirable because of the following conflicting
characteristics:
 Operating at ωS_SP_k = ωoi_k when k < kmax provides minimized circulating
currents, however can exhibit undesirably low voltage gain because leakage
inductances are not compensated.
 Operating at ωS_SP_k = ωov_k when k < kmax provides full compensation of leakage
inductances, however can exhibit undesirably high circulating current losses. Also,
as can be observed from both Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.5, |GV|indSP_k (equal to
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||GV(jωov_k)||SP)

can

be

much

larger

than

|GV|indSP_kmax

(equal

to

||GV(jωov_kmax)||SP) when k < kmax. Therefore, it can cause significantly-increased
losses in an additional converter or linear voltage regulator.
Thus, by operating always at ωS_SP_kmax = ωov_kmax = ωoi_kmax, a good compromise
can be obtained between these conflicting features so that ZVS-ZCS or ZVS without
significantly large reactive power can be performed under k variation. Also, depending on
QLsp, it is possible to make the red and black voltage gain curves in Figure 5.5 intersect at
ωov_kmax. Since ||GV(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP is not decreasing monotonically as k decreases, this
means that with optimal QLsp selection, voltage gain robustness can be maximized so as
to obtain almost constant voltage gain under k variation.
Again, in order to determine analytical expressions for voltage gain, current gain, and
circulating current gain at the fixed frequency of ωs_SP_kmax under k variation, it is
important to determine first the robust frequency that does not vary significantly under k
variation. This robust frequency depends on the relative values of LS1 and LS2‟.
For SP resonant tank, two different sets of approximations can be derived separately
for two different cases of LS1  LS2‟ and LS1 > LS2‟.
5.3.2 DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR LOOSELY-COUPLED SP RESONANT TANK WITH LS1  LS2‟
In loosely-coupled systems, it can be concluded based on Equation 61 that ωoi_k is
only slightly higher than ωS_SP_kmax = ωov_kmax = ωoi_kmax when k < kmax, This is because
in loosely-coupled systems

is very small.

Furthermore, since obtaining Mode B requires C1 > C2‟ when LS1  LS2‟, it can be
concluded based on Equation 60 and Equation 61 that the magnitude of decrease in load-
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independent voltage gain frequency is larger than that of increase in load-independent
current gain frequency, that is  OV   Oi .
k

k

Therefore, determining quantities of interest at ωoi (Equation 61) provides
approximation for the quantities of interest under the fixed frequency operation at
ωS_SP_kmax. To approximate ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP, a general equation for voltage gain at
the frequency of load-independent current gain, ||GV(jωoi)||SP, is derived as Equation 68. It
can be easily verified that Equation 68 becomes Equation 62 iff ωov = ωoi (Mode B
operation).
G V ( j S _ SP _ k max )

SP

 G V ( j oi )

SP

Q L SP


k 2 Q L SP

2

LS1  1  k 2

L S 2 '  k

2
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1

 2
L
'
k
 S2

2

 C 2 '  LS 2 '  1  k 2


 2 2
 k
 C1  L S 1

 C 2 ' 


 C1 

......................................................................................................................... Equation (68)
Since C1 and C2' are selected to obtain ωov_kmax = ωoi_kmax, ratio C2 ' is a fixed value
C1

determined by Equation 69, which is obtained by equating Equation 60 and Equation 61.





C2 '
2 LS 1
....................................................................................... Equation (69)
 1  kmax
C1
LS 2 '

As k decreases below kmax (for ωov_k < ωS_SP_kmax < ωoi_k occurring due to k
decrease), Equation 68 can be used for approximating what ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP is.
Thus, maximum robustness in voltage gain is achieved when Equation 68 remains close
to |GV|indSP_kmax under k variation.
In order to approximate the current gain at the fixed frequency, ωS_SP_kmax, under k
variation, Equation 63 can be used as long as QLsp is not very high: with a very high value
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of QLsp, it cannot be assumed that ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP ≈ ||Gi(jωoi_k)||SP. Instead, with a
very high QLsp, it is ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP << ||Gi(jωoi_k)||SP , which is undesirable - Note:
ωS_SP_kmax ≈ ωoi_kmax.
In order to evaluate the effects of QLsp on the circulating current, iLm, through Lm, a
general expression for ||GiLm(jωoi)||SP is derived as Equation 70. This equation can be used
for estimating the circulating current in a coupler under k variation when the converter
operation is performed at the fixed switching frequency, ωS_SP_kmax.



 LL

G iLm ( jS _ SP _ kmax )  GiLm ( joi )  k 2 QL SP  1
2

S1

S2

'

 2k

LS1
 1 ............... Equation (70)
LS 2 '

5.3.3 DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR LOOSELY-COUPLED SP RESONANT TANK WITH LS1 > LS2‟
In a loosely-coupled system with LS1 > LS2‟, obtaining Mode B requires C1 < C2‟, and
the magnitude of decrease in load-independent voltage gain frequency may be
comparable to or smaller than that of increase in load-independent current gain
frequency (that is OV  Oi ). In this case, an expression for a better approximation of
k

k

ωS_SP_kmax can be Equation 71 rather than ωS_SP_kmax ≈ ωoi_k. In derivation of Equation
71, it is assumed that LS 1 and LS 2 are small. With fixed values for the resonant
k

k

capacitors (C1 and C2'), it follows from Equation 60 that the relationship between the
resonant frequency of load-independent voltage gain at k = kmax and that at k ≤ kmax can
be expressed as Equation 71.

S _ SP _ kmax

1 k2
....................................................................... Equation (71)
 OV _ k 
2
1  kmax
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By substituting Equation 71 into Equation 58, Equation 72 is derived. Equation 72 is
equal to Equation 62 iff k = kmax. If larger LS 1 is expected, for example when a higher
k

value is expected for kmax, the geometric mean between Equation 60 and Equation 71 can
be used to improve the accuracy of approximation for ωS_SP_kmax under k variation. This
geometric mean can be applied by replacing all of kmax terms in Equation 72 with kM
(weighted kmax) defined as Equation 73 – Note: kM = kmax iff k = kmax.
Applying this geometric mean places approximated ωS_SP_kmax closer to actual
ωS_SP_kmax, thus it can be used to more accurately represent
 GV ( js _ SP _ k max )
QLSS

 GV ( j S _ SP _ k max )
k

and

. In order to approximate current gain, ||Gi(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP, Equation

74 is derived by substituting Equation 71 into Equation 59. Also, circulating current gain,
||GiLm(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP, can be approximated using Equation 75.
GV ( jS _ SP _ k max ) 
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......................................................................................................................... Equation (72)
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 1 4 2
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 1 ................................................................... Equation (73)
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 k 1 

............. Equation (74)
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...... Equation (75)

In summary, using equation 58 through 67, general frequency-domain characteristics
and various notable features of SP resonant tank topology can be analyzed. By using
equation 58 through 75, the SP resonant tank topology of both ART type and SRT type
can be analyzed in loosely-coupled systems. Furthermore, using equations 68 thorough
75 allows approximation of loosely-coupled SP resonant tank parameters required for
achieving desirable resonance characteristics (desirable QLsp condition for a desired
nominal load, ReSP').
5.4 SUMMARY OF GENERAL ANALYTICAL EQUATIONS AND DESIGN EQUATIONS
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 present several novel accomplishments for analyzing and
designing SS resonant tank and SP resonant tank of both ART and SRT types. Detailed
frequency-domain analysis is performed for the resonant tanks to evaluate resonance
characteristics and to derive general analytical equations in design-oriented form. By
using these equations, analysis can be performed for SS and SP resonant tanks in both
tightly-coupled and loosely-coupled wireless power transfer applications. By making
assumptions applicable to magnetically loosely-coupled applications, various analytical
design equations are derived for the two resonant tank topologies.
For each of the resonant tank topologies, the corresponding analytical design
equations are derived separately depending on relative values of LS1 and LS2‟ and are in
terms of physically-meaningful quantities such as coupling coefficient, quality factor,
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ratio between C1 and C2‟, and ratio between LS1 and LS2‟. Consequently, these equations
provide high practical usefulness and allow convenient design procedures.
By using various analytical equations, analytical comparative study on SS and SP
resonant tank topologies can be performed in order to provide an analytical method for
deciding which of the two topologies is desirable for a certain application. Also, optimal
design methods for magnetically loosely-coupled SS and SP resonant tanks can be
developed, so that QLss and QLsp can be optimized for a desired nominal load. It will be
demonstrated later that optimizing QLss and QLsp maximizes power delivery robustness
against k variation without significantly-increased circulating current in a coupler.
Comparative study and optimal design methods are presented in the following
sections, which include various results from simulation and experiment for evaluation
and validation of proposed optimal design methods that use the presented analytical
design equations.
5.5 ANALYTICAL COMPARATIVE STUDY ON SS AND SP RESONANT TANK TOPOLOGIES
In this section, comparative study is performed for three different categories. One of
these categories is general comparison. The other two include evaluation of robustness in
voltage gain and current gain (power delivery robustness), and evaluation of circulating
current (coil-to-coil efficiency). These two evaluations are performed in detail using
simulations under LS1 ≈ LS2‟.
5.5.1 GENERAL COMPARISON
In general with unity turns ratio in a magnetic coupler, the SS resonant tank topology
allows obtaining load-independent unity voltage gain regardless of relative values of LS1
and LS2‟ - See Equation 48 under the condition of fOV2 (Equation 45) = fOVp (Equation 42)
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= fOVs (Equation 43). When LS1 = LS2‟ under k variation, the value of load-independent
voltage gain remains at unity while the frequency of this unity voltage gain changes.
However, when LS1 and LS2‟ are different under k variation, the value of loadindependent voltage gain does not remain at unity while the frequency of loadindependent changes also. This means that, in SS resonant tank design process, it is
known prior to the design process that a desirable load-independent voltage gain is unity
regardless of coupler geometry. Consequently, since a desirable (or an expected) value of
voltage gain is known prior to selection of coupler geometry, optimization of coupler and
QLss for a desired load condition is more flexible.
On the other hand, for the SP resonant tank topology, its load-independent voltage
gain depends only on k and relative values of LS1 and LS2‟ - See Equation 62. This means
that expected voltage gain cannot be known unless a desired coupler geometry has been
evaluated for its k and relative values of LS1 and LS2‟. For example, let us assume that a
magnetic coupler is optimized while accounting for achieving optimal Q Lsp for a desired
output voltage of 1V. Then, a supply with adjustable voltage must be implemented to
satisfy Equation 62, so that 1 V output is produced for the optimized coupler. Therefore,
in SP resonant tank design process, design complexity increases significantly if
optimization of coupler and QLsp need to satisfy both fixed supply voltage and fixed load
voltage. In conclusion, the SP resonant tank topology is a less flexible in terms of design
process: either the supply voltage or load voltage should be adjustable.
In terms of minimizing the circulating current in a coupler, SS resonant tank performs
better than SP resonant tank. In SS resonant tank, it is possible to obtain values of current
gain and load-independent voltage gain that are both close to (but never equal to) one
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under very low QLss condition –See equations 50 and 51 for ωOVp (Equation 42) = ωOVs
(Equation 43) while k = kmax and LS1 = LS2‟. This condition of both current gain and loadindependent voltage gain values being close to one represents maximized real power or
equivalently minimized reactive power. However, achieving this condition is impractical
at low k (in loosely-coupled wireless power transfer applications). In SP resonant tank, it
is impossible to achieve current gain and load-independent voltage gain to be one unless k
is near one (near perfect coupling) – See equation 62 and 63. These limitations will be
explained later in more detail when comparing current gains of loosely-coupled SS and
SP resonant tanks.
In a SS resonant converter, its output low-pass filter can be just a shunt capacitor in
parallel with a load. However, in a SP resonant converter, its output low-pass filter needs
to have a decoupling filter inductor, so as to prevent the output filter capacitor (in parallel
with a load) from interacting with the parallel resonant capacitor, C2‟. Thus, conduction
loss in the filter inductor in a SP resonant converter can also be a noticeable negative
effect on overall system efficiency.
In summary, it can be said that ideally SS resonant tank is better than SP resonant tank
in terms of power efficiency and in terms of minimizing power stage component count.
However, as further evaluations in sections 5.5.4 through 5.6 will show, SS resonant tank
cannot provide several advantages that SP resonant tank can. In order to perform various
evaluations, ranges of interest for load-dependent quality factors, QLss and QLsp, are
defined in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 respectively.
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5.5.2 UPPER BOUNDARY FOR QLSS
To determine the QLss range of interest, SS resonant tank's voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SS can
be analyzed. For SS resonant tank, exhibiting a high single voltage gain peak near opencircuited load resonant frequency, ωLs1 due to high QLss indicates undesirably large
circulating current in a coupler. Once SS resonant tank is designed to achieve ωOVp
(Equation 42) = ωOVs (Equation 43) = ωOV2 (Equation 45), it exhibits a well-defined
single voltage gain peak approximately when ||G V||max ≥ 1.5||GV(jωov2)||SS for LS1 ≥ LS2',
or approximately when ||GV||max ≥ 1.5||GV(jωov1)||SS for LS1 < LS2'. Substituting
||GV(jωVp)||SS = 1.5 into ||GV(jωVP)||SS =

, an approximation for SS resonant tank‟s

quality factor threshold, QTHss, is proposed as Equation 76. This is proposed as the upper
boundary for QLss range.
................................................................................................. Equation (76)
5.5.3 UPPER BOUNDARY FOR QLSP
When SP resonant tank is designed to exhibit two voltage gain peaks, circulating
current loss can be significant. Therefore, it is important to determine the upper bound
(QTHsp) for QLsp selection. As can be seen in Figure 5.2 for Mode B, two resonant peaks
appear near ωP1 and ωP2 in voltage gain for large QLsp, whereas for low QLsp, only a single
resonant peak occurs at ωov in voltage gain. In this section, a normalized analysis is
performed to determine a general equation for QTHsp. In this analysis, in order to avoid
dealing with k-dependent (inductance-dependent) |GV|indSP and |Gi|indSP, normalized
voltage gain (||GV(jω)||SPn defined as Equation 77) and normalized current gain
(||Gi(jω)||SPn defined as Equation 78) are used. Without losing general applicability, the
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normalization produces a reference scale in which both load-dependent voltage gain and
load-independent current gain are unity.
|| GV ( j ) || SPn 

|| GV ( j ) || SP
.......................................................................... Equation (77)
| GV |ind SP

|| Gi ( j ) || SPn 

|| Gi ( j ) || SP
.......................................................................... Equation (78)
| Gi |ind SP

Under the condition of

L
L

 1  k 2 (or equivalently, Mode B: ωov = ωoi), it can be

S1

S2

found that ||GV(jωP1)||SPn = ||GV(jωP2)||SPn, and a general expression is derived as Equation
79,

which
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Furthermore, it can be found in Mode B that ||Gi(jωP1)||SPn = ||Gi(jωP2)||SPn as well. A
general expression for ||Gi(jωP1)||SPn = ||Gi(jωP2)||SPn is derived as Equation 80. By using
Equation 79 and Equation 80, a general mathematical relationship between ||GV(jωP1)||SPn
and ||Gi(jωP1)||SPn can be derived as Equation 81.

|| GV ( j P1 ) || SPn || GV ( j P 2 ) || SPn 
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......................................... Equation (80)

1
................................................................. Equation (81)
2
|| GV ( jP1 ) || SPn 1
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It turns out that upper boundary (QTHsp) for QLsp can be found from Equation 81 under
the

condition

of

|| GV ( j P1 ) || SPn || Gi ( j P1 ) || SPn 

||GV(jωP1)||SPn



=

||Gi(jωP1)||SPn:



2 5 1
 0.786 . By substituting this condition into
2

Equation 80, a general expression for the upper boundary (QTHsp) for QLsp selection can
be derived as Equation 82.

QTHsp 

1
k

 2

(1  k 2 )
 1 ................................................................ Equation (82)
 5 1 

To verify this finding, normalized voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SPn (red curve) and normalized
current gain ||Gi(jω)||SPn (green curve) are plotted in Figure 5.6 for the condition of QLsp =
QTHsp in linear frequency scale. As can be seen from this figure, ||GV(jωP1)||SPn =
||GV(jωP2)||SPn = ||Gi(jωP1)||SPn = ||Gi(jωP2)||SPn ≈ 0.786. Also, it can be seen that when
||GV(jωP1)||SPn and ||GV(jωP2)||SPn are greater than or equal to 0.786, two voltage gain peaks
appear.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SPn (red curve) and normalized current gain
||Gi(jω)||SPn (green curve) plotted for the condition of QLsp = QTHsp in linear frequency
scale.
In summary, QLss ≥ QTHss and QLsp ≥ QTHsp are not of significant interest for optimal
design of SS and SP resonant tanks. In fact, the accuracy of approximation by proposed
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design equations for loosely-coupled SS resonant tank can decrease significantly for QLss
≥ QTHss when k < kmax because voltage gain curve, current gain curve, and circulating
current gain curve can exhibit very sharp slopes, causing even small errors in the
frequency approximation

(such as Equation 49) to generate large errors in these

quantities. Also, the accuracy of approximation by proposed design equations for looselycoupled SP resonant tank can decrease significantly for QLsp ≥ QTHsp when k < kmax for the
same reason of sharp slopes increasing the sensitivity of various quantities at the
switching frequency approximations (such Equation 71).
5.5.4 EVALUATION USING A LOOSELY-COUPLED ASYMMETRICAL COUPLER WITH LS1 ≈ LS2‟
First in evaluation and design, a range of interest or an expected range for k needs to
be determined along with the ratio between C1 and C2‟ and the ratio between LS1 and
LS2‟. It was previously shown that designing magnetic couplers can be aided by
performing finite element simulations (FES). It was also shown that from FES, selfinductances and T-equivalent circuit parameters (Le1, Le2‟, Lm, and k) can be directly
determined with good accuracy. Therefore using Ansys Maxwell 3D FES, an
asymmetrical coupler employing flat-spiral coil on a ferrite disk plate (Tx) and flat-spiral
coil in a ferrite pot-core (Rx) is designed as shown by Figure 5.7. For simplicity, the
magnetic coupler has the turns ratio of unity (6:6). The radial depth of Tx was then
adjusted to obtain the condition of LS1 ≈ LS2' ≈ 2.677 μH. As a result of the FES, an
expected k range and ratio

are determined. Ratio

can then be determined using

Equation 53 for SS resonant tank or using Equation 69 for SP resonant tank. The
expected parameters in Table 5.1 are used for analytical comparative study.
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Figure 5.7: Screenshot of Ansys Maxwell 3D FES used for aiding experimental design of
asymmetrical coupler (Tx in circular flat-planar core and Rx in circular pot core).
TABLE 5.1 EXPECTED PARAMETERS USED FOR EVALUATING QL EFFECTS FOR LS1 = LS2‟
Ratio LS 1

LS1
1
LS 2 '

Highest k in an expected coupling range, kmax

kmax ≈ 0.37

Lowest k in an expected coupling range, kmin

kmin ≈ 0.06

LS 2 '

For SS Resonant Tank
Using Equation 53 for full-leakage inductance
compensation at kmax, C2 '
C1
Using Equation 48, |GV|indSS_kmax

C2 '
1
C1
At kmax, |GV|indSS = 1

For SP Resonant Tank
Using Equation 69 to obtain ωov = ωoi at kmax, C2 '

C2 '
 0.863
C1

Using Equation 62, |GV|indSP_kmax

At kmax, |GV|indSP ≈ 2.703

C1

The quantities in Table 5.1 for SS resonant tank are substituted into equations 50
through 52, and then in Figure 5.8, Matlab 3D plots are plotted for kmin ≤ k ≤ kmax and
0.01 ≤ QLss ≤ 1.5kmax - Note: QTHss = 1.5k. In all of the plots in Figure 5.8, QLss and k are
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the x-axis and y-axis quantities respectively. In Figure 5.8 (a), voltage gain
||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS (Equation 50) is plotted as the z-axis quantity. In Figure 5.8 (b),
current gain ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS (Equation 51) is plotted as the z-axis quantity. In Figure
5.8 (c), circulating current gain ||GiLm(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS (Equation 52) is plotted as the zaxis quantity. In each of these plots, the color spectrum indicates the magnitude of z-axis
quantity. The color spectrum is set up so that a color changes when the magnitude of its
corresponding z-axis quantity changes approximately by 0.1 with one exception: the
voltage gain plot in Figure 5.8 (a) contains the dark red region which represents
|GV|indSS_kmax - 0.2|GV|indSS_kmax ≤ ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS ≤ |GV|indSS_kmax. In this case,
since |GV|indSS_kmax = 1.0, the dark red region represents voltage gain magnitude between
0.8 and 1.0, thus representing 20 % variation in voltage gain at the fixed frequency.
The quantities in Table 5.1 for SP resonant tank are substituted into Equation 68 and
Equation 70, and then Matlab 3D plots are plotted in Figure 5.9 for kmin ≤ k ≤ kmax and
0.01 ≤ QLsp ≤ 1.974 - Note: QTHsp ≈ 1.974 when k = kmax = 0.37. In this figure, QLsp and k
are the x-axis and y-axis quantities respectively. In Figure 5.9 (a), voltage gain
||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP (Equation 68) is plotted as the z-axis quantity. In Figure 5.9 (b),
circulating current gain ||GiLm(jωS_SP_kmax)||SS (Equation 70) is plotted as the z-axis
quantity. The current gain is not plotted, because ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP is approximately
|Gi|indSP (Equation 63) as long as QLsp is not undesirably high (QLsp < QTHsp). Again, in
each of these plots, the color spectrum indicates the magnitude of z-axis quantity. The
voltage gain plot in Figure 5.9 (a) is set up so that it contains the black region that
represents |GV|indSP_kmax - 0.1|GV|indSP_kmax ≤ ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP ≤ |GV|indSP_kmax +
0.1|GV|indSP_kmax. In this case, since |GV|indSP_kmax ≈ 2.703, the black region represents
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voltage gain magnitude between 2.433 and 2.973. The red region in Figure 5.9 (a), which
is defined as region “X”, is set up to represent ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP > |GV|indSP_kmax +
0.1|GV|indSP_kmax. So in this case, it represents voltage gain increase by 10 % or greater:

Current Gain,
||Gi(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS

(a)

(b)

Circulating Current Gain,
||GiLm(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS

Coupling coefficient, k

Voltage Gain,
||Gv(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS

in this case, ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP > 2.973.

(c)

Quality Factor, QLss
Figure 5.8: SS resonant tank's voltage gain (a), current gain (b), and circulating current
gain (c) with ωS_SS_kmax fixed at ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax for LS1 ≈ LS2'.
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||GV(jωs_SP_kmax)||

X

||GiLm(jωs_SP_kmax)||

(a)

Load-dependent Quality Factor, QLsp

(b)

Figure 5.9: SP resonant tank's voltage gain (a) and circulating current gain (b) with
ωS_SP_kmax fixed at ωOV_kmax = ωOi_kmax for LS1 = LS2'.
5.5.5 COMPARATIVE STUDY ON VOLTAGE GAIN
From Figure 5.8 (a), it can be seen that ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS decreases monotonically
as k decreases. By increasing QLss, it is possible to increase the robustness in
||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS so that voltage gain variation within 20 % is maintained for a wider
range of k. However since increasing QLss does not increase the red region in Figure 5.8
(a) by much, it does not have significant benefit of creating robust voltage gain for a wide
range of k.
From Figure 5.9 (a), it can be seen that ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP does not necessarily
decrease monotonically as k decreases. This is indicated by region X in which voltage
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gain is increased for a certain range of k. Therefore, being in region X due to undesirably
high QLsp has diminishing return in obtaining robust voltage gain against k variation.
Thus from Figure 5.9 (a), it is decided that selecting QLsp ≥ 1.2 when k = kmax is not
desirable, and the threshold for such quality factor of diminishing return is denoted as
QH: in this example QH = 1.2. In general, it can be verified that QH is always below QTHsp.
From observing Figure 5.9 (a) for QLsp < 1.2, it can be concluded that by increasing
QLsp, it is possible to increase the robustness in ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP so that voltage gain
at the fixed frequency does not vary by more than 10 % for a wider range of k. Also,
since the rate of increase in the black region of Figure 5.9 (a) due to increase in QLsp is
much higher than the rate of increase in the red region of Figure 5.8 (a) due to increase in
QLss, it can be said that SP resonant tank can exhibit more robust voltage gain for a wider
range of k compared to SS resonant tank. In this example, with QLsp ≈ 1.1 achieved at k =
kmax, SP resonant tank's voltage gain at fixed frequency exhibits the percentage of
variation within

10 % approximately for 0.23 < k ≤ 0.37 (about 38 % variation in k).

On the other hand, for SS resonant tank, it is impractical for the voltage gain at fixed
frequency to exhibit less than 20 % variation for more than about 19 % variation in k.
5.5.6 COMPARATIVE STUDY ON CURRENT GAIN
By comparing Figure 5.8 (b) with |Gi|indSP (Equation 63), it can be said that
achievable current gain in SS resonant tank is higher than that in SP resonant tank. This is
because ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS is not as significantly limited by k as ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP ≈
|Gi|indSP is. Also since SP resonant tank has one additional circulating current path
(parallel resonant capacitor C2‟ branch) compared to SS resonant tank, lower current gain
in SP resonant tank is expected. The additional circulating current path in SP resonant
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tank can be an issue under very small load (large ReSP‟) condition. To understand this, it
should be noted that increase in ReSP' causes SP resonant tank's voltage gain curve to
exhibit two resonant peaks that are higher than load-independent voltage gain, |GV|indSP.
On the other hand, current gain curve of SP resonant tank exhibits a single resonant peak
of load-independent current gain regardless of ReSP' but becomes very sharp as ReSP'
increases. This means that circulating current through the parallel resonant capacitor, C2‟,
can be very significant under small load condition. This is an issue that may be resolved
by implementing a power supply that has a desirably limited power delivery rating to
avoid significant losses.
From observing Figure 5.8 (a) and Figure 5.8 (b), it can be seen as previously
mentioned that achieving both ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to be close
to 1.0 is possible. For example, for QLss ≤ 0.2, both ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and
||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS can be above 0.9 although only for a very limited k range. However,
it should be noted that it is impractical to optimize overall wireless charging system for
achieving ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS above 0.9 at low k by achieving a very low value of QLss.
This is because such low QLss requires that C1 is very low and/or LS2‟ is very large for a
given ReSS‟ – See Equation 37 for QLss. Increasing LS2‟ can be done by increasing the
inductance of Tx and/or by increasing Tx to Rx turns ratio – See Figure 1.3. In either
case, winding copper loss increases due to increase in parasitic winding resistance, which
increases the sensitivity of voltage gain (power delivery) against k variation. Decreasing
C2‟ can be done by decreasing the value of secondary-side resonant capacitance (C2)
and/or by increasing Tx to Rx turns ratio. Decreasing C2 requires operating frequency to
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increase. This causes natural reduction of coupler inductances and therefore is a
conflicting requirement.
Since achieving both ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to be close to or
above 0.9 at low k is impractical, a practical solution for optimal design is to achieve
||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to be almost equal to each other for as
wide k range as possible.
In order to analyze equality condition of these two quantities, Figure 5.10 shows 3D
plots the ratio (GRatio) of ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS for the same ranges
as before for QLss and k but with the different range of z-axis:
ω
ω

. In Figure 5.10, the black line represents GRatio ≈ 1.0. The red

region represents 0.9 ≤ GRatio ≤ 1.1, thus it represents

variation in GRatio. As can

be seen, achieving GRatio = 1 at k = kmax is impractical as expected – Note: Impractically
low QLss is required. However, it can be practical to achieve GRatio = 1 at k < kmax.
Furthermore, it is possible to achieve ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to be
almost equal for a fairly wide range of k as shown in Figure 5.10. For example, by
achieving QLss ≈ 0.415, it is possible to maximize the k range in which 0.9 ≤ GRatio ≤ 1.1.
With QLss ≈ 0.415, it is expected that ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS ≈ ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS for 0.06
≤ k ≤ 0.23. It is also expected that ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS > 1.1||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS for 0.23
< k ≤ 0.37.
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GRatio

Coupling coefficient, k

Quality Factor, QLss

Figure 5.10: Matlab 3D plot for ratio, GRatio, of ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to
||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS.
Achieving this equality condition is very desirable. To understand this, it should be
noted that unity ratio of ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS to ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS,
ω
ω

, means that the magnitude of input impedance of SS resonant tank

is equal to the magnitude of load impedance of SS resonant tank. That is
||Zi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS = ||ZL(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS = ReSS'. If this condition is achieved for a
wide range of k, then the frequency of minimum circulating current gain becomes very
robust against k variation and remains at ωS_SS_kmax for a wide range of k. Consequently,
under this condition, optimal compromise between voltage gain and current gain is
achieved at fixed frequency while providing minimized circulating current gain. These
phenomena are demonstrated in Figure 5.11, which plots voltage gain (||GV(jω)||SS),
current gain (||Gi(jω)||SS), and circulating current gain (||GiLm(jω)||SS) under k variation.
The left figure inside the red box is obtained with optimal Q Lss, whereas the right figure
inside the black box is obtained with 0.463*optimal QLss. The axes are in the same scale
for all of the plots, and the desirable fixed frequency, ωS_SS_kmax, is 200 kHz in Figure
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5.11. Under the k variation, optimal QLss maintains ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS ≈
||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS while ||GiLm(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS is at the minimum. However, the lower
QLss provides ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS << ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS without significantly reducing
||GiLm(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS compared to that under optimal QLss condition. Therefore, it can be
concluded that optimal QLss achieves an optimal compromise between voltage gain and
current gain at the desirably-fixed frequency while circulating current gain is minimized.

Figure 5.11: Voltage gain (||GV(jω)||SS), current gain (||Gi(jω)||SS), and circulating current
gain (||GiLm(jω)||SS) under k variation for optimal QLss (left figure inside the red box) and
for 0.463*optimal QLss (right figure inside the black box - Note: ωS_SS_kmax = 200 kHz.
5.5.7 COMPARATIVE STUDY ON CIRCULATING CURRENT GAIN
By comparing Figure 5.8 (c) and Figure 5.9 (b), it can be seen that circulating current
in a magnetic coupler is significantly lower for SS resonant tank as expected.
To further evaluate circulating current gain, coil-to-coil current gain characteristics
(magnitude of frequency-domain ratio of secondary-side coil current, iLe2 in Figure 1.3, to
primary-side coil current, iLe1 in Figure 1.3) can be considered. It can be assumed that
variations in QLss and QLsp are imposed by ReSS‟ and ReSP‟. By looking at the iLe2 branch
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in each of SS and SP resonant tanks in Figure 1.3, it can be concluded that in SS resonant
tank, the real component of impedance introduced to iLe2 is ReSS‟, whereas in SP resonant
tank, the real component of impedance, Re{Zload_SP(jω)}, introduced to iLe2 is Equation
83. As this equation shows, Re{Zload_SP(jω)} decreases as ReSP‟ increases. Consequently,
coil-to-coil current gain increases significantly with increasing ReSP‟. As [37] briefly
explains, this real component compression causes power loss in Rx to increase
significantly. Again, this issue can be resolved by implementing a power supply that has
a desirably limited power delivery rating to avoid significant losses.
ReZ Load _ SP( j ) 

ReSP '

1  C 2 ' ReSP '

2

.......................................................... Equation (83)

5.5.8 COMPARATIVE STUDY ON MAINTAINING ZVS OF PRIMARY-SIDE SWITCH NETWORK
In order to understand the ZVS conditions under k variation, it is of interest to analyze
for each of the resonant tank topologies the input impedance, ||Zi(jω)||SS, and phase shift,
Фvi(jω), between resonant tank input voltage and input current.
Under the fixed operating frequency condition, input impedance ||Zi(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS
of SS resonant tank is either resistive or inductive. It is resistive at k = kmax for ||GV||max =
1 and inductive at k = kmax for ||GV||max > 1 (large QLss). As k decreases, ||GV||max increases,
and the resonant frequency of load-independent voltage gain decreases. Consequently,
||Zi(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS becomes more and more inductive with decreasing k. As a result,
||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS gets closer to 90 degrees (iLe1(t) lagging Vi(t) by almost 90 degrees)
with decreasing k. With almost fully-charged battery (large QLss), ||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS
is even closer to 90 degrees due to significantly-increased peak voltage gain (large
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||GV||max). It should be noted that large values of ||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS are undesirable for
obtaining and maintaining ZVS transitions.
For SP resonant tank, ||Zi(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP at k = kmax is resistive regardless of ||GV||max
(QLsp). However, like ||Zi(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS, it also becomes more and more inductive with
decreasing k. Therefore, a main difference is that ||Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP is zero and QLspindependent at k = kmax, whereas ||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS depends on QLss for all k
conditions.
For both SS and SP resonant tanks, maintaining ZVS for a wide range of k is
desirable, therefore evaluating only ||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP is
not

desirable.

Instead,

more

desirable

figures

of

merit

are

ω

and

ω

, because comparing these

quantities can show complexity in development of control for maintaining ZVS under k
variation.
The next section shows examples of optimal designs of SS and SP resonant tanks in
simulation to evaluate Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)SS and Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)SP under k variation with
optimal QLss and QLsp achieved at kmax = 0.37. In these optimal design examples, the
parameters in TABLE 5.1 are used. For simplicity, ReSS‟ and ReSP‟ are adjusted to obtain
optimal quality factor.
5.5.9 SIMULATION EVALUATION OF ФVID(JΩS_SS_KMAX)SS AND ФVID(JΩS_SP_KMAX)SP
Using the expected inductance values from FES performed for Figure 5.7 and
assuming that leakage inductance compensation is achieved at 300 kHz, SS resonant tank
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parameters are Le1 = Le2‟ ≈ 1.687 μH, Lm ≈ 0.99 μH, and C1 = C2‟ ≈ 166.83 nF. In order
to achieve QLss ≈ 0.415, it must be that ReSS‟ ≈ 1.66 Ω - See Equation 37 for QLss. Plotting
Фvid(jω)SS, ||GV(jω)||SS, and ||Gi(jω)||SS using these parameters, Figure 5.12 is obtained at k
= kmax ≈ 0.37. In this figure, the blue trace at the top figure is Фvid(jω)SS, and the bottom
figure contains two traces representing ||GV(jω)||SS with the green trace and ||Gi(jω)||SS
with the red trace.
By performing FES further, the T-equivalent model parameters at k < kmax are also
extracted. Using these T-equivalent model parameters, plots such as those in Figure 5.12
are simulated, and then simulation data for Фvid(jωS_SS_kmax)SS are extracted and listed in
Table 5.2 – Note: ωS_SS_kmax = 2π(300kHz).
100d
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-100d
P(I(Le1))
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1.0

0.5

SEL>>
0
0Hz
V(5)
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Figure 5.12: Simulation plots for Фvid(jω)SS, ||GV(jω)||SS, and ||Gi(jω)||SS obtained using
the T-equivalent model parameters extracted from FES – Note:
ωS_SS_kmax=2π(300kHz).
TABLE 5.2 PARAMETRIC SIMULATION DATA FOR EVALUATING Фvid(jωS_SS_kmax)SS UNDER
k VARIATION WITH AN OPTIMAL QLSS ACHIEVED AT k = kmax
k
0.37
0.33
0.198
0.066

Фvid(jωS_SS_kmax)SS (degrees)
-40.41
-54
-79.43
-88.99
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Under the same compensating frequency condition, SP resonant tank parameters are
Le1 = Le2‟ ≈ 1.687 μH, Lm ≈ 0.99 μH, C1 ≈ 121.79 nF, and C2‟ ≈ 105.14 nF. In order to
achieve QLsp ≈ 1.1, it must be that ReSP‟ ≈ 5.55 Ω - See Equation 37 for QLsp. Plotting
Фvid(jω)SP, ||GV(jω)||SP, and ||Gi(jω)||SP using these parameters, Figure 5.13 is obtained. In
this figure, the blue trace at the top figure is Фvid(jω)SP, and the bottom figure consists of
two traces representing ||GV(jω)||SP with the green trace and ||Gi(jω)||SP with the red trace.
Again, using the same inductance values at k ≤ kmax = 0.37 obtained from FES, simulation
data for Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)SP are obtained and listed in Table 5.3 – Note: ωs_SP_kmax =
2π(300kHz).
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Figure 5.13: Simulation plots for Фvid(jω)SP, ||GV(jω)||SP, and ||Gi(jω)||SP obtained using
the T-equivalent model parameters extracted from FES – Note:
ωS_SP_kmax=2π(300kHz).
TABLE 5.3 PARAMETRIC SIMULATION DATA FOR EVALUATING Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)SP UNDER
k VARIATION WITH AN OPTIMAL QLSS ACHIEVED AT k = kmax
k
0.37
0.33
0.198
0.066

Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)SP (degrees)
0.00
-11.07
-64.26
-87.61
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Comparing the simulation data in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, it can be concluded that in
SS resonant tank, the magnitude of its input current lag with respect to its input voltage is
larger at each k compared to that in SP resonant tank. That is ||Фvid(jωs_SS_kmax)||SS(k) >
||Фvid(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP(k) for all k. Therefore, for a narrower k variation range, SP
resonant tank can maintain ZVS in the primary-side switch network better than SS
resonant tank. Also, SP resonant tank allows obtaining both ZVS and ZCS in the
primary-side switch network for a single value of k in a range.
However, the phase lag in SS resonant tank changes monotonically in a more linear
manner under k variation as expected from the results of UGFT control model previously
shown in Chapter 4. The phase lag in SP resonant tank changes in a non-linear manner.
That

ω

is

is

ω

than

more

constant

. This means that in SS

resonant tank, development of control such as dead-time control for maintaining ZVS is
less complex.
5.6 HOW TO DESIGN RESONANT TANK TO EXHIBIT OPTIMAL QL
Based on Figure 5.10, for optimally designing loosely-coupled SS resonant tank, it is
decided that the design goal is to obtain QLss as close as possible to 0.415 at k = kmax for a
desired nominal value for ReSS‟.
Based on Figure 5.9, for optimally designing SP resonant tank, the design goal is to
maximize voltage gain robustness by maximizing QLsp at k = kmax without exceeding the
limit (QH). Based on Figure 5.9, achieving QLsp = 1.1 at k = kmax for a desired nominal
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value for ReSP‟ provides good compromise between maximization of voltage gain
robustness and minimization of circulating current.
It should be noted that optimal values of QL depend on applications: it is important to
determine how much one could gain by maintaining a desired level of power delivery
under k variation at the cost of reduced coil-to-coil efficiency.
Typically in a resonant tank design process, inductance value for one side of a
magnetic coupler is known since it is desirable for one Tx to be capable of transmitting
power to various types of Rx. So in proposed design methods for loosely-coupled SS and
SP resonant tanks, switching frequency and the ratio between LS1 and LS2‟ are tunable
parameters while a desired nominal value of Re' is specified.
However, if it is required to use both sides of a coupler that had been already
constructed, choices for C1 and C2‟ (thus switching frequency) can be adjusted to obtain a
QL value as close as possible to an optimal value for a specified nominal value of Re'.
The next section shows examples of optimal designs of SS and SP resonant tanks to
experimentally validate the proposed design methods for optimizing QLss and QLsp.
5.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OPTIMAL DESIGNS
The asymmetrical coupler in Figure 5.7 is experimentally constructed as shown in
Figure 5.14. The Tx-to-Rx distance is set up to be approximately 5mm. Also, as can be
seen, an evaluation board is experimentally constructed. This board can employ either a
SS resonant tank or a SP resonant tank and is implemented for low power applications
with maximum power ≤ 20W at maximum voltage ≤ 15V and maximum current ≤ 3A.
For experimental evaluation, the target switching frequency is between 200 – 350 kHz,
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and a desired load is selected as ReSS' ≈ 2.43 Ω and ReSP‟ ≈ 3.70 Ω, assuming that it is
desired to obtain output power of 12 W at output voltage of 6 V.

Tx

1:1

Rx
Load
Terminal

Supply Terminal
Resonant Tank
Input Terminal

Resonant Tank
Output Terminal

Figure 5.14: Experimental setup of resonant converter evaluation board containing
experimental construction of the asymmetrical coupler shown in Figure 5.7
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5.7.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OPTIMAL DESIGN OF SS RESONANT TANK
Based on Equation 37, Equation 42, and Equation 43, it can be concluded that
selecting the highest operating frequency possible is desirable for minimizing Q Lss for a
specified ReSS' and approximately unity ratio between LS1 and LS2‟. In this case, ReSS' ≈
2.43 Ω.
At Tx-to-Rx distance of approximately 5mm and misalignment of approximately
0mm, the coupler is experimentally characterized, and the extracted coupler parameters
are listed in Table 5.4. As listed in this table, LS1 = 2.58 µH and LS2' = 2.60 µH. These are
slightly different from the target condition of LS1 ≈ LS2' ≈ 2.677 µH from the FES. So, the
resonant capacitor values are adjusted based on the extracted coupler parameters to more
precisely obtain ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax. By selecting the operating frequency
of 350 kHz for QLss tuning, the nominal resonant capacitor values parameters in Table 5.4
are obtained and experimentally implemented. Thus, QLss ≈ 0.54 is expected with the
parameters in Table 5.4 for ReSS' ≈ 2.43 Ω.
Table 5.4 NOMINAL PARAMETERS OF EXPERIMENTALLY-IMPLEMENTED SS RESONANT
TANK
Le1(µH)

Lm(µH)

Le2'(µH)

kmax

C1(nF)

C2'(nF)

1.63

0.95

1.65

0.367

127.2

126.2

In Figure 5.15, experimental curve for voltage gain magnitude (||GV(jω)||SS in Figure
5.15 (a)) and current gain magnitude (||Gi(jω)||SS in Figure 5.15 (b)) of the SS resonant
tank are plotted at QLss ≈ 0.53 for ReSS' ≈ 2.4 Ω. As can be seen from this figure, it is
precisely achieved that ωOVp_kmax = ωOVs_kmax = ωOV2_kmax ≈ 2π(357.99)(103) rad/s. Since
the previously proposed boundary QTHss (Equation 76) concludes that values of QLsp
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approximately equal or greater than 0.555 cause a well-defined single resonant peak in
voltage gain, a single resonant peak in voltage gain is exhibited experimentally.

||Gv(jω)||SS
||Gi(jω)||SS

Frequency (Log Scale)
(a)

Frequency (Log Scale)
(b)

Figure 5.15: Experimental plots for voltage gain magnitude, ||GV(jω)||SS, (a) and current
gain magnitude, ||Gi(jω)||SS, (b) of SS resonant tank.
Experimental data for ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS at three different
values of QLss are collected at varied k and listed in Table 5.5. The three different values
of QLss are denoted as LQ for QLss ≈ 0.27, Opt Q for QLss ≈ 0.43, and HQ for QLss ≈ 0.53.
For simplicity, the variation of QLss is imposed by varying ReSS'. Also,
||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS is denoted as λ, and ||Gi(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS is denoted as ξ. Using
Table 5.5, experimental data for GRatio (the ratio of λ to ξ) are plotted in Figure 5.16 at
LQ, Opt Q, and HQ.
TABLE 5.5 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR ||GV(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS (λ) AND ||GI(jωS_SS_kmax)||SS (ξ)
AT THREE DIFFERENT VALUES OF QLSS UNDER k VARIATION

k
0.37
0.35
0.33
0.25
0.19
0.07

LQ
QLss ≈ 0.27
λ
ξ
0.682 0.747
0.677 0.733
0.525 0.644
0.386 0.539
0.282 0.431
0.169 0.282

Opt Q
QLss ≈ 0.43
λ
ξ
0.750 0.638
0.701 0.611
0.588 0.543
0.461 0.452
0.340 0.356
0.217 0.236
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HQ
QLss ≈ 0.53
λ
ξ
0.785 0.571
0.773 0.556
0.636 0.490
0.499 0.406
0.385 0.325
0.241 0.212

G_Ratio

GRatio of SS Resonant Tank
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

HQ
Opt Q

LQ: 0.5*HQ
0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

Coupling Coefficient, k
Figure 5.16: Experimental data for GRatio (the ratio of experimental voltage gain, λ, to
experimental current gain, ξ) at LQ, Opt Q, and HQ.
From Table 5.5 and Figure 5.16, the following conclusions can be made. Due to the
presence of parasitic resistances (coupler winding resistances and resonant capacitor
ESRs), the experimental voltage gain, λ, is less than 1.
According to the expectations from Figure 5.10, QLss ≈ 0.415 maximizes the k range in
which 0.9 ≤ GRatio ≤ 1.1, and it is expected that GRatio > 1.1 with QLss ≈ 0.415 for 0.23 < k
≤ 0.37. With experimentally implemented Opt Q (QLss ≈ 0.43), Figure 5.16 shows that 0.9
≤ GRatio ≤ 1.1 for the wide range of 0.07 ≤ k ≤ 0.33, which is desirably wider than the
expected k range and is almost the entire range of k.
The major reason why the condition of GRatio > 1.1 is not exhibited with Opt Q for the
wide range of k is as follows: voltage gain ||GV(jω)||SS is affected by both primary-side
and secondary-side parasitic resistances, whereas current gain ||Gi(jω)||SS is affected by
secondary-side parasitic resistances.
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In summary, experimental GRatio data in Figure 5.16 are in good agreement with the
expectations from the Matlab 3D color spectrum plot of GRatio in Figure 5.10.
Furthermore, from Figure 5.10, it can be expected that HQ (QLss ≈ 0.53) would cause
GRatio > 1.1 for 0.07 ≤ k ≤ 0.37. This expectation is also met as can be seen in Figure 5.16.
For optimal design of SS resonant tank, the proposed design method can be used to
determine an optimal QLss so that GRatio remains close to unity under k variation.
5.7.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OPTIMAL DESIGN OF SP RESONANT TANK
For SP resonant tank, ReSP' ≈ 3.7 Ω is selected as previously mentioned. The target
operating frequency of 200 kHz is chosen. Substituting this frequency into QLsp (Equation
37) and into ωoi (Equation 61), the values LS2' ≈ 2.677µH and C2' ≈ 236.6nF are
calculated. Consequently, LS1 ≈ 2.677µH for the given target condition of unity ratio
between LS1 and LS2‟. Substituting this LS1 and the switching frequency into Equation 60,
C1 ≈ 274.1nF is then calculated.
Since LS1 = 2.58µH and LS2' = 2.60µH are slightly different from the target condition
of LS1 ≈ LS2' ≈ 2.677µH, the resonant capacitor values are adjusted based on the extracted
coupler parameters to more precisely obtain ωoi_kmax = ωov_kmax at QLsp ≈ 1.1. The
experimentally-implemented SP resonant tank parameters are listed in Table 5.6.
In Figure 5.17, experimental curve for voltage gain magnitude (||GV(jω)||SP in Figure
5.17 (a)) and current gain magnitude (||Gi(jω)||SP in Figure 5.17 (b)) of the SP resonant
tank are plotted at QLsp ≈ 1.1 for ReSP' ≈ 3.7 Ω. As can be seen from this figure, ωov_kmax
≈ ωoi_kmax ≈ 2π(213.73)(103) rad/s.
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TABLE 5.6 EXPERIMENTALLY-IMPLEMENTED SP RESONANT TANK PARAMETERS
Le1(µH)

Lm(µH)

Le2'(µH)

kmax

C1(nF)

C2'(nF)

1.63

0.95

1.65

0.367

248.5

213.3

||Gi(jω)||SP
||Gv(jω)||SP

Frequency (Log Scale)
(b)

Frequency (Log Scale)
(a)

Figure 5.17: Experimental plots for voltage gain magnitude, ||GV(jω)||SP, (a) and current
gain magnitude, ||Gi(jω)||SP, (b) of SP resonant tank.
At

fixed

ωS_SP_kmax

≈

2π(213.73)(103)rad/s,

experimental

data

for

||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP and ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP are collected at three different QLsp
conditions (LQ: QLsp ≈ 0.36; Opt Q: QLsp ≈ 1.1; HQ: QLsp ≈ 3.2) while k is varied from
kmax ≈ 0.367 to kmin ≈ 0.07. In the experiment, variation in QLsp is imposed by changing
ReSP'. Table 5.7 lists the data. In this table, voltage gain ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP and current
gain ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP are denoted as α and β respectively. As can be seen, at kmax ≈
0.37, ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP is not the load-independent (Q-independent) value of |GV|indSP
is not 2.703 at kmax. This is due to inevitable loss effects caused by parasitic resistance
terms such as primary-side capacitor's ESR and winding resistances. Although the effects
of parasitic resistance terms can be especially significant at voltage gain resonant peaks,
the proposed optimal QLsp design method is expected to perform well. This is because
ωS_SP_kmax in general is located well above ωP1, thus ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP is more
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robust against parasitic resistance terms. This expectation is met as supported by the
experimental data that follow.
TABLE 5.7 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP (α) AND ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP
(β)
LQ

Opt Q

HQ

(QLsp ≈ 0.36)

(QLsp ≈ 1.1)

(QLsp ≈ 3.2)

k

α

β

α

β

α

β

0.37

1.198

0.368

1.873

0.357

2.296

0.316

0.35

1.165

0.352

1.899

0.341

2.347

0.312

0.33

1.046

0.309

1.901

0.296

2.512

0.263

0.25

0.802

0.263

1.740

0.245

2.649

0.209

0.19

0.523

0.200

1.354

0.193

2.618

0.176

0.07

0.157

0.062

0.442

0.060

1.078

0.051

By plotting the data of Table 5.7 in Figure 5.18, it can be clearly seen in Figure 5.18
(a) that, with Opt Q, voltage gain ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP is well maintained for a fairly
large k variation range of 0.25 < k ≤ 0.37 approximately. Also, it can be seen in Figure
5.18 (b) that current gain ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP at Opt Q remains very close to that at LQ.
Although LQ generates the maximum current gain as expected, the voltage gain at LQ
becomes undesirably small for even a small decrease in k. The robustness in voltage gain
characteristics at Opt Q can outweigh the small increase in current gain achieved at LQ. It
should be noted that the HQ value above QH ≈ 1.2 is undesirable as expected. At HQ >
QH, the voltage gain significantly increases as k decreases to k ≈ 0.21 while the current
gain is much lower compared to the current gains at LQ and Opt Q.
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||Gv(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP at Various QLsp Conditions
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Figure 5.18: Voltage gain ||GV(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP (a) and current gain ||Gi(jωS_SP_kmax)||SP
(b) for experimental data in Table 5.7.
For more detailed analysis, circulating currents are evaluated by operating the SP
resonant converter with the switching frequency and supply voltage fixed at 214 kHz and
3 V respectively while k is varied. In Figure 5.19 (a), resonant tank input voltage (V1(t) in
yellow), primary-side coil current (iLe1(t) in purple), secondary-side coil current (iLe2(t) in
green), and circulating current in the coupler (iLe1(t)- iLe2(t) in red) are plotted for LQ.
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The same quantities are plotted in Figure 5.19 (b) for Opt Q and in Figure 5.19 (c) for
HQ.
V1(t)
iLe2(t)

iLe1(t)
iLe1(t)-iLe2(t)
(a)
V1(t)

V1(t)

iLe2(t)

iLe2(t)
iLe1(t)

iLe1(t)
iLe1(t)-iLe2(t)

iLe1(t)-iLe2(t)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5.19: Experimental waveforms of resonant tank input voltage (V1(t) in yellow),
primary-side coil current (iLe1(t) in purple), secondary-side coil current (iLe2(t) in green),
and circulating current in the coupler (iLe1(t)- iLe2(t) in red) for LQ: QLsp ≈ 0.36 (a), Opt
Q: QLsp ≈ 1.1 (b), and HQ: QLsp ≈ 3.2 (c).
As can be seen in Figure 5.19, all of the current waveforms at the different QLsp values
are sinusoidal with the same phase conditions and with very small distortions. Thus, it is
possible to calculate the circulating currents for different QLsp values by measuring peak
values of circulating currents (red waveforms) and dividing them by corresponding
supply currents (Iin) (purple waveforms) in each QLsp condition.
Table 5.8 lists the experimental data for evaluating the circulating currents in the
coupler. This table shows the figure of merit highlighted in red. As can be seen, Opt Q
does not cause circulating currents much larger than those at the LQ, whereas the HQ >
QH causes much larger circulating currents in the coupler. Therefore, the presented design
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equations and optimal QLsp criteria allow maximization of robustness in power delivery.
This maximization does not come at the cost of significantly increased circulating current
in a coupler.
TABLE 5.8 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR EVALUATING THE CIRCULATING CURRENT IN THE
COUPLER

Iin
iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)
(iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)) / Iin
Iin
iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)
(iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)) / Iin
Iin
iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)
(iLe1(t)- iLe2(t)) / Iin

k ≈ 0.37
LQ
(QLsp ≈ 0.36)
0.513
1.60
3.119
k ≈ 0.2
0.433
1.80
4.157
k ≈ 0.07
0.302
2.20
7.285

Opt Q
(QLsp ≈ 1.1)
0.442
1.56
3.529

HQ
(QLsp ≈ 3.2)
0.241
1.56
6.473

0.426
1.80
4.225

0.357
1.88
5.266

0.301
2.20
7.309

0.306
2.24
7.320

5.8 SUPPLEMENTARY SIMULATION RESULTS FROM OPTIMAL DESIGNS WITH LS1 > LS2‟
This section shows optimal design methods applied for LS1 > LS2‟, unlike the
experimental validation which was for LS1 ≈ LS2‟. Therefore, various simulation results in
this section are collected for further validation of the design equations.
In

simulation,

experimentally-extracted

T-equivalent

model

parameters

of

asymmetrical magnetic coupler in Figure 5.20 are used. The T-equivalent model
parameters are listed in Table 5.9. Further information regarding this coupler can be
found in [40].
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Figure 5.20: Asymmetrical Coupler for 3kW Wireless Charging of EV showing larger
Tx(left) and smaller Rx(right).
TABLE 5.9 EXPERIMENTALLY-EXTRACTED T-EQUIVALENT MODEL PARAMETERS OF
ASYMMETRICAL COUPLER IN FIGURE 5.20
k
0.347
0.302
0.256
0.23
0.18
0.16
0.14
5.8.1 SIMULATION
LS2‟

Le1 (μH)
85.6
90.4
90.1
92.1
93
94.7
99.38

FOR

Lm (μH)
26.8
23.3
18.9
16.9
13.1
11.4
10.31

Le2’ (μH)
26.4
29
31.3
33.3
36.7
37.6
38.82

OPTIMAL QLSS EVALUATION IN SS RESONANT TANK

WITH

LS1 >

To check the performance of proposed design equations in the presence of stray
parameters due to tolerance (in particular, assuming that there are errors in estimating
expected values for LS1/LS2‟ and kmax), Matlab 3D plot for GRatio are plotted in Figure 5.21
for with

and kmax = 0.3, instead of the actual values of

and kmax ≈

0.347. The black region in this figure represents GRatio = 1 (

10 %). Therefore,
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according to this figure, QLss ≈ 0.3 is optimal for obtaining almost constant GRatio = 1

GRatio

and kmax = 0.3.

k

when

QLss
Figure 5.21: Matlab 3D plot for GRatio are plotted in Figure 5.21 for with
kmax = 0.3, instead of the actual values of

and

and kmax ≈ 0.347.

The next step is to check if QLss ≈ 0.27 is a desirable condition for the actual
and kmax ≈ 0.347. In order to obtain this quality factor at the actual kmax ≈ 0.347 with the
parameters in Table 5.9, ReSS‟ needs to be approximately 2.862 Ω for ɷs_SS_kmax = 2π(25
kHz). In Figure 5.22, simulation data for GRatio are collected for LQ, Opt Q, and HQ
conditions. Condition LQ represents QLss ≈ 0.15. Condition Opt Q represents QLss ≈
0.286. Condition HQ represents QLss ≈ 0.6. As can be seen from Figure 5.22, Opt Q (QLss
≈ 0.286) exhibits the least sensitivity of GRatio against k variation. Furthermore, GRatio
remains close to 1.1 for a wide range of k variation. It should be noted that parasitic
resistances are not included in collecting the simulation data in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: Simulation data for evaluation on GRatio under k variation for different loaddependent quality factors.
5.8.2 SIMULATION
LS2‟

FOR

OPTIMAL QLSP EVALUATION IN SP RESONANT TANK

WITH

LS1 >

Again, to check the design equation performance under parameter estimation error due
to tolerance (in particular, assuming that there are errors in expected values for LS1/LS2‟
and kmax), Matlab 3D plot for ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP are plotted in Figure 5.23 using
equations 69, 72 and 73 with

and kmax = 0.3, instead of the actual values of

and kmax ≈ 0.347.
This results in |GV|indSP ≈ 1.92 for
for

and kmax = 0.3 instead of |GV|indSP ≈ 1.99

and kmax = 0.347. The black region in Figure 5.23 indicates the condition of
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1.92 - 10 % ≤ ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP ≤ 1.92 + 10 %. The red region indicates an

k

||GV(jωsp_SP_kmax)||

undesirable condition of ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP > 1.92 + 10 %.

QLsp
Figure 5.23: Matlab 3D plot for ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP
According Figure 5.23, Q ≈ 0.6 is optimal in terms of obtaining almost constant
voltage gain under k variation. In order to obtain this quality factor at the actual kmax ≈
0.347 with the parameters in Table 5.9, ReSP‟ needs to be approximately 5 Ω for
ɷs_SP_kmax = 2π(25 kHz).
Using the parameters in Table 5.9 and ReSP‟ ≈ {2.5; 5; 10} Ω (corresponds to QLsp ≈
{0.3; 0.6; 1.2}) in Pspice, simulation data for voltage gain, ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP, are
collected. Table 5.10 lists the simulation data. Plotting the data results in Figure 5.24
shows clearly that achieving QLsp ≈ 0.6 provides almost constant voltage gain under wide
range of k variation.
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TABLE 5.10 SIMULATION DATA FOR ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP FOR DIFFERENT QLSP
CONDITIONS
k
0.347
0.302
0.256
0.23
0.18
0.16
0.14

LQ
(QLsp ≈ 0.3)
1.99
1.31
1.60
1.12
1.07
0.80
0.39

Opt Q
(QLsp ≈ 0.6)
1.99
1.83
2.18
1.85
1.90
1.50
0.76

HQ
(QLsp ≈ 1.2)
1.99
2.11
2.47
2.46
2.79
2.48
1.43

Voltage Gain at Fixed Frequency,
||Gv(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP

||Gv(jωs_SP_kmax)||SP v.s. k under Different QLsp Conditions
(For Ls1 > Ls2')

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

LQ = 0.5*(Opt Q)
Opt Q = 0.6
HQ = 2*(Opt Q)
|Gv|ind+10%
|Gv|ind-10%

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
Magnetic Coupling Coefficient, k

Figure 5.24: Simulation data for voltage gain ||GV(jɷs_SP_kmax)||SP under different QLsp
conditions.
In summary, the proposed design equations for loosely-coupled SS resonant tank and
loosely-coupled SP resonant tank successfully allow determining optimal load-dependent
quality factors even with possible estimation errors in expected values for

and kmax.

This further demonstrates practical usefulness of the proposed design methods since
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tolerances in

and kmax are commonly expected between FES simulation and

experimental implementation of a coupler.
5.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this chapter, detailed analysis and comparative study on frequency-domain
characteristics of the SS and SP resonant tank topologies are performed. Using various
analytical equations derived in design-oriented form, novel optimal design methods for
loosely-coupled SS and SP resonant tank topologies are presented.
It is shown that by using the novel design methods, desirable parameters of SS and SP
resonant tanks can be conveniently determined to achieve optimal load-dependent quality
factors for a desired value of nominal effective resistive load.
For the SP resonant tank with optimal load-dependent quality factor condition
achieved at k = kmax, the simulations and experimental results show that maximizing the
robustness in voltage gain and current gain can be achieved at a desirably fixed operating
frequency without significantly increased circulating current in a coupler.
Also, for the SS resonant tank with optimal load-dependent quality factor condition
achieved at k = kmax, the simulations and experimental results show that a good
compromise can be achieved between voltage gain and current gain, so that
approximately equal values of voltage gain and current gain can be maintained for almost
entire range of k at a desirably fixed operating frequency while minimizing the
circulating current gain.
The experimental results show that the proposed optimal design methods perform well
even in the presence of parasitic resistance terms. The supplementary simulation results
show that the proposed design equations perform well even with the estimation error in
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expected values for LS1/LS2' and kmax. Therefore, the proposed design equations are
proven to exhibit high practical usefulness.
Based on all of the results in this chapter, it can be concluded that SS resonant tank
cannot provide almost constant voltage gain for a wide k range without frequency
modulation and without significantly large circulating current (significant increase in
reactive energy). On the other hand, SP resonant tank can provide almost constant
voltage gain for a wide k range without high control complexity at a fixed operating
frequency. However, SS resonant tank performs better in terms of efficiency. Therefore,
in wireless power transfer applications with more limited k variation, SS resonant tank is
desirable. Such applications may include wireless charging of stationary loads like EVs,
TVs, and household appliances. In wireless charging of portable electronics, maintaining
good charging speed under wider k variation (increased receiver positioning flexibility) is
desirable. Therefore, SP resonant tank topology is more suitable. However, it should be
noted that a large effective load resistance (e.g. almost fully-charged battery) in SP
resonant tank can cause significant power loss in receiver coil. Furthermore, it can also
cause large circulating current through the parallel resonant capacitor. These issues may
be resolved with a power supply that is desirably limited in power delivery.
In conclusion, the superiority of one resonant tank over the other depends on specific
conditions of an application. Using the presented novel optimal design methods, analysis,
comparative study, evaluation, and optimal designs can be performed conveniently.
Therefore, the design methods allow more detailed comparison to be performed for
desired applications rapidly, so that the cost of design optimization process can be
minimized.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION, PUBLICATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSION
Chapter 1 discusses inductive wireless charging mechanism and background theories
of resonant converters: sinusoidal approximation analysis, equivalent circuit modeling,
soft switching mechanisms (ZVS and ZCS), and load current control methods. It also
describes voltage gain characteristics of commonly-used resonant tanks. Also, various
shortcomings of currently-available wireless power transfer technology are described.
Motivation and research significance are discussed to explain various significant
contributions that three distinctive novel accomplishments in this research make.
Chapter 2 contains a brief summary of the experimental evaluation board set-up,
which is used for experimental validation of the novel accomplishments in this research.
The performance of this experimental evaluation board is demonstrated by implementing
the symmetrical series-series resonant converter. The experimental results for converter
waveforms, power transmission efficiency, and soft-switching mechanisms are shown to
demonstrate that the experimental evaluation board is working as desired.
In Chapter 3, the first of the novel accomplishments, optimal design method for
symmetrical series-series resonant tank topology, is explained. This optimal design
method allows rapid and convenient calculation of the resonant tank parameters required
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for achieving a desired peak voltage gain condition. Without time-consuming efforts and
complexity that the conventional design methods require, this novel optimal design
method provides a cost-effective design solution. When different geometries of magnetic
coupler are being considered for a wireless charging system, using the design method
also allows determining which of the coupler geometry is desirable for a specified
nominal resistive load condition. By using the design method, evaluation can be
performed rapidly, and it can be easily found that a coupler with higher magnetic
coupling can sometimes be less desirable than a coupler with lower magnetic coupling.
This is because for a given nominal resistive load condition, achieving desirable voltage
gain characteristics can cause larger circulating current loss in a coupler with higher
magnetic coupling. With the novel optimal design method, optimization of symmetrical
SS resonant tank can be done with low cost in design process.
In Chapter 4, the second of novel accomplishments, unity gain frequency tracking
(UGFT) control method, is explained. Without the need for communication between
transmitter and receiver, this UGFT control method allows tracking and achieving the
unity voltage gain frequency of symmetrical SS resonant tank under receiver positioning
variation with respect to transmitter position (under magnetic coupling coefficient, k,
variation). This unity voltage gain frequency is the resonant frequency at which leakage
inductances are compensated by their series resonant capacitors. At this frequency,
maximum power transmission efficiency can be achieved while providing desired voltage
gain and current gain. By achieving the unity gain frequency operation without
communication, the need for additional downstream linear voltage regulator is
eliminated. Also, communication module ICs are not required. Simulation results and
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experimental results are shown to demonstrate that the novel UGFT control method
performs well in tracking and achieving unity gain frequency under k variation.
Experimental comparison results of voltage gain and power efficiency for fixed
frequency operation and UGFT control operation show that the UGFT operation allows
voltage gain to be maintained well under k variation and also significantly improves
power efficiency. With the fixed frequency operation under k variation, significant
voltage gain variation occurs while exhibiting much lower power efficiency. This means
that in order to maintain constant current constant voltage (CC-CV) charging profile,
fixed frequency operation requires an additional converter or linear voltage regulator.
Consequently, cost of implementation would increase while undesirably reducing power
density and further reducing power efficiency. Therefore, this chapter shows that a
symmetrical SS resonant converter implementing the novel UGFT control method
provides several desirable features including improved power efficiency, increased power
density, lower cost of implementation, and improved receiver positioning flexibility.
Chapter 5 explains the final novel accomplishments, optimal design methods for
loosely-coupled asymmetrical series-series (SS) resonant tank and loosely-coupled
asymmetrical series-parallel (SP) resonant tank. In this chapter, detailed general analysis
on frequency-domain characteristics of the SS and SP resonant tank topologies is
performed to derive general analytical equations in design-oriented form consisting of
physically meaningful quantities (load-dependent quality factor and expected values for
LS1/LS2‟ and k). For both symmetrical implementation and asymmetrical implementation,
these general analytical equations allow determining and evaluating various notable
quantities. Using some of the general analytical equations and assuming loosely-coupled
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condition, optimal design methods for loosely-coupled SS and SP resonant tank
topologies are presented. It is shown that by using these optimal design methods,
desirable parameters of SS and SP resonant tanks can be conveniently determined to
achieve optimal load-dependent quality factors for a desired value of nominal effective
resistive load. For the SP resonant tank with optimal load-dependent quality factor
condition achieved at k = kmax, the simulations and experimental results show that
maximizing the robustness in voltage gain and current gain can be achieved at a desirably
fixed operating frequency without significantly increased circulating current in a
magnetic coupler. For the SS resonant tank with optimal load-dependent quality factor
condition achieved at k = kmax, the simulations and experimental results show that a good
compromise can be achieved between voltage gain and current gain, so that
approximately equal values of voltage gain and current gain can be maintained for almost
entire range of k at a desirably fixed operating frequency. It is analytically shown that the
circulating current gain is approximately at its absolute minimum at the fixed operating
frequency. Various experimental results show that the proposed optimal design methods
perform well even under the presence of parasitic resistance terms. The supplementary
simulation results are included to prove that the proposed design equations perform well
even with the estimation error in expected values for LS1/LS2' and kmax. Therefore, the
proposed design equations are proven to exhibit high practical usefulness. Comparative
study on SS and SP resonant tank topologies is performed to explain advantages and
disadvantages of each topology. Based on the comparative study, it can be concluded that
for a wireless power transfer application with a narrower range of k variation, SS
resonant tank topology is desirable for obtaining higher power efficiency and for
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reducing power stage component count. For a wider range of k variation, SP resonant
tank topology is desirable because smaller variations in voltage gain and current gain can
be achieved. Also, for a fairly wide range of k variation, phase shift between input
voltage and input current of SP resonant tank remains smaller than that of SS resonant
tank, meaning that smaller reactive energy would be generated in SP resonant tank.
In conclusion, the novel accomplishments in this research significantly improve
efficiency and receiver positioning flexibility, and reduce complexity in design
optimization, complexity in control, and cost of implementation.
6.2 PUBLICATIONS
6.2.1 AS THE MAIN (FIRST)AUTHOR
1) Isaac Nam, Roger Dougal, and Enrico Santi, “General Optimal Design Method
for Loosely-coupled Series-Series Resonant Tank in Wireless Power Transfer
Applications,” Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC),
2014 IEEE (Accepted for lecture presentation and will be published after the
conference).
2) Isaac Nam, Roger Dougal, and Enrico Santi, “Optimal Design Method to Achieve
Both Good Robustness and Efficiency in Loosely-coupled Wireless Charging
System Employing Series-parallel Resonant Tank with Asymmetrical Magnetic
Coupler,” Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2013 IEEE, vol.,
no., pp.3266-3276, 15-19 Sept. 2013.
3) Isaac Nam, Roger Dougal, and Enrico Santi, “Novel Unity Gain Frequency
Tracking Control of Series-series Resonant Converter to Improve Efficiency and
Receiver Positioning Flexibility in Wireless Charging of Portable Electronics,”
Industrial Applications, IEEE Transaction on (Edited following IEEE
transactions reviewers' comments for final submission).
4) Isaac Nam, Roger Dougal, and Enrico Santi, "Optimal design method for series
LCLC resonant converter based on analytical solutions for voltage gain resonant
peaks," Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC), 2013
Twenty-Eighth Annual IEEE , vol., no., pp.1429-1437, 17-21 March 2013.
5) Isaac Nam, Roger Dougal, and Enrico Santi, "Novel control approach to
achieving efficient wireless battery charging for portable electronic
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devices," Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2012 IEEE , vol.,
no., pp.2482-2491, 15-20 Sept. 2012.
6.2.2 AS A SUPPORTING (SECOND) AUTHOR
1) Raffael Haldi, Isaac Nam, Kurt Schenk, and Enrico Santi, “Finite-ElementSimulation-Assisted Optimized Design of an Asymmetrical High-Power
Inductive Coupler with a Large Air-Gap for EV Charging” Energy Conversion
Congress and Exposition (ECCE), 2013 IEEE, 15-19 Sept. 2013
2) Daniel Martin, Isaac Nam, Jonathan Siegers, and Enrico Santi, "Wide bandwidth
three-phase impedance identification using existing power electronics
inverter," Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC), 2013
Twenty-Eighth Annual IEEE , vol., no., pp.334,341, 17-21 March 2013.
6.2.3 PLANNED PUBLICATIONS
1) The ECCE 2013 paper (2 in Section 6.2.1) is currently being updated for
submission to IEEE Transactions by the graduation in December, 2013.
2) The APEC 2014 paper (1 in Section 6.2.1) will be submitted for IEEE
Transactions after the conference in March, 2014.
6.3 FUTURE WORK
As a future work, two tasks can be considered. One of them is coupler geometry
optimization, and the other is ultra-high frequency operation of a resonant converter. This
section briefly discusses these two tasks.
6.3.1 COUPLER GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION
To improve receiver positioning flexibility and maximize robustness in power
transmission and efficiency, it is highly desirable to provide uniform magnetic field
across a wide surface area of a charging platform. This minimizes magnetic coupling
variation with respect to lateral misalignment between transmitter coil and receiver coil.
In order to do so, a transmitter coil must be optimally designed. For example, it can be
easily determined that an array of flat spiral transmitter coils in multiple layers can be
used to create a more uniform magnetic field profile across a charging platform.
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However, it is of high interest to determine various optimal transmitter coil geometries
that can provide uniform magnetic field without a large part count.
A non-trivial geometry can be used for receiver coil as well in order to obtain
improved degrees of freedom in the receiver coil movement with respect to the
transmitter coil. For example, besides the variations in lateral misalignment and coil-tocoil distance, angular misalignment can occur. With an orthogonal configuration in
magnetic field generation direction and pick-up direction, magnetic coupling is at its
worst. With more sophisticated receiver coil design, such as a multi-pickup in which
three circular coils are implemented orthogonally in x, y, and z directions, magnetic
coupling can become more robust against angular misalignments.
6.3.2 ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY OPERATION
With increased demand in power density, it is desirable to increase the operation
frequency to MHz range. In doing so, either using small resonant capacitors or using
parasitic stray capacitances of air-core coupler coils can be used. Although using parasitic
capacitances of air-core coils leads to higher design complexity compared to using small
resonant capacitors for magnetic core coupler, it can be desirable to eliminate the core
losses. Transmitter coil and receiver coil must be carefully designed to achieve desirable
parasitic resistance-dependent quality factor as well as desirable load-dependent quality
factor while minimizing skin effect and proximity losses.
Although ZVS and ZCS are used for switching loss minimization, it is difficult to
maintain them for wide variation ranges of k and load. Therefore, in ultra-high frequency
operation, SiC or GaN switches can be used to minimize switching losses under hardswitching.
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Various issues to be resolved include EMI and undesirable signal oscillations
occurring in switching loops. Therefore, it is necessary to implement shielding and proper
circuit layout along with snubbers, common-mode filters, differential-mode filters, and so
on.
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